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CHAPTER  

ONE 

 

he stabbed him. 
Hope pulled the telephone away from her ear as if it 

were a vile instrument of torture. 

Her sister’s choked sobs echoed in the hollow of 

stunned silence. 

Hope whimpered a questioning or comforting, “oh”. 

Their mother had murdered their father. 

Slave chains dragged Hope into darkness until all that 

was left of light was a pinhole through which she found her 

way back to her dorm room, closed the door and stared into 

the mirror above the dresser, trying to find herself, her 

family, shattered order not death–not murder, not him. Her 

mother could never have done this. Hers was sleepless 

crying illness, not violent, never violent. 

Hope turned and looked through the rain-streaked 

window at the Vassar campus. 

It would take her sister three hours to drive from New 
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Haven to take her home. Prudence should not be driving. 

What if she lost Prudence? Was life only to be suffering and 

pain? How could she survive alone for three hours? She was 

only seventeen, too young to be at college with no one to 

understand. 

She clenched her eyes against the unstoppable horror, 

the savage truth, turned back to the mirror and saw her 

mother–tears streaming down red cheeks. Would the 

madness come for her now? 

Hope stripped naked and let the wet cold air raise goose 

bumps on her pale skin–real, here, now, an external 

discomfort, not the pain of thinking. Be strong, she heard 

her mother, the murderess’ voice. Put one foot in front of 

the other. Get dressed. Sit at your desk. Do your homework. 

Three chapters of Family and Society. One foot in front of 

the other. This is who you are. Someone will come to tell 

you what to do. 

* * * 

Five days after the murder, there was meager relief 

being back on campus––the object of whispers, stares, 

various expressions of sympathy. She’d stayed with her 

grandparents in Cheshire seventeen miles from the 

parsonage murder scene, been interviewed by the police, 

the lawyer, visited her mother at the New Haven City Jail 

where she’d barely spoke, staring straight ahead depressed 

to psychosis, drugged, imprisoned. 

Hope walked from Rockefeller Hall to the library, gaze 

lowered, shoulder pulled down by her book-heavy pack. 

Cold air swirled around her bare legs. 
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 “Miss Bennett, wait.” 

Trapped inside a snow globe of grief, looking out at a 

distorted world, she barely heard the man’s voice coming 

up behind her, more a command than a request. “Miss 

Bennett.” The lecturer in her law and society class, Frederick 

Fieldings, stepped in front of her. 

She could not meet the intensity and intelligence of his 

stare. 

“Look at me,” he said with just enough compassion to 

make her trust him. 

She looked into the sharp focus of his green eyes and 

saw no pity, only challenge. She couldn’t control a shiver 

that made her hands tremble, eyes blink. She wanted him to 

protect her, to tell her what to do.  

She wanted him to lead her from unrelenting sorrow. 

She wanted him to know about Winthrop Bennett, her 

father. 
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CHAPTER  

TWO 

 

ope Bennet was just another of Frederick Fielding’s 

students until he heard of the brutal murder of her 

father–the Reverend Bennett–by her mother. Word had 

spread quickly across the Vassar campus that one of their 

community had been struck by a terrible tragedy. 

Five days after he heard the news, he saw her sitting in 

his Family, Law and Social Policy class–pools of blue steel, 

hard moon eyes above pink unblemished cheeks, erect in 

her seat as if daring anyone to pity her, barely seventeen;  a 

defiant baby suddenly and cruelly made the geek in the 

victims’ carnival of public notice. 

The story had been on television (which he never 

watched), in the newspapers (that part at which he normally 

only glanced). He had read the details because the father of 

the murderess, himself a priest, had made a statement that 

his daughter had been the victim of abuse–a subject in 

which Fieldings had a personal interest. 

He was the product of abuse and craved what he hated, 

did everything he could to chain the monster that lurked in 

the deepest cave of his soul–the monster always searching 

H 
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for a way to escape. 

Anything could be done if you did not become what you 

are supposed to be–witness Fielding’s smooth accent, 

vaguely urban and upper class with which he’d replaced the 

nasal cawing that was his Brooklyn birth tongue. Born into 

a family of illiterates, as if by mistake, a full scholarship to 

Harvard Law, and now a popular teacher at a top college. 

Aged 33 and fit, he’d played number one on the 

Columbia tennis team, and placed fifth in the Nationals. 

Dark curly hair and a beard that needed to be shaved twice 

a day; he’d once refused the Delts’ request at Columbia that 

he play Adonis, the Greek god of beauty and desire, in their 

spring pageant. An assistant professor in his second year at 

Vassar, Fieldings maintained an open, nonthreatening 

demeanor when dealing with students. His lack of interest 

in their personal lives or ambitions did not stop young 

women and a few men from following him around campus 

as if he was a prophet or delivering overt hints that they were 

interested in a more intimate relationship. In such cases he 

would establish a firm boundary by fixing his deep and 

penetrating eyes on them and either changing the subject or 

ending the conversation. In the few instances when a clear 

proposition had been offered, he’d replied “That is 

inappropriate.” What he never revealed to anyone in his 

professional life, least of all his students, was that he had 

more exotic sexual tastes. 

He followed Hope after class, instinctively knowing 

what she needed were demands not sympathy. 

“Come with me. I wish to speak to you,” 
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He did not linger on the challenge that flashed in her 

eyes, but walked on, confident that she would follow him to 

his office where their conversation was brief without 

allusion to her tragedy. 

He asked if she’d be interested in helping him with 

some research for a book he was writing on the Thirteenth 

Amendment. She studied him with an intelligence that 

surprised him. 

“I’m a freshman.” 

Before she could make an excuse, he said truthfully that 

her paper he’d assigned to see if there was intelligent life in 

his class had been extraordinary. 

“Ok, I’d like to work with you,” she said with none of 

the giddy enthusiasm you might expect from a girl her age. 

That was the beginning of the most satisfying 

relationship he ever had with a student. Despite her initial 

understandable need to speak about her father, the 

revelations of her past became rare, and she never asked 

about his. Her brilliant and tenacious intellect matched his 

own. She could read and understand tremendous amounts 

of material and distill complex arguments to their essential 

points. He gave her full credit in the acknowledgements in 

Chains of Bondage: Badges and Incidences. 

The book about the Amendment that had abolished 

slavery and indentured servitude had been successfully 

published and had led to him being hired as a professor at 

Stanford Law School. 

* * * 
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The year after he’d left Vassar, Hope had graduated at 

the age of twenty with her choice of graduate schools. To 

his great pleasure and not without some mild pressure from 

him she’d decided to attend Stanford Law. 

Now, seven years after he noticed her in his class, he 

recognized her dactyl knock on his office door. 

“Come in.” He swiveled to greet her, “Hello Hope, how 

nice to see.” 

Neither made a motion to touch the other. 

She was dressed in the traditional four-square hat 

draped with the ribbons and sashes signifying her induction 

into the Order of the Coif–an honor reserved for the top 

students of the top law schools in the country. 

With her chin thrust out and her steely gaze, she asked, 

“Are you coming to the walk?” 

He glanced at the foot-high pile of blue books on his 

desk, “I suppose I must.” He stood and moved towards a 

herringbone jacket hung on a hanger on the back of the 

door. 

She stepped out of his way but not enough to be 

unusually close to him. 

He leaned away from her. “And we must always do what 

is expected of us,” he said. 

She placed her hand on the breast of his shirt. He 

tensed. 

They had never touched except by accident. 

“And afterwards, we’re going on a date before I leave for 
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Washington.” 

He slipped into the jacket and escaped into the hallway. 

“Then you’ve decided to go?” he asked as they walked 

through the law school. 

“In three days.” 

“Senator Robins strikes me as someone who will 

appreciate you. I know his top man. We were at Harvard 

together.” 

“I’m not a student anymore.” He frowned. 

“It’s what I want, Fred.” 

He looked at her with a bemused expression. You never 

got far avoiding her point when she got that focus in her 

eyes. “Fred?” 

“Yes, Fred.”  

He grinned. “I was hoping perhaps you would allow me 

to take you to dinner, a graduation present. After all, you are 

quite the most extraordinary student that I shall probably 

ever have–sometime before you leave.” His voice dropped 

at the end of the offer. His words were overloaded with 

emotion. A grip in his chest was reminiscent of the great 

fears of his childhood. 

“Tomorrow night.” 

“I think I may be free,” he said. 

She smiled victorious in getting her way. “My 

graduation, my date–I’ll pick you up.” She left him to join 

her classmates for the ceremony. Knowing her, tomorrow 

night would be memorable. 
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* * * 

Plastic chairs had been set beneath a tent to shield the 

intensely proud relatives and friends of the graduating 

class– the latest output of the factory. 

When they introduced her, he smiled and firmly 

clapped as she walked up to the dais on the stage with the 

law school elite. 

As he listened to her pompous and naive speech, he 

thought of her as a lover. Forget her, he told himself. She’ll 

forget you soon enough. If you care for her, you’ll not 

expose her to the monster. Do not risk unleashing what 

always must remain hidden. 

“Finally,” she said, “I would like to capture in a few 

words our common experience and aspirations. I decided it 

would be impossible if I attempted to distill the essence of 

my experience here. Therefore, if this sounds a bit mystical, 

allow me to act as your spiritual guide for a few minutes, 

and journey with me if you will for a few moments over the 

sands of reality into the world of the paranormal–as if we 

haven’t spent the last three years there together.” 

He glanced about to see if others were mocking her and 

saw only smiles and nods. He supposed her words were 

appropriate for the kind of smarmy sentimentality required 

by the rite of passage from the world of ideas to doc review 

and sixty-plus hour work weeks during the quest of elusive 

partnerships. 

“Whether we practice law or not, we shall always think 

law. We shall always look at the human experience from a 

unique vantage point to which we have been transported by 
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our time at Stanford. Notice I did not say elevated, because 

the perspective I see is more of a side view or even dare I 

say it, a low view.” 

She gave the audience a silly smile. “No, lawyer jokes 

here.” 

She has them, Fieldings thought, yes, beautiful, hold 

them, make them think as you do, now tell them what they 

expect to hear. 

“We see the feet of society trudging up the perilous path 

of justice, sometimes not touching the ground, slipping, 

taking a wrong turn. Some of us will go to the aid of those 

who have fallen, others will see that the right path is marked. 

There will be those of us who will mark new trails. For we 

are the trail tenders of society...” 

He would have stood up and left if it were not for the 

presence of the Dean and other bosses. He was intensely 

disappointed, embarrassed. He had certainly not 

encouraged this maudlin idealism in her. If these nascent 

barristers were embarking on a trail, it was a muddy trail; 

hogs slipping and slopping to chew each other’s ears and 

tails. She was lucky that she was so personally appealing or 

those cold-eyed porkers would have devoured her with 

mocking laughter. 

Finally, the ceremony was over. She asked him to take 

pictures of her and her sister’s family. Hope and Prudence– 

their father, the late murdered Winthrop–must have been 

right out of St. Thomas Aquinas. He had probably wanted 

the wife to bear him seven daughters so he could name them 

after the seven virtues. Perhaps, that’s why she killed him, 
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he thought. 

“Now you,” Hope insisted, and he was made to pose 

with her. The sister, a bleached-out plumper version of 

Hope, invited him to join them for dinner, but he excused 

himself. 

Hope walked with him several paces from the family 

gathering. “Thank you for coming,” she said. “I saw you 

squirming during my speech. It was cruel to subject you to 

it, but I was only playing to my audience.” 

He felt like saying, then you should have gone ahead 

and puked all over them, but allusions to projectile vomiting 

was not in keeping with the occasion or his manner. “It was 

most appropriate,” he agreed. 

She stood on her toes and pressed against him to kiss 

his cheek. He was embarrassed at his awareness of her firm 

and attractive body beneath her robe. The sister, her 

husband, their small children were watching. He stepped 

back so they would not see his desire for her. 

“Tomorrow night then,” she said. “That’s how it’s going 

to be, hmm?” “My graduation, my show.” 

“Then, I shall see you tomorrow evening, say at six. He 

patted her on the shoulder and hurried away. He was in love 

with her. The realization made him walk faster and clench 

his fists. 

He felt like a character from a science fiction novel–a 

space voyager marooned on an uninhabited planet who 

creates the perfect companion from the wreckage of his 

ship.  
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CHAPTER  

THREE 

 

 

ope drove to the small house in Menlo Park. 

She was living a fantasy–her fantasy. She was in 

charge. Tonight was going to be her second graduation. She 

wore an evening dress and a very old looking politically- 

incorrect mink stole–little dead animal heads and feet over 

her bare shoulders. The scent of her perfume filled the old 

Volvo. Her cheeks flushed beneath rouge, with the daring of 

what she was doing–seducing her professor–the virgin and 

the professor. 

They ate in a small candlelit room in a restored Victorian 

mansion, speaking to each other in low voices, served by 

waiters in white shirts, black ties. After the elaborate meal 

designed and prepared by au courant chefs, she asked if he 

would like to go to the Mark Hopkins for a drink. 

In his ironic, condescending tone Fieldings pointed out 

that they had just finished a bottle of wine. 

She demurred and for the first time that evening felt as 

if she was sitting in his office. “Professor, is there life after 

being your student?” 

H 
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“Why did you take so long to talk to me about your 

feelings for me?” he asked as if criticizing an exposition in a 

legal brief. 

Her voice trembled slightly as she gripped the white 

starched napkin beneath the table. “It’s hard when you want 

to give something and you suspect that what you give will 

not be accepted.” 

“And what is it that you want to give?” 

She heard the husky tone in his voice and sensed his 

excitement and sexual arousal. 

“Everything.” 

He met her gaze and tried to joke, “Even that horrid 

animal pelt you’re wearing.” 

“That’s not the only skin I want to give you.” 

She was satisfied to see him knocked off his game ever 

so slightly as his stare wavered. “I’m hardly worthy of that.” 

“It was my grandmother’s.” 

“Of which skin are we now speaking?” 

That made her laugh. He leaned forward. His voice 

dropped to barely a whisper. “If you are conveying that you 

are a virgin, you are more extraordinary than I had ever 

imagined.” 

“I’ve had my chances.” 

“Knowing you, I suppose that little of your despoiling 

has been left unplanned.” 

She smiled prettily. “Drinks at the Mark Hopkins?” 
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“Right on the mark, hmm?” 

They laughed together. 

She felt intelligent, witty–as if she could dazzle any 

man–even Fred Fieldings. 

Of course, she had considered the whole scene. She 

knew what she wanted him to do. They drank champagne 

before the open curtain of the hotel suite that cost two 

weeks rent, the lights of San Francisco twinkling below 

them. 

She leaned into him and he kissed her in a manner that 

removed the barrier between student and professor. 

“Undress me,” she said, staying in control. She turned 

her back to him. 

His hands were practiced in the disrobing of a woman 

as he pulled the zipper on her dress and let it fall about her 

legs. When he removed her bra and cupped her breasts, she 

wanted to turn to him, but did not. 

“Everything,” she instructed. 

He pushed her red bikini panties down the full-length 

of her legs and tried to pull her around. 

“I’ll be right back,” she said. 

In the bathroom, she took the prophylactic from her 

purse and wrapped the stole around her naked shoulders, 

glanced in the mirror, did not heed the inner voice that said 

her breasts were out of proportion, her makeup too thick, 

her legs too skinny, her morality–she shut off the self-

flagellation and returned to the bedroom. 
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He was sitting against the green-silk padded headboard, 

his naked chest tufted with dark hair, more muscular than 

she’d imagined. His large olive eyes which she loved 

followed her approach. 

“You’re a bloody genius,” he said with complete 

admiration for her quick pirouette. He reached for her and 

caught her by the hand pulling her to him as the stole fell to 

the floor. 

All the boyfriends that she had denied through the years 

had spent hours caressing her so that she knew about 

foreplay. He behaved as if he did not, attempting to plunge 

into her with barely a preliminary kiss. 

“No,” she pushed against his upper arms, knowing what 

it would take for her to reach the point where she could fully 

enjoy her first completion of the act. 

Then, she saw it, the horrifying expression as he 

wrapped her hair around his hand and painfully pulled her 

head back. 

“Professor, Fred, No...” 

His laughter was a cruel giggle that mocked everything 

that she had tried to create for the evening. 

Then, he arose from her and quickly started to dress. 

“This is a mistake,” he said. 

Of course her overdeveloped fear of failure blamed 

herself. 

“I’m sorry,” she said holding the sheets to hide her 

rejected body. “It wasn’t that bad. I didn’t know. It just kind 
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of surprised me.” 

“Kind of?” Then, in the supportive and consoling 

manner he had used with her since Vassar, said, “Hope, you 

are a beautiful woman. What is wrong is that I do not 

deserve this treasure you have so graciously thought to 

bestow upon me.” 

The formal language, the sudden reversal and rush back 

to the teacher-student relationship was both comforting and 

distressing. Was it because she had tried to control him? No, 

he had acted as if he enjoyed her aggression. 

They spoke no more of what had happened, easily 

falling back into their predominant relationship. 

Driving down the Peninsula from the wasted hotel suite, 

they spoke only of her career and what she could expect 

working for Senator Robins. As they parted with the usual 

lack of touching, she wondered if she would ever again 

experience anything other than his pedantic manners. 

The next day she delivered four plastic bins of her 

personal belongings to be stored in his garage and they 

parted as if nothing had happened the night before. 

* * * 

Flying to Washington, she tried to distract herself by 

watching the movie on the small screen at the front of the 

cabin. An actor was saying something with a Charlie Chaplin 

expression of disbelief. She should be nervous about her 

first professional job, about moving to Washington, but 

could only go over and over the failed seduction. If someone 

cares and has been as attentive to someone as I have been 

to him, words and explanations should not be required to 
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know that person. 

She closed her eyes and concentrated on a mental 

image of him at the hotel as he hurried to dress. He had 

panicked. She had–however briefly–glimpsed something 

terrible. The elaborate formality hid a beast. What she had 

seen excited her so much that she pressed her fists into her 

lap and fought not to think of what was wrong with him–

wrong with her. 
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CHAPTER  

FOUR 

 

he cab dropped her off before the newest of the three 

Senate office buildings on Constitution Avenue. 

Her first step into the Senate was a misstep. The Capital 

Police officers standing beside the airport-like body 

scanners and x-ray machine told she had come to the wrong 

building. Senator Robins, as befitting the most august 

member of the Senate, occupied a suite of offices closest to 

the floor of the Senate. Pointed in the right direction, 

Hope’s rarely worn high heels clicked on tile-decorated 

floors as she moved down wide marble hallways lit by brass 

and crystal light fixtures, through a passage lined with 

statues and busts, beneath curved ceilings, paintings and 

murals of early American scenes. 

Hope recognized the Majority Leader of the Senate 

Richard Lyons, walking into an office with another senator. 

She had the sense of moving up an artery to something more 

brilliant and meaningful than anything she had ever known. 

The people who hurried down the corridors seemed to 

move with a greater purpose, a rapid stride which indicated 

what they were doing meant something. Hope felt as if she 

was entering a place where a more complex language, a 

T 
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more brilliant world view was on display. She wanted to 

know this life. This is why she had chosen this job over the 

others that she had been offered. 

There was no job orientation, no time for acclimation, 

introductions, or training. She filled out the necessary 

paperwork, met the chief counsel of the Judiciary 

Committee–a pasty-faced overweight man of 

indeterminable age named Andrew Carthwright–who 

directed her to be at a meeting in the Senator’s office at 

eleven. 

More respectful of the difficulty in finding her way 

around the Senate, Hope reached an unmarked door 

between two thick stone columns and entered a small 

waiting area a few minutes before eleven. The receptionist 

said that Carthwright was already with the Senator and told 

Hope to go in. 

Hope took a deep breath, looked back quickly at the 

receptionist, and opened the high dark wooden doors. 

Her eyes immediately went to the old man sitting 

behind an expansive wooden desk. Senator William “Red” 

Robins, aged eighty-four, had come to the Senate in the 

1940’s as segregationist, later modified his views to 

represent the new South. He had served as chairman or 

ranking member of the Judiciary Committee through the 

writing of much of the modern Civil Rights legislation. She 

thought that he looked slightly ridiculous in person–a thin 

man with a tanning salon complexion and badly dyed hair–

more orange than red. Awards, ribbons, medals, wooden 

gavels, stuffed animals and other totems of various 
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organizations were displayed on the walls and behind glass 

doors of cases. On his desk was a small painted sign, 

“Democracy is the collection of the rights of its citizens.” 

The chief counsel stood beside Senator Robins, his 

posture bent, as if to be nearer to provide aid more quickly. 

Behind them a set of tall windows framed a view of the Mall 

stretching to the Washington Monument, the Ellipse and the 

Lincoln Memorial. Again, Hope was dazzled at the 

manifestation of the power and glory of the United States. 

Carthwright introduced her as “your new counsel.” “Ha’ 

ah’ ya?” Robins drawled without looking up at her. “An 

honor, sir,” Hope reached her hand across the desk. 

Robins sighed, rose slightly to shake her hand, and 

studied her through rheumy eyes. 

“Sit over there,” Carthwright nodded to a table away 

from Robin’s desk. 

“Naw, naw, naw, young lady, why don’t you sit over, by 

me?” Robins waved his bony hand for Hope to take a chair 

at the side of his desk. 

“Now senator,” Carthwright said, “Quit trying to seduce 

the staff.” 

Robins laughed hard, started to cough, and shook his 

head at Carthwright. “Nobody’d eva believe ya so don’t even 

try and besmirch my lily white reputation.” 

“Watch out, Hope,” Carthwright said. “I think they’re 

putting Viagra in the water up here.” 

As Carthwright pandered and Robins wheezed, Hope 

had the feeling of being a new kid being made fun of by the 
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big boys on the Hill–not this Hill but the tough New Haven 

neighborhood where she’d grown up. 

“I said sit over hera, ma’am,” Robins said with mock 

severity. “Come on, come on, now” he beckoned. “Ain’t they 

taught you to always do what the Chairman says.” 

Carthwright nodded.  

Hope moved to the chair. 

“Go ahead rest your arm up here,” Robins said and 

placed his cold frail hand on Hope’s sleeve. “Yesss,” he 

drawled. “You ah a pretty thang. In hera--call me Reeeed, 

like in beeeed.” He squeezed her arm before putting his 

hands back in his lap. 

“She’s just outta of law school, Mr. Chairman. You’d 

better watch out or she’ll have you up for sexual 

harassment,” Carthwright had now adopted a southern, 

folksy accent as he continued to play the straight man. 

“Ain’t nobody sayen nothin’ about ha’ ass.” Robins 

cawed causing Carthwright to laugh in his cloying, 

subservient manner. 

Is this what it took to be a senior counsel on the Senate 

committee that approved all federal judges, and through 

which all changes in the federal code passed? 

“My lawd,” Robins drawled. “What’s this world come 

to?” “If you’re ready Mr. Chairman, I’d like to assign Hope 

to the recodification.” 

“Ya, ya, back to business,” Robins drawled. “What you 

know ‘bout my recodification bill?” The mirth was gone 

from the eyes that now bored into her. 
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“I know it’s going to be tough keeping it clean. It’ll be a 

Christmas tree if you let it.” She’d read that in a New York 

Times article. 

“Yeah,” he said. “You right about that. All right, what 

else you know?” 

Before she could answer Robins reached for a ringing 

telephone on his desk. He listened and then laughed his 

coughing wheeze as he hung up. “Here’s a one Santa’s little 

helpers rat hera.” 

The door opened and Sam Wilson, the Vice President of 

the United States, strode into the room. Hope stood as 

Robins rose from behind his expansive desk and grimaced 

with pain as he unfolded from his chair. 

“Mr. Chairman!” the Vice President boomed as he 

moved around the desk to shake the Senator’s hand with 

gentle warmth and place his other hand on the Senator’s 

shoulder. “You’re looking good.” 

“Not bad. Not bad,” Robins said. 

The Vice President looked right at her as if to determine 

who she was and what was she doing here. Then he sat in 

the chair she had just vacated, placed one leg over the other 

and gazed at Robins. Hope followed Carthwright to a seat at 

the table where she had first been told to sit. 

“Red,” the Vice President said, “I’ve been sent up to ask 

you to give us the Cop-on-the-Beat rider on your 

recodification.” 

Robins chortled. “Business as usual. I was just 

discussing this matter with my staff. I’ll tell you what I told 
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them. The only way that dawg’s gonna hunt is with its tail 

wrapped right over his balls.” 

The Vice President laughed and slapped his hand on his 

knee and appeared to assume a Southern twang that seemed 

irresistible to anyone talking to Robins. “That’s a hard way 

to hunt, Red. Have to be one scared dog to be running that 

way.” 

Dog balls? Was this how the most powerful nation in the 

world made policy? 

“Ya, ya, cause the big red dawg gonna be running the 

pack.” 

“Yeah, well the big dog in the White House needs a 

hydrant and your recodification bill appears to be about 

square in his sights.” 

You’d never hear that on Meet the Press. 

“I know. I know. Every time I see him I feel red and 

round and about three feet high.” 

Carthwright was intensely following the exchange as if 

searching for clues and meaning beneath their words. 

Robins drawled, “I’ll tell you what I told the President– 

recodification cannot be used to change the law.” 

Something arose in Hope’s memory, something about 

legislative intent. The Supreme Court decision that stated 

that a recodification did not change the law unless it was 

clearly the intent of Congress. They may know something 

about dog balls but she was one of the top law students in 

the country owing in large part to her excellent memory. 

Law school curriculum is almost entirely the reading of 
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cases. All law students have a trick to remember the 

hundreds of rules of law–Hope’s was to use sexual imagery. 

She remembered the cite because it would have been an 

easy case to remember if she had needed it. The reference 

had been in a Supreme Court decision studied in a 

Legislative Process class. She pressed herself. The image 

popped into her consciousness– foreplay. “Fourply Lumber 

Company,” she blurted. 

Robins squinted at her. Carthwright scowled and the 

Vice President smiled as if to indulge a precocious child. 

Hope blushed to the point of nearly fainting. She might as 

well have gotten up and tried to sit in the Vice President’s 

lap. At a meeting of the principals–staff, particularly young 

staff on their first day on the job, were to be seen not heard. 

You didn’t need a first-rate law school education to know 

that. 

The Vice President continued, “Both the President and 

I would like to see you a winner on this one, but we can’t 

support you unless you give us some anti-crime language. 

Anyway, that’s the message.” The Vice President reached 

into the breast pocket of his blue suit and glanced at a small 

card with an embossed gold eagle at the top. “So nice to see 

you,” he said in Hope’s general direction. “Mr. Vice 

President,” Carthwright said. Hope remained numb. 

As they walked back towards the Judiciary Committee 

offices, Carthwright said, “One chance Hope, you get one 

more chance. You’re up here to serve Robins not be Sandra 

Day O’Connor.” 

“I know. I have a lot to learn.” 
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He spoke in a low voice that still seemed to echo off the 

marble floors. “I get ten resumes a day of people more 

qualified than you–attorneys with years of experience. And 

that’s not counting all the friends, sons, daughter-in-laws I 

am supposed to hire. Never mind the fifty a day that I would 

never hire. They call this the last plantation. You have no 

worker rights here. You are an at will employee. You do 

exactly what I say and do exactly what I tell you to. I’m not 

looking for excellence. I’m looking for competence.” He 

glanced over at her as he took long strides. 

“Understood,” Hope said. “I appreciate the 

opportunity.” 

“Young people come up here thinking they know 

better, that they’re going to change the world. All they do is 

cause trouble. Believe me, we are only pawns. If you want 

to make a difference, get elected, until then we do what our 

bosses want us to. Comprendez?” 

She resisted the urge to say, ¡Sí señor! 

They entered the Committee offices through a side 

unmarked door. 

“What do we have, Clare?” Carthwright paused at a small 

desk on which a large computer monitor rested and a multi- 

line phone blinked. 

“Howard Klionsky in five minutes,” Clare said. She 

looked older and more worn down than the fresh shiny 

faces of the Senate office receptionists that Hope had seen 

sitting behind the glass doors of the Hart Building. 

“Shit. OK. Hope, keep him happy for me until I get back. 
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Tell him about the meeting this afternoon. Give him the 

score. You can use my office. Cite that case for him. It’s the 

right one. He’ll love it.” 

Hope felt forgiven, promoted. She was awed by the 

assignment. Howard Klionsky was the President of the 

American Civil Liberties Union, a favorite organization of 

hers because of their defense of Constitutional rights. Last 

winter, Hope had gone to hear him lecture last year at USF. 

She waited for the great man at a small conference table. A 

neatly organized polished desk was set before tall windows 

facing the Capitol. Hope checked her watch–9:30 in 

California–a Wednesday. Hope could not remember what 

time Prudence left or returned from delivering the kids to 

their camps. She pulled out her cellphone and called the 

number in La Jolla. Prudence answered right away. 

“I’m on the job,” Hope said. 

“Should you be calling me while you’re at work?” 

Prudence was perpetually worried about her, doubting her 

common sense. 

“I’ve got a few minutes before a meeting. Just wanted to 

let you know that I’m here safe and sound.” 

“What’s it like? 

“I’ve already been at a meeting between Senator Robins 

and the Vice President.” 

“The Vice President of what?”  

“The United States.” 

There was a silence on the other end. When they were 

children, Hope used to make up stories to impress her older 
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sister–a sport that taught Hope how to lie–progressing from 

wild animals in the backyard to more sophisticated 

exaggerations–mean things done to her, made-up stories 

about boys. The storytelling had stopped after the murder. 

“The Vice President, wow! Can you tell me what they 

were talking about? If it’s confidential don’t.” 

Hope could not resist. She said in a perfectly calm voice, 

“Dog balls.” 

“What?” 

Hope could not maintain her equanimity. She started to 

giggle. “I swear to God, that’s what they were talking about.” 

“Really?” 

The pleasure of telling the details of what had happened 

to her that extraordinary morning was an incomparable 

thrill. Prudence had always expected the best for her and 

used her prerogatives as older sister to mold Hope. For the 

first time Hope could remember, her sister did not try to 

speak from a place of greater knowledge and authority. 

“Did the Vice President notice you?” 

“I think so. He looked right at me. There was only the 

Senator, the chief counsel and me. 

Hope told her about citing the case. Her sister noted the 

troubled tone in Hope’s voice. 

“Don’t act too smart. Remember what Daddy used to 

say–nobody ever learned a thing through his mouth. Did 

Senator Robins say anything?” 

“I think he likes me, but he’s a bit of a letch.” 
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“That old man?” 

“He wants me to call him Reeed as in beeed.” 

That gave her sister the opportunity to return to firm, 

familiar ground–lecturing about sexual morality. “Now 

Hope don’t you be like those girls who they use as sex 

objects. They won’t really respect you. That’s no way to get 

to the top. You can do it on your own.” 

“I know I can.” 

Hope remained silent as Prudence went on about the 

way men in Washington treat young women. The door 

began to open. 

“Got to go.” Hope shut the phone. 

The man she’d last seen from the back of Xavier 

auditorium was escorted in by Clare who introduced Hope 

as the Deputy Counsel of the Judiciary Committee. The thrill 

of hearing her title for the first time added to magic of the 

moment. This was like a dream she’d had when as a serious 

twelve-year-old dancer, her father, who had shamelessly 

doted on her, had taken her to New York to see Balanchine’s 

Cortège Hongroi. In her fantasy, Darci Kistler, the principal 

dancer was sick. Hope was called to the stage and danced 

magnificently, becoming the youngest principal dancer in 

the history of the New York City Ballet. 

Klionsky, a lawyer who had argued cases before the 

Supreme Court, appeared almost embarrassed to shake her 

hand. 

They sat at the conference table in the center of the 

room. He opened an old lawyer’s briefcase and pulled out a 
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thick file. 

“We’re very concerned about the recodification bill. We 

want to be sure that it’s protected against amendments. If it 

opens up to the Administration’s law enforcement language, 

we’re afraid that the restrictions...” 

She presumed that Carthwright would want a full and 

detailed report. Instead of talking to Prudence she should 

have gotten ready for the meeting. Now she had to pull her 

laptop from her briefcase and wait for it to power up. When 

she was ready Klionsky started to dictate a long litany of 

concerns mostly dealing with the Fourth Amendment. It was 

like having a private lecture from a great professor. When 

she thought that Klionsky had come to a pertinent point, 

she asked, “What about the Fourply decision?” 

He reacted as if her citation was an obvious reference. 

“The problem is–what is the intent of Congress?” That 

started another lecture, causing her to type as fast as she 

could. 

Per Carthwright’s instructions, Hope could hardly wait 

to mention the meeting with the Vice President. She tried to 

keep her voice calm as she said, “I, we, the Senator, Andrew 

Carthwright and I met with the Vice President this morning.” 

She sounded so pretentious, as if she had been an important 

participant in the meeting, but he appeared to be hanging 

on her words, his brow tense with concentration. 

Carthwright rushed in the door. Hope had to resist the 

urge to rise in respect from the table. The chief counsel 

greeted Klionsky, turned and sat beside Hope. 
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“Hope has done a wonderful job filling me in,” Klionsky 

said. “So, I won’t take up too much of your time.” 

Hope had the impression of Carthwright seizing the 

opportunity to end the meeting as he rose and held out his 

hand. “Let’s talk soon. We always appreciate your input.” 

As if realizing his mistake in implying that he was done 

with the meeting Klionsky stood and clumsily reached for 

his briefs. “I’ve some material here I was hoping you could 

use, perhaps place in the Record as an Extension of 

Remarks.” 

Carthwright barely hid his impatience. “Of course,” he 

said as he moved to the door. “Take care of that, Hope.” 

After Klionsky had left, Carthwright said, “Don’t 

mention, Howard Klionsky to Robins. He thinks they’re a fly 

in the ointment. They defend too many criminals for Robin’s 

taste.” 

“He wanted...” 

“I know what he wanted,” Carthwright interrupted her. 

“Bury their stuff in the Committee report.” 

She understood that the meeting with Klionsky had 

been a task that Carthwright didn’t want to do. Even the shit 

jobs up here were fascinating. 
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CHAPTER  

FIVE 

 

he rest of the day went like trying to follow a 

complex dance with a new partner who knew all the 

steps. Either that or a dog with a new master. Carthwright’s 

method of training her, or judging her, was to have her 

follow him around. After the Klionsky meeting, he left her 

with other staffers behind two senators in a hearing room. 

“Come back to the office after this is over,” he told her. 

The hearing was on a consumer rights bill. The ornately 

furnished room was filled with what she guessed were 

lobbyists and representatives of public interest groups. The 

hearing seemed to be more theater then actually influencing 

the outcome of how the Senate would eventually vote on 

the matter. She studied how staffers sat behind the senators 

ready to lean over to provide information or receive 

instructions, how the Committee clerical staffers ran the 

hearing. 

At six-thirty that night, Carthwright shifted to another 

mode and took Hope along to see how “the other business 

of the Hill was conducted.” He led her to the door of 

another hearing room where a young woman sat at a table 

T 
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filled with name tags. Judging by the prepared tags on the 

table all the Congress had been invited, but few 

congressmen or senators had come. A name tag had already 

been prepared for Carthwright. The receptionist wrote out 

Hope’s name and below her name her identification with 

the Senate Judiciary Committee. Hope was proud to display 

her association and felt relieved of her usual nervousness of 

having to identify herself. 

The hearing room had been transformed into a 

reception. The burnished wood, the elaborate quartz 

chandelier hanging from the twenty-foot-high ceiling 

seemed an odd backdrop for what was taking place. Potted 

palms and two portable bars were set in the corners beneath 

paintings of former senators. A mahogany table where she 

could imagine the Attorney General and other witnesses 

testifying was now set with an elaborate buffet of fine foods–

a high price spread of roast beef, shrimp, oysters, chicken 

dishes, beef tempura, cheese, fresh vegetables, fruit trays, 

pastries. 

A man identified by his printed tag as being with a well- 

known and prestigious law firm greeted Carthwright who 

introduced her as “Hope Bennett of my staff.” The lobbyist 

shook her hand and smiled with exaggerated pleasure at 

meeting her–much different than the interviews she’d had 

with prospective law firm employers. 

Walking to the next reception, Carthwright said. “Miles 

and piles of bullshit. But it’s all you can eat.” He smirked. 

“You never have to starve up here. But if you have an alcohol 

problem, you’re in trouble. Can’t tell you how much of the 
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business of this government is done by drunks.” 

Another warning–well, she could hold her liquor, and 

wasn’t drinking tonight. After attending two more 

receptions in other hearing rooms, they took an elevator to 

a parking garage and he led her to an old white Ford that 

looked like something a student would drive. 

Top staff in the Senate made good money–nowhere 

near as much as Wall Street or lawyers. She’d been offered 

much more to go into private practice, but she had wanted 

to be the one the lawyers and bankers came to see. Was it 

her destiny to keep her mouth shut, do as she was told, work 

her way up so she could be Carthwright–a glorified servant 

to a senator–so she could have her ass kissed by lobbyists 

all day and apparently all night long? 

Carthwright drove her around the Capitol building four 

blocks to the Democratic Club. Up a curved staircase 

featuring pictures of Democratic Presidents was another 

table and they repeated the process of getting her a name 

tag. 

“Hello, Mr. Carthwright.” A thin young man approached 

them. “I’m Billy Metz, junior. Billy Metz’s son.” 

Carthwright looked at him with thinly disguised 

disdain, sending the blushing young man shuffling off. The 

chief counsel muttered, “It’s like running an employment 

agency for rich kids.” 

Hope followed the chief counsel close enough if he 

wanted to introduce her or explain something to her. A 

young Congressman for whom the reception was being held 
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greeted Carthwright with the now familiar politician’s 

momentary intense focus and smile. He was in his mid-

thirties, TV host handsome with a classic Kennedy haircut. 

A young man introduced himself to Hope as the 

Congressman’s “AA.” 

“Nice party, hmmm?” he asked. “Very nice, what’s the 

occasion?” 

He looked at her with a curious expression as if to see 

if she was joking. “They just raised the cost of running for 

office another half-million. We got gerrymandered into the 

Columbus media market.” He laughed in a mocking, tired 

manner that seemed inappropriate for his young age. 

“The party looks like a success.” 

“It’s all right for a freshman. It was great of you to 

come.” Carthwright looked towards Hope. 

“Excuse me.” Hope left the AA. 

“Hey, yeah, nice meeting you,” he said. 

Carthwright introduced Hope to a woman who had a 

tag with “GARMENT WORKERS” under her name. 

“Talk to Sarah. She needs some help at Customs,” 

Carthwright said, and moved on into the crowd. Twice more 

Carthwright broke off a conversation by passing the 

supplicant to Hope to take their business card, listen to their 

issue, with a promise to “get back to you about that” or a 

return call. 

They moved from conversation to conversation and in 

fifteen minutes Carthwright was ready to leave. 
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“It was an honor to meet you,” Hope said to the young 

Congressman. 

He held Hope’s hand. “You’re new, aren’t you?” he 

asked, looking very sexy. 

“Just started.” 

“Call me if there’s anything I can do for you.”  

* * * 

Carthwright didn’t speak until they had driven down 

Pennsylvania Avenue. 

“You sure this is for you?” he asked. 

Hope was surprised by the question, as if he’d been 

reading her mind. She was here now and too many people 

knew the choice she’d made. She just couldn’t turn around 

after the first day and say–not for me–could she? “Yes. I am.” 

They drove towards the White House. “May I ask why 

you picked me?” she asked. 

“Fred Fieldings. He said you were the best student he’d 

ever had. Couldn’t pass up talent like that.” 

The professor. She sighed. Warmth spread across her 

chest. She couldn’t disappoint him. She would succeed up 

here, no matter what the cost. 

The Rose was an elegant restaurant, the dining area 

down a flight of stairs. Floral patterns were etched in 

smoked glass on the walls. In the middle of the entrance was 

a table with a large two-colored glass vase holding a 

hundred long stem roses surrounded by deserts. Small vases 

of roses were set on each of the tables. 
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The maître d’ escorted them to a center table where a 

man dressed in a suit carefully tailored to give his fat a better 

shape, stood and greeted Carthwright with the exaggerated 

pleasure Hope was coming to expect. Three other men at 

the table also stood. They looked like younger versions of 

their boss–drunk, overweight and unnaturally pleased with 

themselves. 

A waiter poured her and Carthwright glasses of 

champagne. 

“It’s really good–and expensive.” The man beside her 

winked and ordered another bottle. 

Hope drank only when Carthwright did. It was the most 

magnificent wine she’d ever tasted. A waiter offered them 

menus. 

Hope marveled at the high prices. Carthwright was sure 

right about all you can eat and drink. When he ordered 

Caesar salad, Hope did too. 

On her right the youngest man in the group introduced 

himself as Pete, the corporation’s lawyer. He had a tanned 

face that indicated he spent time outside–golfing or boating 

Hope guessed. 

“How long have you been with the Committee?” he 

asked. 

“First day on the job.” 

He laughed and began to talk about himself–whatever 

interest he had feigned in Hope overpowered by his 

fascination with himself–his work, his golf, his ex-wife, his 

children. Hope was a good listener, laughing at the right 
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times, offering quick encouragements like, “That’s 

interesting...What did you do then?” 

He refilled her wine glass and rubbed his leg 

suggestively against hers. 

What a creepy place Washington is, Hope thought. 

Would it be different if you actually had power–if you were 

a cabinet secretary or senator? 

He leaned closer to her, and whispered, “What say we 

make like a banana and split this scene?” 

It was so stupid, she could not help emitting a deep 

laugh. Suddenly, she was aware of Carthwright watching 

her, and grew serious. What was Carthwright judging now? 

Pete appeared to also notice Carthwright’s critical look 

and regained his professional demeanor. 

Hope listened to the conversation about jobs that 

would be created in the communities where they would 

build their prisons–how much it would cost per day per 

prisoner versus public prisons “with their unions.” 

Carthwright appeared to Hope to have a more distant 

attitude than she had witnessed on other occasions during 

her short association with him–as if he was enduring this. 

Maybe he was just tired. She sure was. He gave quick, short 

comments that to Hope made him sound as if he knew what 

he was talking about and favored their cause. The men at 

the table nodded appreciatively, listened to him as if to some 

inspired revelation rather than the practiced pitch of a 

lawyer promising nothing. 

After the salad, Carthwright apologized for not being 
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able to “hang out but it had been a long day.” She was glad 

she’d not ordered an entree. 

Pete passed an envelope to Hope when it was clear that 

Carthwright was set on a quick exit. 

Hope thought that it was his address or some other 

effort to communicate with her but could not figure out how 

he had put anything in an envelope at the table. Maybe, she 

thought, he carried envelopes with him to give to woman he 

attempted to pick up at dinners with Senate lawyers. Hope 

thought about throwing it away or dropping it under the 

table like a kid with a spoon full of peas she didn’t want to 

eat but slipped the envelope quickly into her purse. 

As they waited for the valet to bring the car, Carthwright 

said, “We’re not supposed to collect contributions, but we 

do. Give that check he gave you to Margaret Peachy in the 

office. She’ll pass it on to Robin’s PAC.” 

For an instant, Hope was panicked. What check? Then 

she felt like an idiot for not knowing what was in the 

envelope. Technically, Senate staffers were not supposed to 

engage in political activity, but most did. Still, she felt as 

she’d just participated in a crime. 

Carthwright studied her once more quickly as if trying 

to make a final decision. “You’ll be on your own tomorrow, 

working on the recodification. That’s the big ticket, so don’t 

fuck it up.” 

She’d passed the test. She was on her way. 
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CHAPTER  

SIX 

 

ix weeks after she’d graduated from law school, dressed 

in a professional suit she’d bought with her first 

paycheck–the most money she’d ever made, Hope was 

working in a cubicle created by portable padded walls in a 

Senate office she shared with three other staffers. This was 

the day that most of her law school classmates were sitting 

for a bar exam somewhere. She stared out a dirty window 

that looked out on an inner courtyard of the Dirksen Office 

Building. Had she made a mistake not taking the bar? She 

would have to someday if she ever wanted practice law. She 

had the feeling of being drawn farther into something that 

would be hard to escape. Few people lasted a whole career 

here. She could transfer to a federal agency, become a 

government lawyer or like most staffers and elected officials 

join a lobbying firm, representing their clients’ interest 

before young staffers like herself. That seemed a ridiculously 

easy and well-paid way to make your living. She sighed and 

returned to her work–no time to think much about the 

future now. 

The telephone rang on her desk rang. 

“Hope Bennett, Senate Judiciary,” she answered.  There 

S 
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was the sound of someone picking up a line. “Hope, this is 

Matt Cleary with Senator Lockhart. We met last week when 

you were briefing the Senator on the recodification.” 

“Oh yes,” she said. 

“I don’t mean in any way to poach Senator Robins’ staff, 

but Senator Lockhart wanted me to relay to you that if you 

should ever be looking for another spot up here, we’d love 

to have you consider working on her staff.” 

Hope sat back and smiled. “I’m honored. Really 

honored.” 

“I would appreciate your keeping this very much just 

between us. Things have a way of changing quickly up here, 

and it’s just something that we might want to consider 

later.” 

“Yes, I understand. Thank you. I’m sorry but I’m late for 

a meeting. May we speak later?” 

“No problem. Call me anytime. See you around.” 

Hope stood with a rush of energy and hurried to a 

meeting between Senator Robins and Congressman Paul 

Davignon, Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee. She 

was wanted. She had options. 

* * * 

Congressman Davignon had not arrived when Hope 

walked into the Senator’s private office. Nor was 

Carthwright there. She was alone with the Senator. 

Robins smiled at her from his chair. “By golly, you’re a 

beauty. I bet you have a steady boyfriend?” 

“No, sir.” 
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“Really? Then there is hope for me?” 

He laughed in his good ol’ boy manner at the pun of 

her name–one of the hundreds she’d heard throughout her 

life. Since they were alone, she joined him a hearty chuckle. 

“Of course,” she said. 

His secretary, Miss Morgan, as everyone called her, 

buzzed and said Davignon had arrived. 

Robins looked gravely at Hope. “You stay close to me 

now. These young congressmen are real tricksters.” He 

winked. 

She sat in the chair by his desk. “Closer than that.” He 

made her move until she was within a foot of him. 

She beamed in her best good girl manner, prepared to 

venerate him, to smile and nod at his every word. 

Davignon walked in. “Sorry, sorry I’m late.” 

Hope stayed seated beside the Senator while the 

congressman and the chief counsel of the House Judiciary 

Committee sat at the conference table. 

The Senator and congressman looked like 

embodiments of the two houses–Davignon stocky with his 

clothes mussed was the lower house. Robins with his silver 

hair and tall erect posture the “lord” of the upper house. 

During the meeting Robins said little, letting Davignon 

do most of the talking. But with slight nods of the head and 

a strategic “ya,” Hope was aware that Robins was playing out 

his line, letting Davignon swim until he was tired. 

Davignon spoke with a tone of bored professionalism, 
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detailing his strategies for what he thought the final bill 

would look like after the conference where representatives 

of the two bodies would negotiate the differences between 

the versions in the House and Senate. 

Never did the Congressman say a word about what were 

the legal or social implications of recodification. He talked 

about coalitions, trading votes, and often, he would begin a 

sentence by saying, “I know that you feel very strongly about 

this, but ...” 

When the Congressman and counsel left, Hope was 

again alone with Robins. 

“I want to apologize if I have offended you in any way 

with my flirting. I hope you know it’s just the prattling of an 

old man. At my age flirting is a privilege I am afraid I abuse.”  

She was disarmed by his modest manner. “I don’t mind, 

really.” 

“Good. Then would you allow me to give you a 

grandfatherly peck on the cheek good-bye?” 

Hope obediently bent over and he kissed her lightly on 

the cheek. She smelled a combination of cigar and cologne. 

“Thank you. That is certainly the most enjoyable 

moment I shall experience today. I want you to come see 

me every day, promise?” 

“Yes, sir.” 

“And please when we’re alone don’t be so formal. Call 

me, Red.” 

She almost said, as in beeeed. “Yes, sir...Red.” She 
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smiled, feeling more at ease with him. 

He let go of her hand and became somber. “Before you 

go Hope, I just want to tell you one thing about this 

recodification business. I let that fool rattle on cause there 

is no use trying to teach a congressman about how the 

Senate works. Everyone here knows that we’re going to 

keep this bill clean. We ain’t making no deals. Got that? No 

deals!” 

Hope nodded, wondering what he would say if he knew 

another senator was trying to hire her. 

“A lot of these no good sons-of-a-guns are going to try 

and lean on you, offer you things, like jobs...” 

She couldn’t stop her eyes from blinking rapidly. 

“Especially cause you’re such a pretty little thing. You just 

send them to talk to ol’ Red. Got it?” 

“Yes, sir, er Red.” She leaned over and gave him another 

kiss on the cheek. He was still beaming with joy when she 

left. 
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CHAPTER  

SEVEN 

 

ehind the closed door of his office, Frederick Fieldings 

stared at the spine of his book Chains of Bondage in 

the center of a bookcase filled with works of distilled logic 

and contemplation. His framed diplomas hung in solemn 

solitude with no art or frivolous matter to distract from their 

significance on the wall above his desk. 

You are Dr. Frederick Fieldings, Professor of Law at 

Leland Stanford Junior University, he repeated to himself. 

For two months he’d fought the memory of Hope when 

he’d pulled back her hair, the cry of pain when he pushed 

into her. Every day was a battle to suppress the memory that 

reverberated in his thoughts, shook and rattled the cage of 

his sanity. But the lock was too weak. The opening door that 

he’d leaned against with the dedication of a contemplative 

monk was pushing open. The beast he could no longer 

contain scented the air for prey. 

* * * 

That night in San Francisco he walked by a store near 

North Beach–the old Barbary Coast, long associated with 

perversion, where any kinky itch could be scratched–from 

B 
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businessmen wanting to see naked girls dance and drink 

weak champagne–to acts of deviations provided for the 

insane. Up the street from the mainstream strip joints and 

tease parlors, around the corner from an occult bookstore, 

he stopped before a window where small leather whips and 

studded black leather clothes on mannequins were brazenly 

displayed. Books with titles like Eat My Heart, When the Whip 

Comes Down, Cry For Me, were among the wares displayed 

artfully as if normal wares. 

Beside the front door of the pain bazaar was a green box 

with a scratched plastic window. A newspaper called Leather 

and Skin was for sale. He quickly looked around, fed 

quarters into the slot, took one of the thin editions and 

stuffed it into the inner pocket of his suit jacket. 

Back in Menlo, in his living room, he scanned the sordid 

paper, turned past the lead article with the headline–Whore 

Taken All the Way Down. 

He felt a flush of warmth, heat, sex cross his body. In 

the back under the heading Leather Parties were pages of 

advertisements which read–I been a bad girl. Spank me 

Daddy, BOX 2333. 

His satisfaction was right there. The temptation was too 

great. 

Don’t bring the corruption home, you’re insane to risk 

exposure and humiliation. He read on and found–Lady bus 

driver seeks punishment. 

A bus driver! He flinched at the phantom of his father’s 

belt falling on his back. 
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Fieldings drove fifteen miles to a post office, rented a 

box and sent a letter that read: 

Bus Driver, 

My father was a bus driver. I hate him. Let me show you 

how much I hate him. I know how a woman should be 

punished. If you don’t write me, you’ll be sorry. PO Box 

2441, San Jose, CA. –Pop. 

How obvious, sub-basement psychology, but who 

needed education or sophistication to be a deviate? 

He waited two weeks before returning to the box. In the 

rows of small metal doors, he found his number, stood back, 

leaned closer and saw the thin shape of a letter. Run, you 

can still run, he told himself, looked to see if anyone was 

watching him, and spun the combination. 

He drove aimlessly around the city as if trying to lose 

someone following him. At the rear of a closed auto supply 

store parking lot, he opened the envelope. 

Pop-I’m sorry I made you angry. Call me at 415- 555- 

8090. I know that I have been very bad. Sorry-carl(a). 

* * * 

He taught his classes, followed his routine as if walking 

a tightrope for a week, promised himself each night when 

he returned home that he would destroy the tempting letter. 

On Saturday night, he drove north to a gas station near 

Oakland, where he found a now rare pay phone. In his 

native Brooklyn brogue–his father’s accent, he growled, 

“Yo’ Cawrl, deas is Pop.” 

“So?” 
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“You’z been bad, very bad, Cawrl.”  

She did not respond. 

He rushed ahead. “I know you’z been very bad. You’z 

have to be punished, Cawrl.” He fell into the fiery pits of 

eternal torment–the flesh burned off his face. He clung to 

the plastic receiver in the urine-scented booth waiting for 

her to speak–listening to the quick gasps of her breath. 

“I didn’t do anything,” she said, the fear in her voice a 

child-like complaint. 

“I’m coming to get you, Cawrl.” 

“No.” Her panic was a pheromone that wafted through 

the telephone line calling him. 

“Tell me where you live.”  

“I won’t.” 

“Tell me!” 

“I’m sorry, Pop,” she begged. 

Dear god, she sounded like his sister Kate–Kate as a 

child–the sound of his father whipping her, then her animal 

cries as he sexually assaulted her. 

“You come here dis second!” His father’s voice told her 

the address of his house in Menlo Park. 

“I’m coming, Pop.” 

* * * 

He was crazy with anticipation. He should run from his 

house. She would not come–nobody was crazy enough to 

come to the door of a stranger who had threatened her. 

Three hours later, seated in his reading chair in his 
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living room he heard a faint knocking on the door. He 

resisted, staring straight ahead. 

The knocking was slightly louder this time. Mumbling 

to himself, battling for control of his life, Fieldings shuffled 

to his front door. His usual bow tie and pressed shirt, 

smoking jacket and slippers were the last thin wall of 

containment. He looked through the peephole. She was 

there–a small and wiry creature illuminated in the electric 

light cast from a brass lantern on the wall. 

Dressed in a black leather coat that hung to her mid-

calf, she looked around, turned and started to walk away. 

Let her go! Let her go–spoke the faint command of his 

sanity. 

Fieldings felt feverish as he opened the door. “Yes?” 

She turned, lifted her downward gaze as if he was too 

fearful to look upon. “Dddid you call me?” She stuttered a 

whisper, helpless and submissive. 

Shut the door in her face. Send her away. 

“What are you going to do to me?” she meekly asked. All 

thoughts of abstention disappeared. He knew that no 

fantasy could ever satisfy him again. He needed flesh. 

Her head was bowed, shame, guilt, perversion...a 

laughing sound in the ogre’s voice.  

“You’z been bad.”  

She tried to speak. 

“Get in here,” he yanked her by the arm and threw her 

into the house. 
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The beast was loose and starving. He closed his front 

door and stalked his prey. 

She moved away from him in terror, scanned the room, 

as if looking for an escape. “Don’t hurt me, Daddy. Don’t 

make me do these things. Don’t make me be this way.”  

“You’z gotta be punished. On your knees.” 

She knelt at his feet. He could not believe what he was 

seeing. The sight was so horrible. Her face was lined and 

hard. She had none of the softness of Hope. He seized the 

back of her hair and pulled her head back until she looked 

up at him.  

“No,” she mouthed. 

“What did you say to me?” He screamed and slapped her 

hard across the mouth. 

“Don’t!” she begged. 

He shoved her face against the front of his trousers. 

“Take da little bus driver out, apologize t’him. You 

know wat t’do.” 

She pulled down the zipper with her teeth.  

Oh, the slut, the demented monster woman was 

probing inside his underwear with her tongue then sucking, 

licking the swollen purple headed organ throbbing outside 

his pants. 

“You ‘ho! I coin’t believe you.” He insulted her as he 

controlled the movement of her mouth with a grip of her 

thin, curly black hair, back and forth on his cock. 

He pulled her up by her scalp and threw her on the 
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couch. She was naked beneath the black leather coat. Her 

legs spread apart revealing an open wet crotch. With a groan 

of final surrender to madness, he fell on her. 
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CHAPTER  

EIGHT 

 

ongress is a constantly mutating organism.  

The only way to know the Senate was to be there, 

studying the players and activity with the patience of a 

microbiologist watching her petri dish. Yet at the same time 

the body was controlled by arcane, complex rules of debate 

and legislating.  

Two months after she’d arrived, Hope was beginning to 

feel as if she could anticipate and control how she would 

structure her time rather than always reacting. The books 

and lectures on political science she’d “aced” in college 

formed a good basis for understanding how the institution 

was supposed to work–but only by being a player with cards 

in her hand did she learn how the Senate really worked.  

As the main legislative agent of the bill to streamline and 

eliminate redundant language in the federal criminal code, 

she was in constant demand–often asked by senators and 

staffers for her opinion on what would be the effect of a 

revision, the dropping or adding of language. Top lawyers 

at the Justice Department would call to discuss minute 

implications of a word. 

C 
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When she didn’t know an answer or needed 

background on an issue, she’d send a request to the 

Congressional Research Service at the Library of Congress 

where lawyers and scholars would prepare the material she 

needed. Her tolerance for the low art of bullshitting 

diminished. She’d interrupt, correct, impatiently suggest 

that someone who had not sufficiently thought out their 

position get back to her when they knew what they wanted. 

The more difficult supplicants were the senators, who 

as Robins had warned, wanted to add law by changing or 

deleting provisions of the code.  

With few germaneness restrictions, Senate bills were 

infamous for completely unrelated amendments. Despite 

Robins declaration that he would only bring a clean bill to a 

vote, few believed the recodification could make it through 

the Senate without extraneous amendments.  

As the date for the floor debate approached, she started 

to hear from anyone who thought they could change the 

law, gain a business or tax advantage. At first, she’d tried to 

return every call, but that became impossible and a waste of 

time. She could have booked lobbyists from seven-thirty in 

the morning until seven at night, if she’d accepted all the 

requests she received for meetings.  

And then the receptions and dinners would start. She 

was quick and short with her conversations avoiding the 

lobbyists who would talk about anything while billing their 

clients for discussions on the recodification with the Hope 

Bennett, Deputy Counsel, Senate Judiciary Committee. She 

could be as rude as she wanted, and they would be as polite 
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and solicitous as ever. 

Two days before the bill was scheduled for debate on 

the floor of the Senate, she took a call from James 

Livingston–the name partner in one of the biggest firms in 

the D.C.–where some of her law school contemporaries had 

sought jobs on low rungs of the legal ladder. 

Robins had been right about people dangling jobs and 

other enticements before her, but there were also threats. 

She knew Livingston’s reputation as a gunslinger most adept 

at killing legislation. 

“Senator Finley has told me he will put a hold on the 

bill unless he gets his sentencing reform provision.”  

A hold allowed any senator to stop a piece of legislation 

in its tracks unless two-thirds of the Senate–66 senators–

voted to override the hold.  

Was that the fate of all her work to disappear because a 

senator did not get what he wanted? She had to hope that 

the bill would be afforded special consideration owed to a 

senator who had served the institution long and well. 

Robins was too clever a politician and legislator, Hope told 

herself, to let the legislation fail. 

“I’m sorry,” she said with a weary voice to Livingston. 

“Senator Robins has made it clear to one and all that he will 

only bring forward a clean bill.” 

“I don’t believe we’ve worked together before?” 

In other words, Hope thought, do you know who I am, 

young lady? Hope had the luxury of working for a man who 

was not running for reelection and who had a clear sense of 
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what he was trying to do. In the end all she had to do was 

say no. 

But she was not stupid. She knew that her virtue and 

loyalty to Robins could easily backfire–that she should be 

taking care of herself while she could.  

“I’ll let the Senator know,” was all she could offer. 

“Please, do,” he said curtly and hung up.  

If the bill passed, she would be associated with the law 

and recognized as an authority. The recodification would 

make her name in the legal world. She would be able to go 

for a partnership and skip the associate stage completely. 

Or she would be forgotten as a young staffer who had 

pissed off a lot of powerful people. 

She told herself that she should learn to practice the 

Washington rhetorical skill of seeming to agree with 

someone–never outright declaring your position until there 

was no room to maneuver. 

Why Carthwright had made her the main messenger had 

made her the main messenger of Robin’s obstinacy was 

becoming increasingly clear. She was a sacrificial lamb fed 

to the wolves. 

In danger was opportunity–as her father had once said 

in one of his sermons. 

But Hope’s worry continued to grow. 

When she was not thinking about the legislation, she 

was having imaginary conversations with Fieldings. 

Six-thirty that night, Hope’s secretary buzzed and said 
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Senator Lockhart was on the line. 

“Hello, Hope,” Lockhart sounded as if she had known 

Hope for years. 

“Yes, Senator,” Hope said with none of the awe for a 

senator she’d had when she started the job. 

“I’d like to speak to you in my office.” 

Hope cleared her throat. “I’m a bit tied up. Is there 

something I can do for you?” 

“If you could possibly get away, I’m afraid I’ll going to 

be tied up until next week.” 

Hope knew she’d overstepped her bounds. A staffer 

didn’t talk to a senator that way no matter who she worked 

for. 

Lockhart’s office was just down the hall and Hope was 

sent directly in when she arrived. 

Alisha Lockhart, in her early sixties had the no-nonsense 

air of a very elegant prep school headmistress. She was up 

for election in November and was expected to win. 

When the Senator got off the phone, she got right to 

point and said, “The House is going to pass a gun control 

measure. I want it on the recodification. We’d be able to get 

it in conference. I want you to meet with the counsel over 

there and help give them the language from our 

amendment.” 

Hope sighed, “I’d have to ask Senator Robins.” 

Lockhart appeared to be barely able contain her 

impatience. “OK. I’ll speak to him too. Did Matt Cleary talk 
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to you about coming to work here?” 

“Yes.” 

As if sensing Hope’s thoughts that this was a clumsy 

bribe, Lockhart said, “This isn’t about the legislation. After 

the election I’m going to need a new chief of staff. I’d like 

for you to work directly with me in California during the 

election to get to know the players and issues. I know you 

can handle the Senate side of things.” 

Now that was an offer! Chief of Staff to Senator Alisha 

Lockhart would be a definite advancement. 

“Well, think about it and come talk to me after we 

adjourn.” 

The meeting was done. The hook had been set. But how 

could she possibly get Lockhart’s gun control rider onto the 

bill? 

* * * 

As Carthwright had showed her the first night on the 

job, parties were where a large amount of the Hill’s business 

is conducted. Mixed up in the posturing, bragging, and 

lying, signs of change could be found before they appeared 

elsewhere. The liquor that flowed from the open bars 

stripped away the veneer of professional caution, and in 

huddled groups reserved to trusted insiders, the truth came 

out. 

The fundraiser for Senate Majority Leader Richard Lyons 

was at the Hyatt across the park from the Senate. 

When Hope saw Senator Lyons she thought that there 

should be a new word for people who worked at jobs that 
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matched their name. Leader Lyons did work at a zoo, or less 

kindly, a circus. 

Hope had barely been greeted by one of Lyon’s staff 

inside the door, when she was surrounded by lobbyists. 

The word had gotten around that Robins was not 

making any deals. That did not deter them from trying and 

reporting back to their clients that they had spoken to her 

about their case. 

Some were deadly serious and spoke too fast as if upon 

their issue rested the fate of humanity. 

Others were relaxed almost to point of appearing not to 

really care–sharing an inside joke that nobody would 

believe what they said made a difference. 

“What’s your background?” a lobbyist at the fringe of the 

discussion asked Hope.  

He was tall, with a big stomach, middle-aged with a 

toupee that did not match the hair on the side of his head.  

“Academic, mostly.” “Big job you’ve got.” 

“Yes, it is.” Hope walked away–rude as she wanted to 

be. 

She was hungry and moved to where a large ice carving 

of a swan marked the buffet. 

Behind her was a stir as the Vice President arrived 

surrounded by his secret service contingent and followed by 

the small press pool assigned to travel with him. 

Hope stayed by the buffet as the crowd gravitated 

towards the Vice President. 
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He moved through the crowd expertly greeting and 

having quick conversations. 

When it was her turn, he acted as if she was an old 

friend. “How are you?” he beamed. 

The crowd around him were now listening to their 

conversation, trying to figure out who the hell she was. 

She felt as if she’d suddenly been thrust out onto a 

theater stage before a full house. 

“Hello, Mr. Vice President,” she shook his hand. 

“I hear you’re the one to talk to about the criminal code 

recodification.” 

It amazed her that he remembered her from the 

meeting with Robins. “Yes, sir, it’s all kind of fallen into my 

lap.” 

“Not a bad place to be.” 

Did he really say that? 

“Bob Delacroix and I were talking about you last week. 

Has he gotten back to you?” 

Bob Delacroix was the legislative director in the White 

House. “Yes, we’ve spoken a number of times.” 

“Good, good. Please stay in touch with him. I’m sure 

you will be working with him on many issues. Might be on 

the same team soon,” he said and moved to the next 

conversation, taking the spotlight with him and away from 

her. 

What had he meant by that? An appointment as a U.S. 

Attorney then a federal judgeship lay through the White 
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House. 

Another hook had been set. 

Feeling tired and with an ill-defined sense of not 

belonging, she caught a cab to the apartment she’d 

subleased up Mass Avenue. 

As she looked out at the old mansions turned into 

embassies, she thought that there was much about 

Washington that stirred feelings of glory and honor. But the 

longer she was here, the more she saw a society that 

glorified control and domination over those that served. 

Hope showered, put on her nightgown and called the 

professor. They still spoke as they used to do–with him 

mostly listening to her. 

There had been no mention or hint of the night in the 

Mark Hopkins Hotel. 

The call went to his messages and she started to worry. 

She knew him so well. He was such a creature of habit that 

for him to not answer at 8:00 P.M. his time, the usual time 

for their daily conversation was unusual. 

“Hello, professor. I just wanted to say good night. Big 

day tomorrow. I know I’ve talked your ear off about it, but 

I’m very excited. The bill is on the floor of the Senate the 

day after tomorrow. Look for me on C-SPAN. I’ll be up most 

of the night, so you can call me back anytime. Good night. 

Hope you’re all right. Ha-ha, get it? Hope?” 

What was the matter with her? She never made a pun of 

her name. The professor would think her stupid. 

She returned to her study of complex rules of the 
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Senate–searching for ways to keep the bill clean. 

She was still awake at 2 in the morning–reading and re-

reading testimony–both transcripts of oral presentation and 

written arguments. 

Every carefully prepared statement, delivered by the 

greatest authorities in the field, was a position she needed 

to know. 

All the players had their places. The testimony was 

biased, the tact of most of the witnesses predictable, 

depending on whoever was paying their fee. Occasionally, 

an academic or public service group delivered something 

resembling impartial testimony, but even that was slanted 

towards “liberal,” or “conservative,” “states’ rights,” or 

“federalism,” whatever the prejudice was of the witness. 

When the bill came to the floor, she couldn’t bullshit. 

She wanted to know every bit of information available on 

the subject. There would be no telling what questions the 

senators would ask, or what kind of deals they would try to 

put together. 

Even though her head ached, and her eyelids fluttered 

to stay open, she couldn’t sleep. 

Her thoughts bounced between the legislation and 

Fieldings. 

Why did she always feel as if she had done something 

wrong with him? And why was she still a virgin? Who was she 

trying to fool? She had not done a good job. Oh sure, if 

someone were to ask her what was a certain witness’ 

position on a topic in the hearings she had read, she would 
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have been able to deliver an accurate summation–that was 

like school. Accomplishments in government were 

measured by budgets and sizes of staff. Too many people 

were involved with a piece of legislation or any government 

action for one person to take credit for it. Even the senators’ 

rewards were mostly symbolic. 

Loyalty, obedience, that’s what Robins wanted from her. 

The rewards for this type of service were occasional raises, 

and more responsibility. 

She should take Lockhart’s offer. Being inside of a 

statewide campaign would be fascinating. 

Maybe she should try for a job in the White House or on 

the Vice President’s staff, maybe a counsel for a schedule C 

at some agency. Possible career moves tumbled through her 

thoughts. 

There was the Justice Department. She might aspire to 

be appointed a U.S. Attorney, maybe in New York. 

She could be a lobbyist–make the big bucks like those 

she’d been dealing with–three parties a night–stroking all 

the time. Good speech. Thanks for the vote. 

She would go into practice in San Francisco. Someday, 

Fieldings would realize that he needed her. 
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CHAPTER  

NINE 

 

he professor was in her fitful dreams-telling her that he 

loved her. She awoke at 4:12–in the borrowed bed, in a 

sublet apartment. The city was its quietest at that time in the 

morning. Still there was the sound of a siren in the distance. 

Clammy with sweat, her heart racing with fear she 

looked around at someone else’s furnishings and pictures–

vainly searching for something to anchor and comfort her. 

What if the professor was dead, or dying in a hospital–

the victim of a horrible accident? 

What if he needed her there, right now? She dialed his 

cell again. 

When there was the sound of the call being connected 

her spirit soared only to be crushed a moment later when 

he answered snarling, “Don’t call me again, eve’a or I’ll gets 

a restrainin’ order on you’z.” 

An animal or woman or something moaned in the 

background. 

He disconnected the call. 

She was fully awake. It would be impossible now for to 

T 
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go back to sleep. 

What had happened? What had she done? 

His voice had been slurred with the same New York 

accent he had used that night at the Mark Hopkins. 

She had done this to him, but how could she make it 

right? 

What if he really never spoke to her again, for what 

she’d done to him? 

Tightness clenched her chest with a painful grip. 

* * * 

She was at her desk before anyone else was in the office, 

staring at the open briefing books she’d prepared on the 

recodification. But her mind would focus only on Fieldings. 

At 10, she chaired a meeting to which all the legislative 

assistants assigned to the recodification were invited. 

The bill was scheduled to come up for a vote tomorrow. 

The aides would be responsible for briefing their 

senators. 

Hope sat in the chairman’s chair in the hearing room at 

the center from which the rest of the dais radiated. The staff 

sat in the senator’s chairs like children imitating their parents. 

Carthwright stood with his back to the high windows facing 

Union Station, close by her, ready to step in if she faltered. 

She was happy to see Matt Cleary from Lockhart’s office 

arrive early enough to take one of the 12 senator’s seats on 

the dais. 

Enough attendees were there to begin the meeting on 
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time. 

Hope passed out a 121-page synopsis of the recodification 

bill which included a background on the legislation, its 

legislative history, and described section-by-section the effect 

of the language on the current law. 

Though Hope had met many of the legislative assistants 

and had multiple phone conversations with them, she 

introduced herself as “Senator Robins’ counsel.” 

There was an urgency of nobody having a spare moment 

to waste. 

She did not try to lecture them about the content or 

merits of the bill, stated quickly why it was needed and how 

well the bill met those objectives. 

She knew many of them were there to stake out positions 

for their senator to offer amendments and give speeches. 

“I want to repeat, Chairman Robins will oppose 

absolutely all but technical amendments. Does anybody 

know of any amendments their senator intends to offer?” 

Hope asked. 

That was a bad way of putting it. 

Five hands were raised.  

Carthwright frowned. 

Hope thought it futile to expect senators to miss an 

opportunity to give a speech on the floor about crime. Robins 

could have a clean bill if he just went along with a few hours 

of open debate. But he was adamant about wanting a “pure” 

debate, and it was her job to forward that position. 
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“What I mean,” Hope tried to keep the tension out of 

her voice, “Are there any senators who do not know that it’s 

Chairman Robins’ wish that this bill be kept clean so that we 

can have a better bargaining position with the House in 

conference?” 

Cleary, who knew her position, smiled at her 

rephrasing. 

Carthwright leaned back into the drapes around the 

window. 

Despite Hope’s efforts, there were ten substantive 

amendments discussed as certain to be offered and at least 

as many more threatened 

Hope referred to the Fourply language. 

The chief counsel frowned and leaned forward ready to 

take over the meeting the instant she lost control. 

The staffer for Senator Finley, whom the lobbyist 

Livingston had threatened was going to put a “hold” on the 

bill, said his senator intended to offer an amendment to 

reinstate the death penalty. 

Hope leaned forward with a surge of panic, interrupting 

the staffer. But then she was interrupted. People were no 

longer waiting to be recognized by her. 

A woman shouted at the staffer, “You know that won’t 

go anywhere. You’re grandstanding.” 

Hope sat back, the quiet professor like Fieldings–see me 

professor–be proud of me–I’ll let you do what you want–only 

talk to me. 
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No, she couldn’t do that. This was not a law school class. 

She nearly rose out of the chair as she leaned forward. 

The anger or panic in her voice, reclaimed everyone’s 

attention. 

“What are we doing here? Is this an exercise? If it is, please 

do have your fun and learn your lessons, but if we are talking 

about anything that will ever become law, these extraneous 

election year issues have no place in a recodification. A 

recodification is merely an exercise in language...” 

She sounded hysterical, her voice shrill, heard herself 

blowing it, talking to them as if lecturing college freshmen. 

Rightfully, they resented her. These were the people 

behind the throne. They were the Senate. She would have to 

deal with them as long as she was in Washington. They would 

always think of her as pedantic and light-headed. 

They ignored what she had said. 

Hope was overwhelmed by her failure–here–with 

Fieldings. She was weak, stupid, repeatedly making a fool of 

herself. A sharp pain cut through her abdomen. She felt 

dizzy. 

Another staffer announced that his senator was going to 

introduce an amendment in the nature of a substitute that 

would gut the Robins’ bill completely. 

“All right,” Carthwright’s voice cut through the hubbub. 

“You’ve heard what we have to say. Anybody think they can 

outmaneuver Senator Robins on a parliamentary motion is 

welcome to try, but we are going to keep this bill clean.” 

Someone started to speak. “That’s it, we’re done!” 
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Carthwright cut him off. 

Some left immediately while others stayed to seek 

alliances with other senators. 

Nobody paid attention to her. She gathered up her 

briefing books and left through the side door. 

Matt Cleary, Senator Lockhart’s aide followed her into 

the hall. “That was very well done.” 

She pursed her lips, searching his expression for the 

irony she was certain was behind his words. 

In the reverberations of the marble hallway, she heard a 

legislative assistant complaining to Carthwright, “What kind 

of chicken shit meeting was that. That was a waste of time. 

“Thanks, Matt.” She turned her focus to him  

“You want to catch lunch?” 

Her misery was a weight pushing her into the ground, 

as if she was in an alien environment. 

She wanted to refuse but answered with as much bravado 

as she had left. “Yes, I want to talk to you about this. Meet 

you at MacSenate?” 

They set a time to meet at the fast food carryout set up in 

the underground passage connecting the Hart and Dirksen 

Senate Office Buildings. 

Cleary called ten minutes before they were to meet saying 

that he couldn’t make it. 

The rush of paranoia caused her to practically whimper 

and want to get off the call as fast as she could. 

Why was he excluding her? He was probably going to 
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meet with other staffers to mock her. 

“Can you get away for a drink after work?” he asked. 

* * * 

At 7:30, she met him in the Monocle–a small restaurant 

that had the distinction of being the closest to the Senate–a 

hangout of those who worked there. 

They were constantly greeted by staffers and lobbyists 

who mostly wanted to talk to her. 

Hope drank two martinis in rapid succession. 

She began to enjoy the drunken political conversation. 

It was just like being new anywhere else. It took a while to 

break in. Someday she would be the old timer–the one who 

spoke so assuredly–to whom people turned for guidance. 

Hope hung her head over the white pressed blouse as 

if confessing something shameful. “I can’t ever seem to calm 

down enough to analyze what’s happening to me. The little 

girl always is waiting there to say, ‘No, you’ve been bad! Run 

and hide! You’re in trouble now!” 

Cleary was a good listener, not interrupting or trying to 

tell his own stories. 

The third martini made her drunk. 

Cleary interrupted her telling a variation of Livingston’s 

threat that she’d already described. 

“I have to get home in time to see the kids before they 

go to bed.” 

“But we never got a chance to talk about Locka... 

Lockahart’s amendment. I thought that’s what you wanted 
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to talk about.” Hope drunkenly slurred her words. 

Cleary smiled and shouted over the din of the crowded 

bar and restaurant. “Look, all I wanted to say to you was that 

I think you are doing a good job.” 

The simple comment caused Hope’s chest to heave. He 

paid the tab and stood. 

She rocked dizzily beside him. 

“You are a very nice man, thank you.” She leaned against 

him. 

He reached out to steady her with a firm hand on her 

elbow. “Do you want me to walk you to your car?” 

“I’ll take a cab.” 

They stood out on the curb. 

Leaves flitted across the bright full moon orbs of lights 

illuminating the street. 

She was making a drunken fool of herself. 

But she was unable to stop the confused jumble of words 

or sort the context of her emotions. 

“You know this morning, I felt like such a phony up 

there. But now I see I was right. There really is no reason to 

apologize.” 

“No.” 

“Everything I said about recodification was true.” 

 “Yes.” 

“It was just that lady from Blackman’s office with all those 

non-germane amendments. She made me so mad. It’s just the 
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wrong time to be doing anything like this, before election, 

everybody who thinks that they can get an extra vote is going 

to be offering an amendment. The only way to present this 

is as a professional document.” 

Her thoughts spewed from her mouth in intoxicated 

eloquence. 

“I know this sounds naive, but damn it I am naive and 

idealistic! Let all these hard-boiled politico’s screw things up 

if they want. We know they will. I’m a lawyer, a highly trained 

expert, and if this is not done right, I know there are enough 

professionals like myself to kill the bill. If the lawyers don’t get 

them, then the courts will. It’s all so ridiculous. Ego exercises 

for retiring senators. All we’re doing is giving a soapbox to 

any senator who needs an amendment that they can point 

to when they run for reelection and say–see what I did for 

you? It makes no difference that their amendments haven’t 

got a chance in hell, or that it makes anybody who knows 

what they are doing laugh. What galls me the most is the 

irresponsibility of it all. So what if I’m idealistic? I love the law. 

The law is the distillation of the best of civilization–a living, 

growing body whose modification should only be undertaken 

with the highest ideals and loftiest intents in mind. My God, 

I feel like a priest who comes to her first church and finds a 

bacchanalian going on. I’m completely disillusioned. I never 

expected this. Sure, I knew I wouldn’t find the reverence for 

the law I knew at school. And damn it, Matt, it’s not just 

blind devotion. At Stanford we saw many of the procedures 

and formalities of the law as anachronisms whose purpose 

was more to protect the guild than to serve the community. 
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That was why I was so intrigued with recodification. I saw 

this as a means of purifying the law. Now, I’m knee-deep in 

ignoramuses who only see a chance to use the process to 

advance their own unworthy goals. Professor Fieldings, 

Professor Fieldings used to say–the law can save us or destroy 

us. We should be very careful not to take it for granted. He 

would die if he knew this was going on. You know Professor 

Fieldings, he is such a wonderful man, a great, great teacher.” 

Hope’s sob choked her. 

“Are you OK?” Cleary steadied her again. 

She tried to keep herself from crying but could not stop 

the tears and the heaving of her chest. “I’m sorry, I don’t 

know what’s the matter. I never cry. It’s just that, I feel, I feel 

so so much.” 

“Let me drive you home.” 

He helped her to his car by holding her beneath her 

forearm. 

Crying and apologizing for being such a drunken fool, 

she couldn’t shut up. 

Driving up Massachusetts Avenue, he kept a respectful 

silence while she got her emotions under control. 

When the car reached the entrance of her apartment 

building, Hope said, “Matt, I’m so sorry.” 

He helped her to the door and held her hand. “Hope, I 

respect you very much.” 

“I just feel so out of place.” Her voice caught. She leaned 

against him, spun away and fumbled with her keys to open 
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the door. 

When the door was open, she turned and thanked him 

again. 

“Hope, you have more to forget than learn. Think about 

that and we’ll talk soon. Good night.” 

“Good night.” She tried to insert vigor into her voice. 

As she walked down the brightly lit hallway, she cursed 

herself 

Thank god Matt was sympathetic to her. What if she had 

exposed herself to someone who wanted to harm her or 

someone that she needed to impress? 

Anger and shame at her behavior caused a flush of red 

on her skin. 

What was she becoming? Was she losing her mind? Had 

every dignity and grace left her? 

She was turning into a parody of a woman trying to make 

it in the political world. 

She had to “forget more than she needed to learn.” 

What had he meant by that? 

Easy answers came to her. 

If she stayed here, she had to forget or at least subdue 

her idealism about the law–about Fieldings. 

She had to stop this continual self-criticism. Her fears 

and doubts were driving her crazy. 

The more she thought about herself, the less comfortable 

she would be. 
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She could hear the falls ahead and knew that she had to 

get off the river. She had to “forget” and get on with her life. 
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CHAPTER  

TEN 

 

he was at work by 5:30 the next morning. At 8, 

Carthwright called her into his office. 

“The Leader has scheduled debate on recodification for 

this afternoon. Be prepared to meet at noon with Robins in 

his office for lunch.” 

Hope spent the morning reorganizing her papers into 

battle books to take to the floor. 

Up front of the first binder, she placed the typed 

arguments for the Chairman to make on whatever point of 

opposition she could predict. 

When she entered Robins office, he smiled and rose 

slightly from his chair to greet her in his courtly manner. The 

sunlight was bright on his (she was kind to him now and 

saw it as red) hair. 

A lunch of steak and fries was served by white-coated 

waiters. As usual, Robins insisted that Hope sit closer to him 

and had a waiter move her setting until his legs touched hers 

under the conference table. 

He whispered in her ear, “I wonder if you would come 

to my apartment tonight to discuss the myth of the lack of 

S 
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virility in men over eighty.” 

Her perceptions distorted by lack of sleep and hung 

over from the night before Hope had a feeling of watching 

herself from outside her body. 

She heard herself respond to Robins’ flirting with what 

sounded to her like idiotic laughter. 

Robins eyes twinkled within the folds of his pink face. 

“May I bring a girlfriend or two?” she whispered back at 

him. 

“By all means, the more the merrier!” 

After the meal, he became serious. 

“Hope, I want you to know how much I appreciate the 

way you’ve stood up to these ignorant bastards. You know 

the law; that case you quoted. Don’t you worry Hope I have 

the votes to keep this clean.” 

Hope was at a loss to know how he could possibly keep 

senators from offering amendments. They might not pass, 

but they would be introduced. There was no way she knew 

that a bill could be brought to the floor without being open 

to amendments. 

She assumed that he was posturing trying to hold the 

line as long as possible and in the end would compromise 

and allow some of the amendments to be introduced. 

It would be no great loss. 

Given the dearth of time left before the Senate 

adjourned for this Congress, one-third of the members to 

go home to stand for reelection–most of the amendments 
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would not even be brought to a vote–none would pass. 

Most of the senators running in November only wanted 

time to speak on crime. 

“Have you prepared the technical amendments?” the 

Senator asked. 

He would only allow slight changes in language from 

the original printing of the bill that were meant to make the 

intent of Congress clearer if the legislation ended up on 

court. 

“Right here, Red, with some conforming changes. We 

have them all ready. If there are no objections, we should 

be able to move it right through.” 

Robins looked to Carthwright for confirmation. The 

chief counsel nodded. 

“But, Red,” Hope said, “There are at least twelve 

senators who I have been told are going to be offering 

substantive amendments.” 

The old man’s eye’s narrowed, “Like Alicia Lockhart?” 

“Yes, sir.  

“Has she spoken to you?” 

Hope shrugged attempting to hide any guilt she felt. “A 

number of senators have spoken to me. I’ve put a log of their 

issues in the binder.” 

“I want this to be pure. Let them put their damn 

amendments on some other bill!” 

“Yes, sir.” 

“I intend to offer a unanimous consent motion that no 
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other amendments be in order other than technical and 

conforming.” 

“Yes, sir. But I know of...” 

Hope saw Carthwright looking at her sternly. 

“...OK,” she said–thinking who am I to tell him about 

parliamentary procedure? 

“No, go on, go on, what were you going to say? I have 

never tried to intimidate my staff.” 

Hope changed what she was going to say. “I know of no 

one but you who could pull that off. I look forward to seeing 

the Senate pass the measure as you wish, as a token of their 

esteem for you.” 

“You are a lovely girl. Have some more coffee. Tell me 

again are you sure that you don’t have a boyfriend?” His leg 

rubbed against hers. 

* * * 

Hope arrived at the Senator’s Lobby off the floor a half 

hour before the bill was due to come up. Her arms were 

filled with three heavy loose-leaf notebooks. An intern 

carried four more. 

Entering the chamber was like entering the inner 

sanctum of a shrine. 

She was struck at how bright the lighting was to 

accommodate the television cameras broadcasting the 

session. 

A hundred small desks were arrayed in a semi-circle 

around the front podium. 
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Galleries for the press and observers looked down on 

the amphitheater. 

She had an overwhelming sense of being at the center 

of power, of history and the pure manifestation of American 

democracy. 

She sat beside Robins’ desk in a chair reserved for key 

staff. 

When there was not a vote, only debate, the chamber 

was mostly empty except for the clerk’s staff and the 

parliamentarian. 

Now, an unusual number of senators were on the floor 

ready to speak or to watch what Robins was going to do. 

When he had the floor, Robins rose and made a motion 

to consider only technical and conforming amendments. 

The motion had to be passed by unanimous consent. All 

it would take was one senator to offer an objection. 

An old adversary from the minority party rose, and with 

obvious relish said, “I object.” 

“I have a motion!” Robins roared. 

Majority Leader Lyons looked at him in what Hope 

thought was consternation. 

She could imagine why Lyons would be distressed. He 

was the ring master. His job was to crack the whip to keep 

the parade moving. 

If Robins had a motion, Hope did not know what it was–

so probably nobody else did either. 

Lyons’ desk was next to Robins. The Leader stepped to 
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Robins’ side as if to physically restrain him. 

From her staff chair she heard Lyons whisper harshly, 

“Red, we need the time.” 

Hope realized that Robins was acting on his own. 

A stir spread through the chamber as if Robins had gone 

off the reservation. 

Robins ignored the Majority Leader and said, “I am 

sending a motion to the Chair to invoke cloture.” 

All conversation in the chamber was interrupted. At 

least two senators distinctly cursed. 

Here was the only way he could have a clean bill–but he 

surely did not have the votes. 

A cloture motion, the Senate’s procedure for ending 

debate and taking a vote, would eat up a lot of time and to 

use the motion so frivolously–what was the point? What was 

he up to? 

If the cloture passed by the required 60 or more votes, 

debate on the recodification would be limited and only 

germane amendments would be considered. 

If it failed the recodification bill would be open to 

amendment–just as it was now. 

Robins was challenging the body. All he had to do was 

let them give their speeches. They were prepared to pass the 

measure as he wanted and get what amendments they could 

in the conference with the House. 

Hope looked at the defiance in Robins’ posture–and the 

set of his jaw as if pressing something between his teeth. 
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Had she caused this rebellion by implying at lunch that 

the Senate was going to pass the bill only as a token of their 

esteem for him? He was telling the Senate where to put their 

esteem. 
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CHAPTER  

ELEVEN 
 
s the required three days passed for a vote on cloture, 

the first degree and second degree amendments to the 

recodification piled up in the hopper. Everyone knew the 

motion was going to fail and Robins’ obstinacy appeared to 

have incited even more amendments. Hope continued to 

assume Robins’ motives were somehow tactical but had the 

growing fear of a crew who thinks their captain has gone 

mad. There was a fanatical look in Robin’s eyes when she 

briefed him on the amendments being offered as if he 

intended to go down with his ship. 

A waste of the Senate’s precious time was an insult to 

the leadership. 

Her workload didn’t lessen, and her fatigue increased. 

With the insidious interruption of obsession, she stared at 

the amendments while her thoughts plotted conversations 

with Fieldings. 

What am I doing here? Why can’t I talk to you, professor? 

Robins was calling in every debt from every state and 

senator he had ever done a favor. 

The Senator wanted Hope to work out of his office. 

A 
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She was constantly on the phone explaining to staff or 

influential lobbyist why they should support Robins. 

But the Senator had waited too long. In a few months 

he would not be able to do anything for anybody. A retired 

senator could do no one harm or good. 

All the timing was wrong, it was like washing your car 

on a rainy day. The political mud was flying so fast now that 

it would require the most expert parliamentary 

maneuvering just to get the bill passed much less to limit 

amendments. 

The leadership would not have touched it, if not for the 

remnants of their devotion to the traditions of the Senate 

represented by Robins. 

* * * 

The morning of the cloture vote, Hope had not slept for 

three days. She was fighting to control her random thoughts, 

to keep her concentration. 

7:30 in the morning she was in Robins’ office with 

Carthwright. 

Robins looked vibrant in his defiance. His hand 

trembled as he lifted his coffee cup. “Get me Williamson on 

the phone,” he called out to her. 

She dutifully told Senator Williamson’s secretary that 

Senator Robins wanted to speak to him. But nobody was 

taking his calls. 

His closest staff members arrived, cheerful and happy. 

The Senator’s personal secretary, Miss Morgan had been 

with Robins ever since he was a young lawyer–45 years ago. 
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She was soft-spoken and feminine in a style that 

reminded Hope of her mother. 

As Hope waited for her next direction from the Senator, 

Miss Morgan smiled kindly at her, as if sensing Hope’s 

turmoil and doubt. 

“Don’t look so unhappy,” Miss Morgan admonished. 

“No warrior wants to survive his last battle. The senata’ 

going out spittin’ and fighten’. Jes’ like he came in. Teach 

‘em a lesson.” 

Hope grimly studied the old man. 

Her understanding of his motives did not mute her 

anger. 

His damnable ego was jeopardizing thousands of hours 

of work for the sake of making a personal statement. 

She continued to frown despite the party atmosphere 

around her. 

The old secretary started to reminisce. “You know when 

we came here, there were only three of us in his whole 

office. We worked on weekends, all the time. The Senata’ 

would read all of his own mail. He still does as much as 

possible. Do you know what’s he doing now?” 

Robins was hunched over his large desk with an old 

fashion fountain pen gripped in a palsy hand. 

She assumed he was preparing a speech for the floor. 

She shook her head at Miss Morgan. “No. What’s he doing?”  

“Replying to a letter, handwritten, tries to do at least ten 

a day. We get so much mail. He wouldn’t have time to do 
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anything else. But sometimes he likes to pretend that he can 

still do it all. I like to think that the people who receive a 

handwritten letter from him will treasure it and know that 

he has served them well.” 

Hope stood and refilled her coffee cup. Her eyelids 

twitched from fatigue. 

Why hadn’t she slept? She just wanted to make it 

through the morning. 

* * * 

Robins gave an impassioned speech gesturing forcefully 

with his hand as he laid out the arguments for limiting 

amendments to the recodification. 

No senators were there to listen as his voice boomed in 

passionate oration. 

“And so, with the allotted time having past, I restate my 

motion for closure on the matter before the Senate.” 

He looked around the nearly empty chamber as if to 

judge the reaction of the ghosts of the great speakers whose 

voices had been heard in the chamber. 

In accordance with the rules, an hour after the Senate 

convened on the third day after Robins’ cloture motion, a 

quorum was called. As the names of the senators were called 

by a clerk with a small writing table hung from around his 

shoulders, senators began to arrive in the chamber. 

They milled around the dais waiting for a sufficient 

number to arrive to take the vote. 

Robins sat impassively at his desk as the votes were 

tallied. Even when it was clear that he had lost, he sat until 
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the last vote was taken. 

The Vice President was in the chair. He announced that 

the Senate would now proceed with the consideration of the 

recodification. “The clerk will read the bill.” 

Robins stood up and was recognized. “I move that the 

motion be tabled.” 

Hope leaned forward and then slumped back in her 

chair. He was killing the bill. 

A voice vote was taken on Robins’ motion and passed 

without opposition. The floor quickly cleared except for    a 

junior senator who took the Vice President’s place in the 

highest chair on the raised dais to act as president pro 

tempore. 

Robins remained seated with a silly smile on his face at 

his old wooden desk where once Lyndon Johnson had sat. 

Hope stayed by him. Her sense of distance from reality 

was growing. 

Robins looked around the chamber as if to relish his last 

fight. 

What difference did it make that a valuable opportunity 

to improve the law had been squandered? All the work, all 

the improvements in the wording of the laws were wasted 

because an addled old man could not get what he wanted. 

A senator began to speak to the nearly empty chamber 

about a trade deal. 

Hope felt a sharp pain in her side. She shifted in her seat 

and waited for Robins to leave the floor of the Senate. 
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CHAPTER  

TWELVE 
 
idnight Thursday after the Congress had adjourned 

for the August break, Hope returned to the 

apartment she’d sublet from an employee of the Turkish 

Embassy who had returned to Istanbul for six months. 

She’d been drinking at the Monocle and should have 

been drunk enough to fall right asleep. 

Sleep, the washing of the mind, the darkness, the 

forgetting. Her mind wouldn’t shut down. She hadn’t slept 

for more than a few hours since Monday and not more than 

four hours a stretch in two weeks, yet she knew that it was 

futile for her to try to sleep now. 

She hallucinated she was back in her dorm at Vassar at 

the end of the semester, had just taken her final exams. 

She started to clean the apartment–just like her 

mother–no not like her mother. Don’t! Hope lectured 

herself. Don’t go there. Calm down, relax, get it back under 

control. You’ve been here before. You can dial it back. 

She tried to read, to watch the early morning news. There 

was a brief snippet of a story about the recodification buried 

in a piece on the last hours of the Congress. 

M 
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She had too much energy. If only there was something 

she should be doing. Decompress, she told herself. 

Matt Cleary had said that the reason why staffers lasted 

so short a time on the Hill was not so much the workload, 

but the fluctuations between going all out for months and 

then nothing. 

So, this was the nothing. 

She finally went to sleep early Friday morning, but awoke 

before sunset. 

The pain in her side was a sharp agony. 

She arose from the bed and was overcome with nausea. 

Unable to reach the toilet in time she vomited on the floor 

of the bathroom. 

“God, I am dying,” she moaned. The nausea passed. 

She had been too busy to realize that she was so ill. 

There was a 24-hour Urgent Care off Connecticut Avenue. 

She walked in at dawn and waited her turn to see a 

doctor. 

Something about being in the waiting room–doing 

something–put her into a near dream state. 

She could see the waiting room but dreamed about her 

mother–washing and rewashing her hands until they were 

just bones. 

“Miss Bennett.” 

The receptionists’ voice awoke Hope. 

An aide took her temperature and left her in an 

examination room. 
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Her chin had fallen nearly to her chest when she was 

awoken again by a man entering the room. 

“Hello, I’m Dr. Punjara.” 

Hope couldn’t tell from his accent if he was Indian or 

Pakistani, maybe Thai. 

She described her symptoms to him. 

He wrote a prescription for her to take to a laboratory 

to have some blood work done. 

“It’s my side that hurts. Do you want to do an X-ray or 

something?” 

“I want to see what the blood tests say. You might be 

pregnant.” 

Only the professor could have impregnated her. 

Something slipped in her mind. 

The doctor’s voice was twirling, rising and falling. She 

was pregnant. The professor was the father. “When was your 

last period?” 

She knew she should be responding but she was crying 

too hard to speak. 

“If you are pregnant, there are ways to terminate the 

pregnancy.” 

He wanted her baby. “No.” 

She sobbed, swept up her purse and fled from the office. 

Outside, she looked up and down the street lit in the early 

morning sun and stated to run until she entered the 

National Zoo. 

The park had just opened and the paths through the 
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exhibits were nearly empty. 

She stopped in a sunken, darkened passageway before 

the window of the bat exhibit. 

Her hand trembled so hard that nearly dropped her 

cellphone as she called Prudence. 

“I’m pregnant.” She tried to keep herself from crying. 

“What? Are you sure?” 

“It’s going to be fine. Professor Fieldings, the professor, 

the wonderful oh god, I love him so much. I have to call him 

and tell him, but he won’t...he doesn’t.” 

Pressure in her chest made it hard to breathe. Her tears 

chocked her. 

“Hope, you’re not well. I can hear it in your voice. Please 

go to the hospital. Don’t wait! Oh, if anything happened to 

you.” 

Prudence sounded like their mother’s hysteria 

whenever one of them would be cut or hurt when they were 

young.  

Hope smiled through her tears. “I’m coming to California. 

I want to find the professor. Don’t tell him. I want it to be a 

surprise.” 

“Hopey, I’m going to call someone. You need help.” 

Her joy was replaced by rage. 

“Leave me alone. Leave me the fuck alone!” Her scream 

echoed in the hollow enclosure. 

A guard came down and looked at her quizzically. 
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Hope pushed the phone back into her purse and ran 

from the guard. 

She was lost. She didn’t know where she was or what 

had just happened. 

Her mother wanted her to come visit at the hospital. 

She remembered her like an amputated limb. She had 

to tell her, be judged, and wait for the response. 

“Mother, I’m pregnant,” she practiced how she would 

tell her. 

No, Prudence could tell her. 

She would come with her and afterwards they would 

laugh at what their mother’s reaction would be. 

You’re not married. 

No. But I’m in love with a wonderful man. Wait until 

you meet him. 

Will he marry you? 

I don’t know. She hung her head imagining the shame. 

Prudence would laugh–laughter had always been their 

private domain in the family–the sunshine in the dark parlor. 

No. 

They were at dinner at the church house in New 

Haven. The windows had been covered with shades and 

drapes against her mother’s suspicion that people in the 

neighborhood spied on them. No outside scents disturbed 

the closed smell of themselves, their clothes, old furniture 

thick with polish covered with dollies and dust covers, rugs 

on top of rugs, three lamps on a table as if empty space was 
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a threat. 

“Mother, do you love Papa?” Hope asked her. 

Their grandfather clicked out his breaths as nobody 

spoke. 

“Do you kiss and hug? Did you want me, like I want this 

baby?” 

Prudence almost swallowed her napkin, she was trying 

so hard not to laugh. Their father was lost in his usual fog of 

contemplation. Now he was paying attention. 

“Yes, I love Papa,” Margaret had said curtly.  

“Then, why don’t you ever kiss?” 

“That is very disrespectful, young lady,” her mother said. 

“We wanted you very much,” her father said. 

No. He couldn’t have said that. He was dead. 

She started to wail. “Daddy.” 

People were looking at her on the Metro. They wanted 

to stop her from having her baby. 

She got off at Union Station and hurried towards her 

office. 

Matt Cleary walked past her. No, it wasn’t Matt. 

It made no difference. Even if he wasn’t Matt, he was 

connected to Matt. What she told him, Matt would hear. 

“The baby is the professor’s and my child. He’ll be so 

happy. I have to find him. Do you know where the professor 

is? 

She tried to hug him, but Cleary stepped back.  
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“Let me get you some help,” he said. 

“No!” She was shocked to hear how loud her sob was. 

Choking sounds were forming in her chest. 

She was outside of herself looking at a stranger. 

She had to find Senator Robins. He would protect her. 

Help her get to California. 

The professor wasn’t here. 

She flagged a passing cab and climbed in the back. 

“Watergate South,” she said. 

Her nervous system was rioting. 

She looked out at Constitution Avenue, her purpose 

obliterated in the shattered by unreliable perceptions. 

“Stop. Stop here,” she demanded, climbed out and 

walked aimlessly. 

On a sign in front of a church–dancing white letters were 

impaled on black felt. “RENEW.” 

In the side yard of the church was a statue of the Virgin 

Mary, arms spread in welcome. 

Hope pushed open a low, iron gate into a flagstone walk. 

She knelt at the foot of the Virgin and prayed, “I’ll crawl down 

the aisle to the Alter. Only give me the professor.” 

She looked up. 

The statue was transformed into Senator Robins. 

“I ask for nothing more from you than you can provide. 

You will be delivered. Come to me.” 

She walked towards the Potomac, mumbling to herself. 
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“Just start, only talk to me. All I want you to do is to talk to 

me, Fred. I’ll call you Fred now, not professor.” She sat on a 

bench. 

What was she doing? 

She needed her confidence. 

She tried to remember when she had first come to 

Washington. 

The professor had sent her to research Judge Learned 

Hand–the greatest judge never appointed to be a Supreme 

Court Justice. 

Nothing could stand in her way. 

She was wiser. Life was not a smooth road. There were 

so many unimaginable obstacles, traps, and pitfalls lying in 

her path. She could not slow down to crawl or cling to past 

failures as life rushed by her. 

She took a cab to the Senator’s apartment, but forgot 

which building he lived in. 

What was happening to her mind? 

She’d been there last Saturday when he’d asked her to 

bring him a briefing book she’d prepared on the recodification. 

The Watergate buildings curved around the block beside 

the Kennedy Center like black snakes. 

She would not let them fool her. 

The cab driver, a surely Iranian, was getting mad at her 

indecision. “What building?” he demanded. 

Hope did not have the courage to admit that she did not 

know. 
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“Here, please.” 

She gave him a ten, and smiled pathetically, “I’m sorry.” 

“Hey lady, your change,” the driver called once, slammed 

the door shut and rapidly rejoined the traffic heading towards 

New Hampshire Avenue. 

A doorman in a general’s uniform opened the door for 

her, tipped his cap, and said “Morning, Mrs.” 

Hope walked into a shiny lobby. 

A fountain flowed into a white leaf-shaped bowl. Mirrored 

walls, unused parlor furniture, and foreign porters seemed 

to glimmer with auras. 

She asked for Senator Robins and was told he did not 

live there. 

She walked into another driveway, but it was an office 

building. 

They are trying to keep me from him, lying to her. 

She looked over her shoulder and saw a teenager 

following her. 

She ran and hid in bushes too low to hide her. A woman 

walking a poodle looked at her. 

Hope jumped up and fled her malevolent stare.  

“You are damned!” the woman called after her. 

She remembered Robins’ building was beside the 

Kennedy Center. 

She knew where he lived. 

A car tried to run her over in front of the exit of an 
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underground parking garage. 

Another porter opened the door for her. 

She ran into the lobby just like the other one. “Robbie 

Robins,” she demanded. 

The receptionist was her enemy. She looked at Hope 

suspiciously. “Is he expecting you?” Her false smile widened 

in a fun house mirror. 

“You do!” Hope said savagely, “in...in 403.”  

The woman smiled, “I’m sorry...“ 

“Red Robins, do you have a Red Robins?”  

“I’ll call right up. Your name, please?” 

She sat on the edge of an upholstered French chairs that 

looked too exposed in the large lobby as if they had been left 

there to be moved into a real living room. 

Robins came through glass door beside the reception 

area, dressed in a white golf shirt, walking two white 

miniature poodles. 

“What a wonderful surprise.” His eyes sparkled. 

Hope felt proud of herself and smiled confidently. 

“Hello, Red.” 

“I neva’ thought ya really come,” he said. “But god damn, 

I’m happy ya did.” 

Was he joking? 

His eyes squinted above his little smile. Why was he 

smiling? What had she done? 

“I’m just going downstairs for a brief repast. Would you 
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care to join me? 

They rode an escalator down to a shopping area. The 

moving stairs did not seem to bother the dogs who expertly 

hopped off at the bottom. 

Hope did not make the last step and stumbled.  

Robins lunged for her and caught her by the arm. “Hey, 

what’s the matter? You all rat?” 

Hope looked at him and could not remember who he 

was. 

“Say, you sure you’re all rat?” 

She did not answer but started to walk ahead of him. 

“This is where I take ma repast.” He called her back. He 

pointed to white chairs and tables set outside of a cafe where 

he could sit and eat with his dog. 

A waitress greeted him. “Hi’ya Red.”  

“How do ya’ like my date, Harriet?” 

The waitress looked at Hope grimly. “You’d better watch 

out for this old bird, honey. He’s a flirt!” 

Red and the waitress started to laugh together but 

stopped when Hope stared impassively at the fountain. 

“What’ll you have, Hope?” Robins asked.  

“Scotch.” 

“We don’t serve liquor. Why don’t I get you a menu?” 

“Won’t you hava’ seat?” Robins held a chair for her. 

She sat and stared past him at the water in the fountain. 

He sat facing her, crossed his knees and tapped his 
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fingertips together. “This is a thrill for me. It truly is. Usually, 

I only get ta be with a beautiful woman in my dreams.”  

“A what?” Hope asked. 

“You know,” he blew through his lips. “I’m a bit past ma 

prime. But that don’t stop me from fallin’ in love.” 

Hope raised her eyebrows. “Does that often happen to 

you?” 

“No, no, darlin’. What I feel for you is special. Never felt 

this way.” 

The waitress handed Hope a menu.  

“I’ll have an iced tea,” Robins said. 

“What about you?” the waitress asked Hope. 

“I want love,” Hope said.  

“Excuse me?” the waitress asked.  

Hope ignored her. 

“I’ll bring an iced tea.” 

The waitress glanced at Robins as if to ask if he was in 

on the joke. 

“And I want to give you love, darlin’,” Robins said. “I 

truly do.” 

“Learning to love,” she whispered, “They understand.” 

She pointed to an older couple. “If we are bad, we have to 

be punished.” 

Someone was looking for her. She lunged for Robin’s 

hand across the table. 

He pulled back and almost tipped over his chair. 
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“I want love!” Her loud cry echoed in the sunken 

courtyard. 

Robin’s eyes widened. 

Hope was already walking towards the escalator. 

Robins limped hurriedly after her, pulling his confused 

dogs behind him, catching her close to the entrance to the 

underground garage. 

“I...I can’t be seen,” she said fearfully. 

Robins looked around. “Why don’t we go up to the 

apartment?” he asked. “Don’t worry, we’ll be OK up there.” 

He put his arm around her waist and took her on a route 

through the garage, into a lower level of the building. 

They waited for an elevator in front of a pool sign. 

On the fourth floor, Hope remembered the way and 

walked into his apartment. 

Inside, she looked at the art dancing on the walls. 

Robins followed her. “Are ya on druuugs?” 

Hope spun and reached for him. “Love, hold love.” 

Robins stood on his toes to kiss her. 

“Professor,” Hope was weeping, “I’m sorry. Do whatever 

you want to me. Hurt me, make me cry, love, hold.” 

Weakness and fear, those were her enemies. Fieldings 

had told her that. Why had she thought he was with the 

Senator? He wasn’t here. She must not let receptionists and 

guards fool her. 

“Dear god, you’re a freak,” Robins said. “But I like that...” 
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he called after her. 

She ran down the hallway to the mirrored elevator. 

Her side burned. The baby. She needed to find the 

professor. 

Waves of uncontrollable emotion swept over her, so she 

did not know where she was until she saw her father in the 

lobby crying. 

“Papa, what is the matter?” 

He looked sad and pushed his face into his hands. 

Her cell rang. Her mother was calling to find out why 

her husband had not stayed dead. 

“I’ve been trying to call you.” A man reproached her. “I 

think you might have a cyst on your ovary. You’re not 

pregnant. I recommend that you see a gynecologist as soon 

as possible.” 

He waited as if he expected Hope to know what he 

meant. 

“Are you all right?” he asked. 

“Yes, yes, I have to go now. Thank you,” she sobbed. 

The Senator wanted her in California to talk to Dr. 

Frederick Fieldings. 

Hope went outside and caught a cab. “California,” she 

said. 

The large black woman giggled. “Which airport?”  

Hope did not answer. 

The driver was dressed like a Roman senator surrounded 
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by a bright light. 

“We shall be together, don’t you see?” Hope put her arm 

on the driver’s big soft shoulder. 

The woman flinched at her touch. “OK honey, you just 

calm down so I can get you to the airport.” 

“There is someone for you too. I’m so happy. Oh dear, 

God. I am so happy.” 

Hope shuddered with her sobs as the cab entered a 

tunnel of light. 

The feeling of detachment insidiously developed into 

complete disorientation. She could not control her distorted 

senses. 

She was having a breakdown just like her mother. 

Patches of color in the trees moved like a kaleidoscope. 

Buildings looked white and beautiful. 

She tried to push aside the mad babble of her thoughts, 

a plow going through balloons. 

“The clouds are falling,” she cried and hunkered down. 

“Honey, you want me to take you to the hospital?” 

“No! Take me to Frederick Fieldings. I’m his wife. We 

have to get married.” 

The driver shook her head and looked back at Hope in 

the rearview mirror. “Give it to God, honey. Jis’ give it to 

God.” 

Her father was driving her to the airport. 

The familiar peace of sitting in the front pew at his church 

settled on her. 
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He spoke of trust and the great message–the word of 

God. 

As long as the driver spoke of God, Hope was quiet, at 

peace. The tears streaking her cheeks were from the rapture 

she felt–connected to God, to her father, to the professor to 

be joined in holy, yes, holy matrimony. 

Her father stopped at the curb of Dulles Airport. “Here 

you are. God will watch over you.” 

Beyond the glass doors of the terminal she found the 

ticket counter. “Palo Alto,” she said. 

The man behind the counter said, “San Francisco?” 

“Palo Alto. Stanford. My fiancé is there.” 

She gave him her credit card–the one she’s just used to 

pay the driver. 

“One way?” 

“There’s only one way,” she cried and laughed at the 

same time. “Jesus’ way.” 

“Identification?” 

She gave him her Senate employee card. He looked at 

her picture, at her, and back at the card. “OK, Miss Bennett.” 

“It’s Fieldings. Hope Fieldings.”  

“Says here Bennett.” 

“We’re going to be married as soon as I reach Palo Alto.”  

“Oh well, congratulations. We’ll do our best to get you 

right there.” 

The people at the security checkpoint were also Hope’s 
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enemy. They were trying to keep her from the professor. She 

could no longer tell when she was crying.  

“Please let me go,” Hope begged. “I have to get home.” 

“Don’t worry. It’s going to be all right.” The guard handed 

Hope back the Senate identification card and her ticket. 

Why were those other guards there? Everyone wanted 

to stop her. 

“Leave me alone!” She pushed in front of people waiting 

in line. “I have to get to him. The professor is waiting for me.” 

Guards stopped her and waved wands over her. 

“Don’t hurt my baby!” She covered her stomach to 

protect her son. 

“It won’t hurt you or your baby.” 

“It’s a boy,” she cried and ran towards the mobile lounge 

to take her to the gate. 

Through the glass, she heard people in the terminal 

speaking about her on cellphones telling the Majority Leader 

that she had talked Robins into making the cloture motion. 

“I was as surprised as anyone,” she told a man standing 

next to her. 

Hope pushed to the front and as soon as the door opened 

ran to the gate before they could leave her behind. 

They wouldn’t let her on. 

The area in front of the door was full of people trying 

to stop her. 

She hid in a store selling magazines and souvenirs, 
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watching until the people started to move onto the plane. 

She pushed to the front. 

“What the hell are you doing, lady? Jesus!,” a man said. 

“Yes, Jesus. Jesus. Jesus. Jesus,” she kept saying as she 

got on the plane and took a seat. 

A stewardess made her move, but finally she was above 

the clouds, flying back to her husband–back to the professor. 

The power of the jet was attached to her mood. 

She was soaring above the fears that threatened to hold 

her down. 

Fieldings would accept her when she told him that the 

Senator wanted them to be together. 

She drank small bottles of scotch across the country, 

pulling bills from the crumpled mass in her purse. 

The jet descended over desert mountains. 

An eight-year-old boy, traveling alone, sat beside her on 

aisle. 

“Are you scared?” he asked. 

The landing gear whirred beneath them. 

Hope’s fear was enormous. She nodded her head.  

“Is that why you’re crying?” he asked. 

Hope started to speak, “I want to be part of something 

that gives my life worth, to have a routine, any skeleton of 

unreflective duty, to blend into something so I don’t see 

myself so clearly.” 

“What’s that mean?” 
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“Herself, Me, I, I, I...Me!...Myself!...Stop!” She wrestled 

her mind back to logic. 

The little boy stared at her with wide brown eyes. 

A stewardess came to their seat and said to him, “You stay 

here until everyone is off. Then, I’ll come back and get you.” 

She looked at Hope. “Are you all right, ma’am?”  

“She’s scared,” the boy said. 

“OK. Everything is going to be fine.”  

“I’m not scared,” the boy said.  

“Good, good. No reason to be.” 

Hope watched the passengers stand, then move down 

the aisle to disembark from the jet. 

She was crying, could not move. She would be discovered. 

“I need to be appointed, appointed ...my appointment.” 

Her mind was racing out of control, too many ideas were 

crowding into her thoughts at once. 

Rushes of nervous energy shook her. 

The deathly sickening sensation of emotional overload 

made her tremble. 

Gold bands and wings on pilot’s paramilitary uniform 

jumped around his arm as he bent over her seat. 

“It’s all right.” She knew the tears were frightening them, 

“I’m all right.” 

The stewardesses were helping her. Hope could not 

stop crying. 

* * *  
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They took her to a hospital. 

A doctor was examining her. 

She hallucinated the doctor was Fieldings. 

She would make him understand. “Can’t you see me 

smiling, professor? My tears are of joy. I have to tell you 

something. I have a child, your child. We’ll be together, 

married. You can change. I see clearly what we have to do. 

Now we have something to live for. Our future is sure.” 

“Are you married?” the doctor asked her.  

“Yes,” she sobbed. 

“We’ll notify your husband.” 

“My baby, is my baby all right?” 

That caused a quick conversation with the policewoman 

who had brought her. 

The doctor came back to her and said. “The airline says 

you had no child with you when you got on the aircraft.” 

“My husband is Dr. Frederick Fieldings at Stanford. 

Where is my phone? I have his number in my phone.” 
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CHAPTER  

THIRTEEN 

 

he beast wanted only to be fed. The bus driver was 

gone. He needed more. 

Then, the Devil delivered what he craved. The 

telephone rang. 

“Doctor Frederick Fieldings speaking.” 

The beast spoke through the skin, could imitate the 

voice of the professor. 

“Dr. Fieldings, I’m on the staff of the psychiatric ward at 

Mills in Burlingame, California. We have a patient who says 

that she is your wife. She was brought in from the airport.” 

“I am not married.” 

“The identification of the woman we are treating reads 

Hope Bennett. Do you know her?” 

What was she telling them about him? 

“I used to have a student by that name. Is she ill?” 

“She is having some difficulty. We can hold her for 72-

hours, then we’ll have to go to the court unless someone 

will take responsibility for her. She does not appear to be 

competent to be released on her own. Do you know if she 

T 
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has a child? She is saying that she has a baby.” 

“I have no idea...” 

The beast roared in its hunger. 

Don’t go. If you go, you’ll be lost. You really love this 

woman. Don’t do this to her. 

“I’m sorry, there must be a mistake.” 

He quickly hung up and paced his living room. Oh, why 

did you do this to me? You want me, I know you want me. 

I’ve felt it. Saw it. You want what I have. The monster argued 

with him with a power that logic could barely resist. In a 

haze of confusion, he put on his jacket, found himself in his 

car driving to the hospital, telling himself he was only going 

out of concern for her. 

But when he parked in the hospital parking lot and sat 

in his car, he knew that if he opened the door, he would be 

lost, Hope would be dragged into the monster’s lair. Oh 

don’t, don’t, he watched his hand move to open the door 

and when his feet hit the ground, the monster knew it would 

be fed and the great construct he’d made of his life, the 

intellectual accomplishment, the status of a law professor at 

Stanford was no more substantial than paper. Frederick 

Fieldings was no more. 

* * * 

Hope was brought out to him. She was glassy-eyed, 

drugged, helpless. 

“Hello professor,” she slurred. 

If only he could get her away from them and have her 

to himself. 
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“I want you to sign out. Come with me.” 

The doctor said, “I really recommend that she be 

hospitalized.” 

“No!” Fieldings snarled. “Hope, do you need to be 

hospitalized?” 

He put his arm around her. “I’ll take care of you,” he 

said soothingly. 

“Take me home, professor,” she said. “We have to be 

together.” 

“Really,” the doctor protested. 

“You can’t hold her against her will. It’s the law,” 

Fieldings said. 

He led her from the hospital–his prize, his bounty, 

drove out of the hospital and found a residential street, 

parked in a dark spot. 

He dragged Hope into the back seat, ripped off her 

panties, mounted her and tightly wound her hair around her 

hand to pull her head back so he could stare into her face 

to see her expression when he took her. 

“We’ll be married.” She groaned and clung to him. 

She was sobbing continuously, random utterances. 

“I love you so much, professor. We have to find the 

golden mean. Aristotle, you were Aristotle writing about 

Atlantis. That was where we met. Your baby! I have your 

baby! Thank you, God. I was so sad until I was your baby. I 

am ...it is your child. I was raped!” 

She released a high mad trill of a laugh. “Raped by a 
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senator! No honor, no love of beauty. Nothing like it. Baby 

full of love and justice. Your baby, your baby...” 

He left her in the back seat and began to drive. She flung 

herself at him, causing the car to swerve. “Professor, I swear, 

this is your baby! Dear god!” 

He pushed her back and drove north. She was pregnant! 

By a senator judging from her blather. The disgrace had 

driven her mad. She did not know the father of the child. 

He led her by the hand, like a blindfolded child to a 

surprise. 

* * * 

Upstairs, upstairs, life was different. 

There was nothing that he could not do to her. He just 

had to get her through, to close the door. 

She fell–overcome by the weakness of the passage. Who 

could blame her? 

The pine-paneled door to his attic room was closed and 

locked. 

He had her on the other side–stripped her naked. 

Dressed in a leather codpiece and studded harness across 

his chest, he came to her. “Dease is what I need.” 

“No!” 

Her scream was a beautiful song that shattered the 

imprisoning logic that she resist. 

She ran from him, “No, you’re not like that.” 

He chased her down and bound her wrists and ankles 

to the corners of a bed. 
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She rose up and ground herself against the leather, 

ripping her breasts across the metal points. 

“I need mooooore,” she groaned. 

He pressed down on her and completed a union that 

transcended anything he’d ever known. 

* * * 

Afterwards, he rubbed her lacerated skin with salve. 

“You’z a good gurl. You gonna do wha’ I tell ya? Ain’t ya?” 

She whimpered. 

He turned her over, took her by the hair and roughly 

guided her mouth to his wet rising cock. 

* * * 

Her telephone had been ringing intermittently ever 

since they arrived. Who was looking for her? 

He read the screen. Her sister–the one who should be 

hospitalized. 

The doctors must have called her. Had they told her that 

he had taken her? 

He couldn’t take a chance. 

The next time the bitch called, Fieldings permitted 

Hope to answer the call. 

“Tell her not to boder ya.” 

“Prudence,” Hope spoke softly and then giggled 

idiotically. “No, I’m fine. Don’t come up here. Don’t bother 

me.” Her voice was monotonous. “Good-bye,” she said 

reflexively. 

He took the phone from her. “Prudence, this is 
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Professor Fieldings. I really think it best if you let Hope rest 

up for a few days. I have plenty of room here and can care 

for her. If she doesn’t answer it’s probably because she’s 

sleeping. For some reason she doesn’t appear to want to 

speak to you now. Let’s just give her time to sort things out. 

I’m sure she’ll be back to her old self in a few days.” 

He hung up. 

Within two minutes the telephone rang again. It was the 

sister’s husband, the doctor. 

“What do intend to do with her?” the husband 

demanded. 

The voice of Dr. Frederick Fieldings said, “I intend to 

make her comfortable. She’s been under too much stress. 

She’s gone right to sleep. When she awakes, I’ll tell her you 

called and are concerned about her. In the meantime, I 

suggest that you just let her relax. They have very good 

facilities up here and if she does not feel better after she has 

slept, I will certainly take her to seek medical help.” 

“What’s this about a baby?” the husband-doctor asked. 

“That’s for Hope to discuss with you, if she chooses, 

when she’s up to it.” 

“I don’t know if I can keep her sister from coming up 

there. She’s terribly worried. She’s ready to call the police.” 

“I would strongly recommend against that since it 

would only place Hope under greater stress,” Fieldings said. 

“I don’t think I can keep Prudence here long. They’re 

very close. She’s extremely worried about her sister.” 
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As if to confirm her distress, Prudence emitted a wailing 

sob in the background. 

The beast wanted the sister too. 

If Prudence could come alone without the husband, he 

would have the two virtues–Hope and Prudence–show 

them what true vice was, that the hierarchy of hell is built 

on domination. 

“Let’s talk in the morning, when Hope is awake,” 

Fieldings said. 

He returned to where she lay on her back, naked–her 

cunt and mouth open to him. 

He was no longer alone. Their perceptions were one. 

Could there be any greater ecstasy than to find another 

who saw the motes of time and light that were built into the 

continuity of experience in sync as one? 

He was witness to the greatest miracle that man had 

ever witnessed. 

No prayer had ever been answered so demonstratively, 

and unquestionably. 

She was his–completely his–to do with as he wished. 

“Yes!” He slapped his hands with a loud clap. 

She flinched at his hosanna, his praise of the brilliance–

the quantum leap–the luck that had led them to this union. 

For the first time in history two people would see and 

feel the same things. 

The outside world was no more than faint echoes from 

the shore of loneliness on which the rest of mankind was 
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trapped and from which he and Hope had sailed. 

She wept. 

The joy of departure and yes–she could be forgiven if 

she was a bit afraid–for where they were journeying nobody 

had ever been before. 

They would obtain perfect communion. 

He licked her clean of the impurities that clung to her 

body, the blood mixed with his semen from her ruptured 

hymen–from the past lonely existence. 

She had waited, unpolluted by any other man–waited 

for this. Waited for him. 

He fell to the task of her absolution–as methodically 

and intently as a beast cleaning a newborn. 

She rose to him with groans of ecstasy as he licked every 

cavity–his/hers. 

They must mingle every part of their bodies. He rubbed 

his penis in her ears, sat on her face. Words were 

unnecessary. He screamed incomprehensible grunts and 

ruminations. The language of their new world came to him 

spontaneously. 

He circumnavigated the angles of her body. Turned on 

her. Entered her with his nose. Rubbed his ears on the 

insteps of her feet. Nothing could be as it was. 

No words, no act of politeness taught by mimics. 

Everything from which he had ever refrained was 

legitimate– every spontaneity was genius and truth. 
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CHAPTER  

FOURTEEN 

 

or three days they did not eat. To bathe would be to go 

back. He marked the distance they had come by the 

smell of their own waste, by the scales of his ejaculations–

like a running well freed from all stoppage–that flaked on her. 

His power was growing every minute. How could they 

remain here forever? 

They must not be tempted back into the other world. 

They must not retreat or surrender. 

The previous order of made bed and positioned 

furniture had been blasted by their entry into the other 

world. 

The positions, the times, the manner in which they had 

pushed their bodies to union could not be contained by any 

previous order. 

Even though she promised she would not leave, he fed 

her the medicine she’d left the hospital with so that she fell

F 
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into catatonic sleep. 

So she would not be tempted to leave, he barricaded 

the attic room. 

He sped up the highway to the city, back to the shop at 

North Beach. 

The sleazy owner took him into the back where he 

showed Fieldings his “good stuff.” 

Fieldings was able to put it all on his credit card. 

The furnishings for their new world–leather and 

electrical instruments with attachments–elated him with 

their possibilities. 

She was still unconscious when he returned-curled and 

snoring in her oblivion. 

He bolted shackles and pulleys into an exposed beam 

above his bed, and neatly arranged the whips, dildos and 

ticklers on a suit rack. 

When she’d gone back East, she’d left boxes of her 

personal belongings with him. 

He found her father’s picture, the stern Puritan, and 

placed it on the bureau facing the stage he’d set in the 

bedroom for the domination of virtue. 

* * * 

He spoke soothingly on the telephone to Prudence 

while Hope lay chained to the bed beside him. 

“Yes, come up alone. That will be fine. Here I’ll put her 

on. She’s doing much better.” 

Hope whimpered, but he silenced her by raising his 
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folded belt. 

She said what he’d told her to say. 

“Hi Prude. Yes, come up tomorrow night. Stay here. 

There’s plenty of room.” 

* * * 

To practice with his new toys, he strung Hope up and 

whipped red lines across her body. 

Under her father’s unblinking stare, Hope’s hair was 

crusted and knotted. She looked unworldly. 

Her anguish and crying for help brought him 

indescribable pleasure, ecstasy incomparably greater than 

the ritual fornication he had known. 

He whipped her more. 

He was screaming and slashing at her with the whip, 

when his telephone rang. 

“Pop,” the foul Carl whimpered. 

Yes, she should be here. “Get ova’ here!”  

“I don’t want to,” she begged. 

“I am counting. “One...two...thur!” 

“Please don’t get mad. “I’m coming as fast as I can.” 

* * * 

The room was lit by candles, in tall holders. Incense 

burned. 

When he heard the doorbell, he asked Hope, “Is dat yo’ 

sista?” 

He released Hope from her bonds. “You’z wait here 
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while I get her.” 

He went downstairs dressed in a silk robe. 

The demented gnome was outside. He pulled her into 

his living room and dragged her to the foot of the stairs to 

the attic. 

“Hello, Prudence,” he said loudly and led Carl up the 

wooden stairway. 

Hope looked happy for an instant and then stared at 

Carl with a blank expression. She reached out to touch Carl 

as if to be sure she was real. 

Carl looked to him for instructions.  

“Have at her,” he said. 

Carl pushed Hope back towards the bed. 

To his delight Hope fought back, lifting one of the whips 

and lashing at the filthy little woman. 

The wiry hag took off her shirt, baring her naked 

breasts, small and hard with surprising long pointed 

nipples, whimpering as Hope beat her. The bitch bus 

driver’s short skirt rose above her naked crotch as she rose 

up to the blows. 

Hope hit her again and again–a maniac.  

“Not so hard,” Carl begged. 

“Hit her, Hope. Yeah, loik dat. You’z my favorite, noyt 

here. Hit her harda or I’ll take her and leave ya.” 

Hope brought the leather down with a crack over Carl’s 

right breast opening a thin razor cut. 
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Blood rose in a line across red flesh. 

Carl sprang off the bed and with surprising strength, 

threw Hope backwards onto the mattress. Her lips came 

down on Hope and wetly kissed her. 

Hope tried to push her off. 

“Help me! Oh, dear God, help me.” 

She called for him, begged him to stop her rape.  

He chortled with glee. “Dat’s how we gonna do ya sista 

when she get here. Groit, the groitest ding I ever seen.” 

Chimpering like an ape, naked Carl licked Hope, 

pressing the coarse wet hairs of her sex into the gasping 

pretty debutante Puritan face. 

Fieldings intently watched Hope’s body begin to move 

to the small penetrations of Carl’s tongue. 

Hope wept, “No, please. Ohhh, God! Noooo!” 

“Dat’s it, dat’s da way.” Fieldings applauded. 
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CHAPTER  

FIFTEEN 

 

ope lay handcuffed to the bed staring at the ceiling. 

The house was quiet. Fieldings had gone to teach a 

class. He had said that when he returned Prudence would 

be here. He’d told her in detail how he would tie her up and 

bend her to his will. 

She had to save Prudence. But how? Hope felt too weak 

to move. She pulled against the restraints. Prudence, she 

had to save Prudence. Find the strength, find the courage 

she told herself and with that thought, the fog of her illness 

cleared enough for her to see what she had to do. 

She twisted and placed her feet against the wall, pressed 

and pulled back until she felt as if her arm would be torn 

through by the metal band around her wrist. 

A sound of breaking wood and the bed board came 

apart. 

Free, Hope ran from the house, the bed post still 

shackled to her wrist. Lost in the twisting streets, she 

knocked on a door and tried to ask where Stanford was, but 

could only cry. 

H 
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The woman screamed. Then took Hope into her house 

and put a robe on her. 

Hope heard her talking to the police. 

She ran from the house. She had to protect Fieldings. 

What had she done? He would be ruined if anyone found 

out what they had done to each other. This was her fault. 

She had come to him, tempted him with her need to be 

roughly treated. The cloud of her illness covered her mind 

and she forgot what she was supposed to do. Find Fieldings. 

He was here somewhere, back at his house. There was his 

house. She had to get back inside. The police could not 

come in without a search warrant. Fieldings would come 

home and explain everything, that she had done this to 

herself. 

She’d walked too far. She had to turn around. Where, 

where was his house.? 

The woman who had called the police was holding her. 

“Let me go!” Hope tried to scream, but only moaned. 

She was too weak. 

She fell to the ground. Eucalyptus-the cough medicine 

scent filled her nose. She saw a police cruiser parking beside 

where she lay. She tried to escape, but the police caught her 

and held her. 

Moans and strange grunts punctuated her words like 

breaths as she pawed at them pushing them away from her. 
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She was in a hospital bed with tubes coming from arm. 

Prudence was with her. 

“Where is the professor?” Hope weakly asked. 

“He can’t hurt you now. You’re safe,” Prudence said. 

“No, no he didn’t do this to me. I...I,” but she could not 

formulate the excuse and slipped back into darkness. 

* * * 

He was teaching a class. His shirt was not pressed, and 

his bow was poorly tied. The students at their desks were no 

less attentive and did not appear to notice his duplicity. So, 

the beast can teach Con Law. That shows something, he 

thought. He wouldn’t go home. He would stay away until 

he could control himself. But he craved Hope like a drug, 

trembled to think of what he would do to the sister, to both 

of them together. He had invited Carl back that night for a 

special treat. Carl had promised to bring her electric toys. 

“So, in the case of prior restraint public officials must...” 

Two strange men in suits entered the room. Fieldings 

stopped his lecture. 

“May I help you, gentlemen?” 

No escape, they moved to either side of him. 

“We’re going to have to ask you to end this class,” a 

young strong man in a blue jacket said. 

“Am I being arrested?” Fieldings asked. 

“Not at this time. We would like to ask you some 

questions.” 

Fieldings looked at his class. “Would anybody here like 
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to inform these officers, if they are officers of the law, of my 

rights if I am not under arrest?” 

The question and circumstance appeared to be too 

much for even the most eager gunner in the class. 

“Wait outside,” Fieldings said to the officers. “I’ll talk to 

you after I have completed my lecture.” 

And so, he did, and was not placed under arrest until a 

search warrant had been obtained based on the probable 

cause that he had imprisoned, raped and tortured Hope 

Bennett. 
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CHAPTER  

SIXTEEN 
 
ope had ruined him. He was debunked. All that he 

had become lost. Fred Fieldings is crazy. None of 

his accomplishments could withstand the weapons 

they would use against him–the lies, the exaggerations. 

He had been delivered to the wing for the dangerous–

a threat to himself and others. 

He refused to wear the slippers and loose-fitting green 

pajamas they wanted to him to wear. 

“You’z can’t keep me,” the beast snarled. “I know da’ 

law. The law...” 

A doctor, a little Asian cocksucker, interrupted him. “It’s 

either here or jail, your choice. Now, take off your clothes.”  

“No,” Fieldings screamed. “I am not going to stay any 

longer. I don’t have to. I’m leaving!” 

Three muscular orderlies appeared to enjoy attacking 

him. 

They pinned him by twisting his hands behind his back 

and pressing him to floor–as he’d done to Hope. They 

removed his shoes, belt and tie, and pushed him into a small 

room with stuffed plastic mats on the walls, ceiling and 

H 
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floors. His screams and rants were absorbed by the 

padding– heard only by himself as deadened expressions of 

rage. “She is mine! Mine! Do you’z know what I done to 

her?” They had robbed his voice, taken... 

He sank to the giving floor. 

His arm fell over the edge of a bare thin mattress laid on 

a narrow slab attached to the wall. 

A weight in his chest shook and burst. 

Then barbed sobs caught in his throat before being 

expelled in retching heaves that died in the vacuous air of 

the cell. 

He was no better than his father and brothers. The 

things he’d done to Hope. Jesus God! They would know–

everyone would know. 

There are secrets we keep from others–the worse we 

keep from ourselves. 

Oh yes, he knew himself. 

To be what he was, he had to know–not hide from what 

he was supposed to be.  

He had to be what he was supposed to be. 

The urge to inflict pain–the feeling after you were 

beaten–the shame and guilt–keeping your hand over your 

eye in school to cover the purple swollen bruise. 

The redemption of pain–failures and insults 

ameliorated by humiliation, physical abuse, and submission. 

His sophistication, his logic was a coat worn over a 

naked body covered with the never-healed scars of child 
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abuse. 

He had been born–the last link in a cursed chain of 

bondage that bound father to mother and two older 

brothers, and his sister, Kate, ten years older than him. 

The early beatings and screams did not start with the 

anger of his father–but in insults given to a bus driver–the 

failures to have–the frustration of not knowing what. 

Fieldings had made sure to know what he wanted and 

to be satisfied with his solitude–never to have cause or an 

object to release–what he was supposed to be–from that 

smelly den in Brooklyn. 

Hope had pushed, connived, plotted to ruin him. 

She’d paid and would continue to pay as soon as he was 

released. 

They had to release him. What she’d done was 

voluntary. 

Nobody had the power he had over her. They might try 

to turn her against him, but they would fail. 

And that bitch-cunt sister–oh, that still had to be 

addressed. 

He would do them both. His was a brilliant, cunning 

mind. 

Those who had released the monster would discover to 

their lifelong agony that when you fuck with the beast–you 

better damn well know you’re going to get the fucking claw. 

The padded door swung inward. A man entered the 

quiet room alone, though the muscular orderlies were in 
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sight outside. He wasn’t dressed like a doctor–wore slacks 

and a shirt without a tie. 

Fieldings pushed himself up to sit on the edge of the 

slab of a bed. 

As big as Fieldings, but stronger, more athletic, the man 

stepped closer, menacing. 

“Why are you here?” 

The voice was cold, fearless, intimidating.  

“Get the fawk outta hair.” 

Fieldings stood as if ready to attack. The man did not 

back down. 

Fieldings had the urge to fight–take or give a beating. 

The man was bigger, stronger than him. 

“Time to talk, Fred. No more of your bullshit.” 

Fieldings bravado dissipated before the force of the 

stronger man. “Leave me alone,” he whined. 

“This isn’t one of your little S&M games. Stand up 

straight. Look me in the eye!” 

Fieldings tried to obey the command, but the weight in 

his chest grew too heavy. 

The man’s domination was pushing him down, even as 

he told himself to rise. 

Fieldings’ chin fell to his chest and another sob betrayed 

his weakness and fear–an idiotic bray and tortured 

inhalation. 

“Look at me,” the man ordered. 
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Fieldings raised his eyes against the gravity of the weight 

in his chest. 

“Take a deep breath,” the man said. 

Fieldings turned as if to escape a blow, backed towards 

what little retreat remained available to him in the narrow 

cell. 

“Breathe.” 

With a suspicious sidelong glance, Fieldings obeyed as 

he always had done–the good son, the good pupil. 

“Now exhale. Breathe. Exhale. Breathe deeper. Exhale. 

Exhale, I said.” The man reached for him, and with a 

powerful grip squeezed Fieldings’ chest. 

Fieldings instinctively flinched at the touch.  

“Breathe. Exhale.” 

Fieldings grew light-headed from the exercise. 

“Feel the energy rising from your feet, through your 

legs...” 

This kind of yoga mumbo jumbo was ridiculous. 

Fieldings smiled at the man as if sharing a joke. No humor 

was in his intense frown. 

“Breathe.” 

“I don’t feel like it,” Fieldings complained. The 

displeased look intimidated him. 

Fieldings could not stand to displease him. “I’m sorry, 

I’ll try.” 

The man had him–not difficult–plenty before had 
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gotten what they wanted from Fieldings by intimidation, 

treat, force–his father, brothers. Respect your elders. Obey 

your teachers. Fear everyone. 

The man introduced himself as Doctor Bart Ordway. 

“Mr. Fieldings,” he said with a tone of disrespect.  

“Dr. Fieldings,” he corrected him. 

The man stared at him with obvious contempt. “I’m the 

doctor, And I am trained to see what you are, not what you 

pretend to be. You understand? You can’t hide from me.” 

The bastard was right. He did know him, went right to 

the control point, the truth that Fieldings feared and obeyed 

authority. He always did what he was told. 

But Fieldings was a Doctor of Law. The reason he was 

in a psych ward instead of jail was because he would have 

made bail. He would have argued that Hope was insane. The 

police had probably been able to get a warrant and search 

his house, seen his toys, his special room, but that proved 

nothing. They could only place him on a 72-hour 

involuntary hold if he was a danger to himself or someone 

else. Hope wouldn’t press charges, would deny that he’d 

done anything to her. He’d be out soon enough and take 

care of this matter. 

* * * 

He dressed in the hospital pajamas. Took the medicine 

they gave him. Lay on the unmade bed in the sensory 

depriving room. 

The lawyer Fieldings knew that they could only hold 

him until Hope was able to make a rational statement. Who 
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knew how long that would be? 

The thought of her made him want her as he’d had her. 

No breathing or feeling of energy flows would ever 

place the beast back in its cage. 

Hope would not testify against him. Her so-called 

mental illness had only been an excuse to do what she 

wanted. Oh yes, the beast knew a kindred spirit when he 

saw one. 

What they’d done–they’d done together. She’d come to 

him. It had all be consensual. 

He had seen the way that she’d responded to Carl’s 

tongue–come right out of the closet–the little dike. 

If they found Carl, they might try and use her to testify 

that Hope had been mentally incompetent to consent. 

But Hope would not testify against him. 

He would be out of here soon enough, and then they 

would be together again, as they had been, perhaps with less 

physical abuse. 

He had probably gone overboard on that a little. 

Next time, he would not chain her to the bed unless she 

wanted. 

The worlds they could explore together. He knew that 

she felt the same as him. 

In the meantime, better to cooperate–the sooner to be 

released, the sooner the beasts could be fed. 

He could learn something here, practice skills to utilize 

when he emerged from the short stay in the hospital, just as 
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he had used the skills that he had been taught in school to 

get what he wanted. 

This was charm school. 

The phrase gave him an inward chuckle. 

He was going to charm school to learn how to be 

charming. 

That was where he’d gone wrong. He’d been too intent 

on the intellect. 

He would learn to be popular–better able to serve the 

beast in its prowl through society. 

* * * 

The next morning, he joined the lunatics in the 

common room. 

The medicine made him feel relaxed, dampened his 

anger like a wet tarp over a fire–smoky, hazy perceptions. 

After a lunch eaten with plastic spoons, collected and 

counted after the meal in a room filled with the idiot noise 

of a television that constantly played, he was taken to meet 

with Ordway. 

The small office on the ward was furnished with a bare 

desk, a high-back chair where the doctor sat, a couch, two 

other utilitarian chairs, a coffee table with a plastic bowl 

filled with wrapped candy. 

Fieldings sat on the couch, sucking on a strawberry 

flavored candy. He stared at a pastel print of flowers, framed 

on the wall without glass to avoid looking at Ordway. 

“When Hope and I are together...” 
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“You were never together,” Ordway said in a bored- 

sounding voice. 

“We were together in ways that few if any have ever...” 

“Cut the crap.” 

Surprised, Fieldings looked at the doctor then away. 

The anger in Ordway’s expression caused Fieldings to 

pull his long neck into his shoulders. 

“OK, but you and everyone else are wrong about Hope 

and me. It’s her sister’s fault. She turned her against me. 

She’s been telling everyone that I tortured Hope, but what 

she isn’t saying is that Hope came to me and will come back 

to me as soon as she can.” 

Ordway’s expression grew more furious. Fieldings 

glanced at him and then away, 

“I hate that you are probably right. You probably have 

yourself a proper little slave there. But if I have anything to 

say about it, you are going to stand trial for what you did to 

that woman. She was sick and helpless and you took 

advantage of her. You raped and tortured her.” 

Fieldings smiled. “This is privileged. You can’t use what 

I tell you against me as testimony. You’re my doctor.” 

Ordway smirked. “You don’t even know the law.” 

Nothing he could have said would have cut deeper into 

Fieldings. The cocksucker was right. Everything he said 

could be used against him. 

“Oh you mean Tarasoff. Go ahead and warn Hope. I 

believe she’s had sufficient notice.” Fieldings smirked. 
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Ordway looked at him with such scorn and hatred that 

Fieldings raised the palms of his hands as if to ward off a 

coming blow. 

“No, but I can find you competent and send you to 

prison. Maybe, you’ll get some of your own medicine there– 

take it right up the ass.” 

“You don’t talk much like a doctor.” 

“You’re vermin. You know you’re vermin. Let 

somebody else try and heal you.” 

“Oh, you’ll never understand.” 

Fieldings laughed as he quoted the pain-filled Hope to 

the doctor. 

* * * 

That afternoon, he was allowed to meet with his lawyer 

for the first time. 

Ambramson was a fat Jew, a former student of his that 

he remembered for being overly competitive and ruthless. 

The idiot Ordway had warned Fieldings about prison. 

He must stay in the hospital until he was freed. 

He met with Ambramson in a small room on the ward 

sparsely furnished with a table and two chairs. A wire 

window did not give them complete privacy. 

“Have you found her?” Fieldings asked. 

“No, they have her in a private hospital somewhere, 

maybe Stanford.” 

“I need to have an independent psychological 

evaluation. Delay any transfer to prison until Hope is 
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competent.” 

Ambramson wrote notes on a yellow legal pad as if 

Fieldings was still his professor. 

Fieldings said, “Hope won’t testify. Give it a couple of 

days and they’ll drop the kidnaping, sexual battery, and 

infamous crime against nature charges. Then, I want you to 

file a habeas corpus writ, get me out of here. We’ll deal with 

the false imprisonment charge later.” 
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CHAPTER  

SEVENTEEN 

 

he agony of her ruptured ovarian cyst had mixed with the 

pain she’d suffered at her abuse by Fieldings and the 

injury to her arm to escape him. On the third day in the 

hospital the blanket of pain lifted, and her thoughts began 

to clear. 

She remembered her psychosis as a collage of distorted 

memories–some more than clear–exaggerated colors and 

sounds like sitting in the front row of a movie. 

Other memories were detached like the recollection of 

events that had been told to her long ago–vague as if they 

had happened to someone else. 

The memory of the time in Fieldings bedroom had the 

quality of a dream caused by a high fever. 

A female detective came to her bedside to question her. 

Her first instinct was to protect him. 

The detective did not look like the slender television 

detectives–more like someone who had been a serious 

college athlete. 

“Your sister has told me how smart you are, all your 

T 
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accomplishments. So, I bet you know about what they call 

the battered wife syndrome.” 

Hope flinched at a sharp return of pain that cut through 

the medicine. “I’ve heard of it,” she said. She knew where 

this was going. They wanted her to testify against Fieldings. 

She wouldn’t. This was her fault, not his. She’d wanted him 

to do what he had done to her. 

“It’s all about getting control of your life. He can’t hurt 

you anymore. He can’t tell you what to do, how to feel?” 

“I know,” Hope said softly. 

“I know you think that you love him and want to protect 

him, but what he did to you was not an act of love. To 

protect him is to keep giving him the power to control you. 

Is that what you want?” 

“No.” 

“When he took you from the hospital, did you know 

where you were? Did you have the capacity to consent to 

what he did to you.” 

The turn from psychology to legal questioning put 

Hope on more familiar grounds. 

She would deal with feelings for Fieldings, what part 

she’d played in what he’d done to her in her own way. She 

would not start by putting him into jail. 

“Yes. I knew.” 

“Then it was consensual?” 

“Yes. It just got a little out of control.” 

The detective frowned. “I don’t believe you. Your sister 
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doesn’t believe you. We have enough to prosecute him on 

her testimony. We know that he took you from the hospital, 

that you were at his home. The courts aren’t going to believe 

you and when you are put on the stand to testify you will 

have to decide if you want on top of everything else to 

commit perjury for that monster. 

“You won’t convict him without my testimony. It was 

voluntary. I consented and knew what I was consenting to. 

He’s not a monster. He’s sick. He needs help.” 

The detective looked at her with such disappointment, 

that Hope almost said something to make her feel better, 

but she closed her eyes as if to say she was too exhausted to 

continue. 

“OK. I’ll come back tomorrow,” the detective said. 

“Think about what we’ve been talking about. Liberate 

yourself. All you have to do is to tell the truth. 

“Don’t bother, I’ll never change my story.”  

“Yes, you will. When you understand, you will.” 

“No, no, I won’t. Now it that is all you have to say, please 

leave. I need to rest.” 

The detective frowned, and left the room, and did not 

return. 

* * * 

Hope awoke from the narcotic sleep when Prudence 

returned. Her sister had been with her since Hope had 

escaped. 

“Prude. You must be very careful, until the professor is 

cured.” 
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Her sister was about thirty pounds overweight with 

typical dyed California blonde hair. 

“Why are you protecting him?”  

“Because he’s sick.” 

Prudence sat in a chair beside a table with Hope’s 

uneaten lunch. “Just like Mother.” 

“A little.” 

“What is it about us? First mother, then this.” Prudence 

sadly shook her head at their family curse. 

“I want to sleep now,” Hope said.  

“OK, I’ll come back tonight.”  

“You’ll be careful, right?” 

“I don’t want to live my life in fear of him. I don’t want 

you to. You have to tell the truth. Otherwise, he’ll get out 

and hurt us until one or both of us are dead. You’re 

protecting him the way Daddy protected Mother.” 

“I’m going to sleep. Thanks for being here. Love you.”  

“Love you too, darling.” 

“Wait. Does anyone know? Is it like Daddy’s murder?” 

“We’ll talk about it later.” 

She closed her eyes but even her sedation could not 

fully pull into her sleep. 

What if he hurt Prudence because of her protecting him? 

What if he killed them both?” 

* * * 

The next day Hope was moved to the psychiatric wing 
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of the hospital. 

Televisions, cellphones, and radios were not allowed in 

the ward. As much as possible the patients were kept 

isolated from what had driven them here. 

She shared a room with a beautiful, wan student from 

Stanford. They both had suffered their breaks because of 

overwork and stress. 

The day was made up of private and group sessions 

where people spoke mostly of the horrors of their lives. 

Her roommate confessed before the semi-circle of 

patients around the therapist that she’d been abused by her 

father–violated with a vacuum cleaner. 

Was there something therapeutic about revealing your 

victimization in public? 

Nobody spoke of doing something to someone else–of 

being the aggressor. 

When it was her turn, she spoke softly, barely raising 

her voice. 

The therapist, a young man, not many years older than 

her, asked her to please speak louder. 

“I was just working too hard. Got too tired and then I 

couldn’t go to sleep.” 

She didn’t speak of what had happened to her even 

though her arm was in a sling and her face was bruised. 

“Do you want to talk about your mother?” 

Hope’s eyes flashed up at him in anger. That was none 

of their business. “No.” 
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“What about you, Emily?” He moved on to a middle-

aged woman sitting next to Hope. 

The doctor’s question had led her back, back to a place 

she didn’t want to go. 

* * * 

The last thing she had said to her mother on the 

telephone the night before was–“Tell Poppa I love him.” 

Her mother had said, “I have to clean something up, 

something that’s been dirty for too long. You’ll understand 

when I tell you what...What, oh it’s hard to say. But you try 

to understand–won’t you? What is here and what is 

not...what we can see and clean and what we must try to...to 

cleanup.” 

Had she done something to cause this? Was she doing it 

again? 

Hope pulled herself out of the agonizing memory and 

gladly returned to her room when the session was over. 

* * * 

The medicine left her mind in a state where events and 

memories were slowed, and the decreased motion allowed 

reality to fall slowly back into place. 

The sensations of being whipped, raped, and defiled 

were not memories as much a state of illness where 

everything in her body and mind was jumbled and out of 

control by herself or Fieldings. 

She remembered liking what Fieldings and that terrible 

woman, Carl, had done to her. 

Hope was crazy. 
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She’d been part of a reaction in a crucible of madness. 

* * * 

A woman, Lupita Vasquez from the district attorney’s 

office, came to the hospital ward and took Hope’s testimony 

in the office where Hope met with her doctor. 

Vasquez told her that Fieldings was being held. She did 

not say where. She implied an assumption that Hope 

wanted revenge and would be happy that the professor was 

being brought to justice. 

Hope told the woman that she refused to testify against 

Fieldings and had the mental capacity to consent to 

everything that they had done together. 

Vasquez shrugged and began to repack her tape 

recorder and file into a thick briefcase. 

“Perhaps, when you’re feeling better.” 

“I’m feeling fine. Do not plan on building your case 

around me. I won’t testify against him.” 

Vasquez frowned. 

“I don’t pretend to be a doctor, but I have a lot of 

experience with spousal abuse case and what you’re 

experiencing now is not uncommon for victims of abuse. 

Give it more time and when you’re feeling safer, you’ll 

understand that what he did to you was a crime and should 

be punished.” 

* * * 

Tests, both written and physical, diagnosed Hope as 

having a bipolar condition. 

The illness was described to her as being genetic in 
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origin. 

Hope could easily remember the described symptoms 

in both of her parents–the exaggerated fears, the cycles of 

energy and depressions. 

She was intrigued by a paper on the illness given to her 

by her doctor which used historical records and writings to 

diagnose some of the great minds of the past as having 

suffered from this illness. Abraham Lincoln was quoted as 

referring to the depression he suffered as a “black dog.” 

* * * 

They tried different medications and doses on her 

mostly involving lithium–a common natural salt. 

She was eased off the tranquilizers and psychotropic 

drugs that left her glassy-eyed and numb and was closely 

monitored while the doctors built up the lithium levels in 

her blood to a prescribed level. 

That there were external factors to blame for what had 

happened to her was a comforting thought. 

Her individual and group therapy sessions often 

focused on defining the basis for honest self-esteem and 

confidence. She would now have what the doctors called a 

“safety net.” 

She could continue her life as she had before, only 

paying more attention to warning signs–regular sleep, not 

drinking too much. 

* * * 

Three weeks after being hospitalized, dressed in 

comfortable slacks, blouse and sneakers brought to her by 
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Prudence, Hope sat in the semi-circle of plastic green chairs. 

She’d come to trust the ever-changing group and to 

openly discuss her feelings. 

Hope had discovered that part of her illness was a 

tendency to be directly affected by the pain and trauma of 

others. 

What was honored as sympathy and a caring attitude on 

the outside, was revealed as a dangerous source of overload 

to the bipolar personality. 

Hope told the group of crying as a child for a bird that 

was cold outside her window. 

Her father had told her she was the “best Christian” in 

the family. 

“I cry at commercials on TV, you know the ones where 

the son brings the refrigerator to his mother, and all the 

music starts up. I can’t stand to watch television around the 

holidays. Those warm fuzzy commercials really get me.” 

The group laughed and sympathized with her. 

Others admitted to the same over-sensitivity. 

The topic evolved to a discussion on a propensity of the 

female members of the group to be attracted to men whom 

they pitied. 

When it was Hope’s turn to talk, she described her 

admiration of Fieldings as a brilliant teacher. 

“But there was an element of pity in it. He was never a 

popular professor. I always thought that I was offering him 

something that he wanted and needed.” 
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“Did you think that you were going to help him, that 

you were being loyal to him when you were being abused 

by him?” the doctor asked. 

Hope hesitated before saying, “It wasn’t abuse. My 

father always said you have to take people the way they are.” 

She lied to protect him. 

“After I first became aware that he was sick–right before 

I left him, I wanted him to go to a psychiatrist. I would have 

stayed with him and helped him if I thought that he wanted 

to change. He resisted me, cut me off, and that made me 

want to help him all the more.” 

“That is when you started to abuse yourself,” the doctor 

observed. 

Hope and other members of the group nodded. 

She was willing to admit that the abuse was her fault. 

A patient asked, “Are you going to go back to him if he 

is better?” 

Hope closed her eyes for a moment. 

She still wanted to see Fieldings, to be with him, but 

could not confess that to the group. 

She laughed lightly as if nothing very important lay 

behind her word. 

“I’ve been thinking about that a lot. I guess that’s the 

main value of these meetings–to get things like that out in 

the open. Good question.” 

“Well?” the doctor pressed. 

To say that you loved a man who had done the things 
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that he had to her was asking to be seen as ill. 

Hope took a deep breath and exhaled. “I love Fred, but 

I don’t think I could ever be with him again. No matter what 

he did, I would never trust him. I’ve been hurt too much.” 

She did not believe her own words, knew that she was 

lying to herself and everyone else. 

“Do you blame him for what happened to you?” a 

balding patient asked. 

“He contributed to my illness. But then I contributed to 

his. I am too terrified of that ever happening to me again to 

go near anyone I thought might cause me, help me, to have 

another breakdown.” 

She looked to Doctor Cudney for a reaction. 

He rose. “That’s all we have time for today. Hope, I’d 

like to talk to you a while longer.” 

Middle-aged, he wore glasses, had thin sand-colored 

hair and acted as if he had plenty of time to wait for her to 

get better. 

He escorted her to a small office that the staff used to 

see patients for private session. 

“I think that you are ready to start thinking about 

leaving,” he said. 

Hope was pleased, the way she felt whenever she had 

done well. 

“I want you to draw up a plan of what you are going to 

do when you are discharged. I recommend that you find a 

doctor that you can see as an outpatient. I can give you a 
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list, or you can use your own resources.” 

* * *  

Hope worked hard on her plan. 

It was good to be writing again, although she had 

difficulty using her full mental capacities, like the way her 

shoulder had been stiff after having her arm in a sling. 

She distilled ten pages of notes down to 6 points and 

presented them to the doctor. 

Plan for Hope Bennett: 

Find a place to live. 

Find a good doctor. 

Pass the California Bar. 

Find a job that is not too stressful. 

Establish new social relationships (a boyfriend).Build 

up my self-esteem and confidence. 

Learn how to live with my illness and not be afraid of it 

happening again. 

* * * 

Cudney complimented her, saying that the list was 

evidence of clear thinking. 

“It’s been a while,” she laughed. 

“Try and say something more positive about it.” 

“I’m sorry. Whoops, I know, I should not think that I 

made a mistake. That is the old anything-to-please Hope 

talking. Let me see, how can I say that in a positive way?” 

She repositioned herself in a more erect posture. “I’ll 

just say that I’m getting better.” 
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“Very good. You are a pleasure to know. I think that you 

are great, just the way you are. You’ve come a long way and 

have demonstrated great strength and resilience.” 

Her eyes misted in gratitude at the praise. 

“I wish I could keep seeing you, Doctor Cudney.” 

“I don’t want you to be dependent on me or anyone 

else.” 

“Do you really think that I am great just the way I am?” 

“In other words, don’t compliment Hope Bennett. She 

doesn’t believe it.” 

“No matter what I do, it will never be good enough for 

me. I need to have someone to please.” 

“If you continue to think that way, you will never feel 

good about yourself. And you risk subjecting yourself to 

someone with what I call an unappeasable personality. You 

can’t please the unpleasable–appease the unappeasable.” 

“That would be a good lyric for a song or poem.” 

“Go write it. I’d love to hear it. Remember, you can’t 

please the unpleasable. Just stop it. Be good to yourself. 

Treat yourself as your own best friend.” 

The advice sounded like something that her sister 

would say to her and Hope wondered how much of 

psychology was common sense. She did not have to please 

anyone but herself. That was a simple enough concept. 

“I particularly like that your list is so practical,” Cudney 

said. 

“I still want to conquer the world.” 
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“Take care of yourself and the rest will come.” 

“I know it will.” 

“Now, let’s refine this a bit. Are you going to accept your 

sister’s invitation to stay with her?” 

“She’s coming tonight. I’ll see then.” 

“Do you feel comfortable there?” 

“What do you mean?” 

“What’s the stress factor going to be?” 

“Very low. She’s ready to baby me.” 

“Is that what you think you need now, to be babied?” 

“No, but it would be a good place to study for the bar 

exam.” 

“I understand that the California exam is the toughest 

in the nation.” 

“I’m sure I’ll do well.” 

“Remember a bipolar personality is a matter of degrees. 

Take it easy. Don’t cram. Set up a reasonable schedule that 

accounts for some extra time due to your illness and stick to 

it.” 

“May I have my phone back? Check the internet?” 

“Are you ready?” 

“Yes.” 

“I think it would better to wait until tomorrow.” 

“OK,” she meekly agreed. 

She understood the need for a news blackout. 
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Nobody had told her and she didn’t want to know who 

knew and what they knew. 

She’d had enough of that–the way people looked at 

you–after the murder. 

“When do you think I can leave?” 

“That’s up to you. Your sister is coming tomorrow for a 

visit. I think you should start slow. Get adjusted. Go out to 

lunch with your sister tomorrow, see how you feel. 
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CHAPTER  

EIGHTTEEN 
 
he next morning, Saturday, Prudence arrived to take 

her to lunch. While they waited for the doctor to sign 

her out, they sat on a couch beside a large potted rubber 

plant. 

A game of pool was being played in front of them. 

“Why don’t you testify against him, and put him where 

he belongs? I could kill him for what he did to you,” 

Prudence said. 

Maybe the stress factor would be higher than she had 

thought with her sister. 

“Prude, I did it to myself as much as he did. I went to 

him. I helped make him so sick.” 

“Hope that is ridiculous. Oh, I’m sorry. You are doing 

so well. I’m wrong to criticize anything about you.” 

Was this how it was going to be? How long would her 

sister handle her with kid gloves? 

Hope could not bear the thought of Fieldings in jail but 

was scared to think of him free. 

What would she do when she saw him again? 

An orderly brought her purse with the cellphone and 

T 
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charger inside. 

The phone was completely dead, haven’t not been 

charged or used since Washington. 

Was she ready? 

She had to reconnect sometime. 

With trepidation of taking a step that would expose her 

to the world, she plugged the phone to the charger. 

The phone took a few minutes to charge enough to see 

the messages 

Most were from Fieldings. But one was a 202-224 

number. 

Someone from the Senate had called her. The call had 

come in yesterday. 

She listened to the message.  

“Hi Hope, it’s Matt Cleary.” 

She leaned forward. 

“The Senator asked that I call you and see if you’d 

accept her offer of a job. She’d like you to join her on the 

campaign as soon as possible. This is my cell. You can call 

me back anytime. Please do. It’s important.” 

She put the message on speaker and replayed it for 

Prudence. 

“Do you think I should?” 

“I don’t know. Only if you want.” 

She did want to–very much. 

She felt as if a familiar friend–excitement–had returned. 
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Then dread. How much did Cleary and the Senator 

know? Would they want to hire her if they knew where she’d 

been? 

She was impatient to leave the ward, but first had to 

know one thing that she’d dared not ask since the first night 

in the hospital when Prudence hadn’t answered. 

“Tell me, was it on the news?” 

Her sister’s shoulders slumped. “Yes.”  

“Like when Mother did it?” 

“Worse. But it was mostly about Fieldings. Everybody 

sympathizes with you.” 

“Great.” 

She felt as if acid had been thrown in her face. She was 

permanently disfigured. Nobody would ever look at her 

without sympathy. 

This was a big test. If she ever was going to get back up 

on her feet, she had to face the music. Now was as good a 

time as any. 

* * * 

Matt took the call right away. 

“I’m afraid that I’ve been a bit under the weather.” 

He responded quickly as if he had prepared a reaction 

to her condition. “I know I heard. Don’t think less of 

yourself.” 

So he at least knew something–but what? How much? 

He’d been with her when she first started showing her 

symptoms 
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Having a nervous breakdown was one thing–being 

locked up as a sex-slave another. 

Yet, he thought she was capable of working with the 

Senator. 

“How are you feeling now?” 

There was no clear indication that he knew the whole 

story. Maybe it would be all right. 

“Oh, I’m fine. I’m out in California.” 

“The race has tightened up. We only have three weeks 

until the election. The Senator could really use your help.” 

She had no idea that Lockhart might be in trouble. “Of 

course, anything I can do...” 

“Only if you are up to it...” 

“I’m fine, just tell me where to go.” 

“Where are you?” 

“In Palo Alto.” 

“Can you meet her at her daughter’s house in the city 

tomorrow morning for breakfast, 7 o’clock?” 

The fog of lazy pondering of what to do with her life 

burned off in an instant. Baby steps were no longer in order. 

She was going to jump back with full contact.” 

“OK. Text me the details. I’ll be there.” 

She ended the call feeling alive, awake after a long sleep. 

Excitement flowed in her veins again as if through a 

spillway. 

“Senator Lockhart wants me to work on her campaign 
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and maybe then be her chief of staff. I’m going to join her 

tomorrow morning.” 

“But, Hopey, are you ready? Will the doctor let you?” 

“Prude try and understand. This is might be my only 

chance to put this behind me, to prove to myself and the 

world that I’m not some messed up nut job. I have to do 

this. The doctor can’t stop me. I can check myself out right 

now. He told me not to baby myself and am I’m not going 

to.” 
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CHAPTER  

NINETEEN 
 
ieldings was free. For the time being anyway– charges 

were still pending. He could wait for Hope to come to 

him, but that was no challenge. 

He’d thought about hiring a private investigation firm at 

$165 an hour to follow the sister knowing that she would 

lead him to Hope, but that was too expensive. 

Attaching a tracking device to Prudence’s car might 

work but he was afraid of doing anything so outrageous that 

the police would have cause to jail him. 

He knew where the bitch-sister lived and drove his plain 

old box of an American car to La Jolla on a Thursday, 

figuring that Prudence would go north to visit Hope on a 

weekend. 

He’d grown a beard during the past three weeks. 

Doubtful that anyone would distinguish the slovenly 

man in a gray sweatshirt and dirty sneakers from the careful 

dressing Professor Frederick Fieldings. He was very careful. 

The sister was so predictable–the hobgoblin of a small 

mind. He’d followed her from the large imitation Tudor. 

The sight of her fat ass dropping her children at school 

F 
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Friday morning excited him with the possibilities, but he 

needed to be patient. 

He followed his prey–her bleach-blonde face 

constricted with a clenched mouth and an expression of 

concentration, as she drove north onto the freeway. 

For eight hours, he toyed with her, driving his car as 

close to hers as he dared. 

He did not want to alert her. 

The stalking, the power of the tiger that sees the deer 

before the animal senses that she is being hunted thrilled 

him.  

Hope was in Stanford Hospital, the most likely 

possibility, but he had found her in a manner least likely to 

arouse alarm. Even with his appearance, too many people 

knew him around the campus to remain in the hospital 

lobby or to park too long. 

Prudence’s Mercedes was near the entrance, visible 

from the street. 

He parked beneath a tree, went into the lobby, turned 

a corner and waited to see if anyone was following him, 

went back to the information desk and asked how long were 

visiting hours in the psych ward. 

At 7:30–the end of visiting hours, the Mercedes was still 

parked. 

Fieldings returned to the lobby, found a table with 

magazines in sight of the elevators, sat down and quickly 

stood. 
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Alerted by a premonition, he hurried back to his car and 

drove out of the parking lot, stopping where he could watch 

the Mercedes from across an empty field. 

Within five minutes, the bitch-sister walked out of the 

hospital. Oh, how he would make the cunt scream–what he 

would do to her–to them both. Hope would help him and 

Carl too. He knew they would. 

He followed the sister to a hotel on El Camino, waited 

until she’d checked in, then drove home for a quick meal 

and shower. 

The police had removed his devices, but the Puritan 

father remained on the bureau. 

“She’ll be home soon,” Fieldings giggled at him and 

returned to the hunt. 

Twice that night, he checked to see that the car was 

parked at the motel. 

Prudence’s rape in the motel room would be too 

common, too easy–a waste. 

He had to wait for Hope. 

* * * 

Lunchtime the next day his patience was rewarded 

when Hope walked out with the sister. 

His heart beat with excitement. His cock throbbed. He 

wanted them now. The plans he had for them. 

Hope looked pale, confused. 

She glanced around the parking lot as if searching for 

him. 
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They were still connected. 

She sensed him. He knew she did. He should go to her. 

She was coming to him. 

No, the bitch-cunt sister would scream, raise hell, he 

knew she would. 

He had to be very careful, do nothing to cause Hope to 

cooperate with the district attorney. 

He tracked them to the restaurant at the Stanford Barn. 

The urge to go to her was nearly irresistible, but he did 

not let her see him. 

The time was not right. But it soon would be. 
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CHAPTER  

TWENTY 
 
t 7:05 the morning after she’d signed herself out of the 

hospital, Hope was delivered by Prudence to Lockhart 

daughter’s townhouse in the Merced Heights neighborhood 

of San Francisco. 

She sat beside Prudence in the passenger seat of her 

Mercedes. 

“Where are you going to stay? You don’t have any clothes. 

What if he finds you? Oh, Hopey, are you sure you’re ready?” 

Hope clutched her hands in her lap and tried to sound 

confident. “No, but I think...I’m sure it’s what I need to get 

going again. It’s an opportunity to put this behind me.” 

Prudence was still parked at the curb when Hope rang 

the doorbell. 

The Senator answered looking exhausted–older than 

she had the last time Hope had seen her. 

“How are you?” Lockhart held her by both hands and 

examined her. 

“Fine. I guess I just needed a rest.” 

“I’m glad you’re here.” 

A 
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Hope turned and waved for her sister to leave. 

Lockhart ground beans and prepared a pot of coffee in 

a modern kitchen. 

They sat at a breakfast nook and the Senator described 

the campaign. 

Hope had the feeling that Lockhart needed someone to 

whom she could lay out the whole situation. 

According to Lockhart, the election was teetering on a 

thin edge. Her internal polling data showed her with a five 

point deficit, plus or minus three. Her opponent, a wealthy 

banker named Ed Hokstader, was attacking her on radio and 

TV with half-truths in the form of quotes taken out of context. 

“I need an issue, something that will pick up a block of 

votes. There are not too many in play still. We don’t figure the 

undecideds are going to break strongly one way or the other.” 

“What about making decency the defining issue? Use his 

attacks against him.” 

Lockhart set down the mug and shook her head. “Can’t 

look soft. I have to throw it right back at him. We’re talking 

about maybe ten thousand votes deciding the whole thing. 

We’ve both locked up our bases tight. What I’m looking for 

you to do is to dig in, research, try and find something we’ve 

missed, be a fresh pair of eyes.” 

The idea that the Senator needed her was high praise. 

She’d been nervous about the idea of doing something that 

she’d never done before, but research was right up her alley. 

She’d not felt this good since she’d broken down. This was 

her one chance, she repeated to herself. She couldn’t miss 
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this opportunity. She had to stay close to the Senator and 

prove to her and the world that she was still the same star 

that had shined on Capitol Hill. 

The Senator’s instinct was to be bold and detail a strong 

position. She told Hope that her campaign manager, a pro 

out of Los Angeles, was playing “not to lose instead of to win.” 

The sound of running feet preceded the arrival of 

Lockhart’s grandchildren. 

“Who are you?” asked Gretchen, age seven, while Owen, 

age four, and the baby, two-year-old Sandra, vied for their 

grandmother’s attention. 

At eight o’clock the doorbell rang and the driver arrived. 

Hope rode with Lockhart to the A.M.E. church in the 

Castro district. 

Lockhart instructed the driver to take Hope to the 

campaign headquarters beside the Van Ness ramp to the 

Bayshore Freeway. 

The old two-story office building had been leased from a 

secretarial school whose name was still on the marquee. Large 

printed letters LOCKHART FOR SENATE filled the windows 

on the second floor. 

Even early on a Sunday morning a few people were 

already at work. Twelve cluttered desks, banks of telephones 

on a long table, and three computer terminals were the 

furnishings. 

On the walls were maps of the congressional districts in 

California, campaign posters of Lockhart, newspaper articles, 

and cartoons. 
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In the back, an office with a glass door and windows 

faced the working space. 

A small conference table was cluttered with campaign 

material. 

Hope asked one of the workers for Maury Weintraub, 

the campaign manager. 

“Is he expecting you?” A stout Latina spoke with a slight 

Mexican accent. 

“The Senator asked me to speak to him.” 

“I don’t know if he’s coming in this morning or not. He 

might be with the Senator.” 

“No, I just left her,” Hope said.  

“You know Senator Lockhart?” 

Hope smiled at the awe in her voice. “Yes.” 

“Let me talk to you. My name is Gladys. I been working 

for the Senator a long time since she first ran for mayor. Can I 

talk to you?” Gladys said in a conspiratorial voice, “Someplace 

quiet.” 

Hope thought that was a bad idea. 

Two other women were observing them. “Perhaps some 

other time,” Hope said. 

“Is there something that I can help you with?” One of 

the other women asked. 

“I’m looking for the polling data.” 

“You’d have to ask Maury about that.” 

“I’ll just look in his office maybe I’ll find what I need 
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there.” 

“I don’t think you’d better go in there. I really don’t think 

that I can let you do that.” 

“Well, we’re all working for the same cause aren’t we? 

Is that his office?” 

Gladys took her to the glass cubicle. “Be careful,” she 

warned and hurried out. 

Hope was searching among the piles of papers and files 

when Gladys came running back. “He’s coming,” she warned. 

Hope turned to see a heavy-set man striding across the 

office towards her. 

His furious expression terrified her, made her want to 

hide. 

“What the hell are you doing?” he screamed at her. 

Gladys backed away, but there was no escape for Hope. She 

set a file down and smiled, “Hello, I’m...” 

“I don’t give a good fuck who the hell you are, what the 

fuck are you doing in my office? Somebody, call the god damn 

police,” he screamed back at the fearful looking women. 

“Who the hell let her in here like this?” 

“The Senator...” Hope tried to say, but the words only 

emerged as a gasp. She could not stand up to him. 

He stepped closer. 

She backed the last few inches against a file cabinet. 

He yanked the file from her hand. “Get the fuck outta 

here.” 

Hope fled past the scared women out the building. She 
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had left the hospital too soon. 

The so-called safety net was bending from the force of 

the brutal treatment. 

Why had she ever exposed herself to that? She was an 

idiot for thinking that she was ready. 

Outside, her perceptions tumbled; the bright sunlight 

was breaking into shards splitting the shadows. 

The cars on the raised freeway were a pounding river 

ready to break over the barrier on her. 

She felt like running, screaming. Where? Where was she 

supposed to go? 

A strong hand seized her by the elbow and spun her 

around. 

Through his beard, she saw the tobacco stained teeth, 

grinning, his beautiful eyes staring unblinking into hers. 

“Hello Hope,” the professor said. He squeezed her arm. 

The pain caused her to flinch. 

He dragged her towards a dark cave created by the 

freeway overpass. 

Just then, Weintraub strode from the building, glanced 

once at her and then moved past them towards a car parked 

on the curb. 

Fieldings pinched her upper arm as if in warning. 

She could not go back to that–anywhere but not back 

there with him. 

The words to explain what was happening to her would 

not come. Then, panic burst from her in a scream that echoed 
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off the buildings and mingled with the sound of the traffic. 

Weintraub turned back towards her. Fieldings tried to 

drag her to the underpass. She fell. 

Fieldings pulled her up. Weintraub ran towards them. 

Fieldings released Hope. 

She fell to the pavement. 

Her screams altered to moans and hysterical crying. 

Fieldings snarled a curse and ran. 

“Yeah, run you fucking pervert,” Weintraub shouted 

after him. 

His hands were on her upper back, gentling patting. 

“Hey, it’s all right. He’s gone. I thought he was a friend of 

yours or something. Did he hurt you?” 

If she gave into the confusion and distortion, she would 

be going with Fieldings. You’re safe. He doesn’t have you, 

she told herself. 

“I’m OK.” She listened closely to her own words, 

recognized that they had made sense. 

She knew where she was. The safety net had held. 

Weintraub stepped back from her when she stood. “You 

want to call the police?” he asked. 

“No.” 

“They wouldn’t do anything, anyway. This fucking city 

is full of creeps like that.” 

Hope wiped beneath her eyes with the back of her 

trembling hand. “Thank you.” 
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“Yeah, hey, well I’m sorry I chased you out like that. The 

girls told me that the Senator had sent you.” 

Hope thought she remembered telling him that–maybe 

she had not. 

“You want some coffee? You can tell me what you 

need.” 

They walked around the block to a coffee shop where 

the waiters and cooks had the expanded eyes and misshapen 

heads of Down’s Syndrome. 

“How ya doin?” Weintraub asked the waiter who brought 

them two mugs of coffee. 

“Better’n cleaning toilets. I’m glad I don’t have to do 

that no more.” 

After the challenged waiter had walked from their table, 

Weintraub said, “It could always be worse. So what’cha need?” 

Hope look down at the table. The stress factor was too 

high. 

She was not ready for this. What she needed was to take 

things slowly, to be in a manageable situation. 

“We don’t have to talk about it now,” Weintraub said as if 

in response to her hesitation. and sipped his coffee. 

Hope sighed. “Lockhart asked me to study the polling 

data, try and come up with an issue that would pull in the 

undecideds.” 

“The best way to do that is to act like you’re going to win. 

Most of those types go with whoever they think is going to 

win. We need some polls showing us with a strong lead. Ain’t 
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nothing gonna show that this late in the game. If anything 

we got to defend against looking like losers.” 

“I was hoping to talk to the polling people, see what 

they have.” 

Weintraub shrugged. “It’s Sharp out of San Diego. You 

can call him.” He stood and put a five dollar bill on the table. 

“If you want me to walk you back...”  

“Yes, please.” 

On the street, she looked for Fieldings, knowing that he 

would be watching, following her. 

She should call the police. 

Was he going to force her to press charges against him? 

“Where you from?” Weintraub asked. 

“I’m sorry, I have a lot on my mind right now.” 

His glance at her seemed to imply that he thought she 

did not have much of a mind. 

She was strange, mentally ill...no, think something 

positive about yourself. 

When they entered, the campaign office was now nearly 

filled with staff and volunteers. There would be no days off 

before the election. 

Hope noticed the fear Weintraub caused as he strode 

through the open work area. 

A tired looking man walked slowly towards them, holding 

a coffee cup. 

“Bill Solano, my assistant,” Weintraub introduced him. 
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Solano limply shook her hand. 

“Help Hope out with whatever polling data she needs. 

Get her Sharp on the phone, tell him to give her whatever 

she needs.” 

Weintraub turned back towards the door then turned 

back to say, “Careful what you ask Sharp for–he’s very 

expensive.” 

Solano delivered sheaves of computer printouts to her 

at a folding table. 

Hope had trouble concentrating. 

Before her breakdown, she would have jumped in 

thinking that she could do anything. The numbers and 

demographic breakdowns from around the state made no 

sense. 

What was the significance of Asian women, age 45-60, 

finding that Hokstader was the more trustworthy candidate, 

or the influence of a close county supervisor’s race in Central 

Los Angeles? 

She had no training in this. What did the Senator 

expect? 

Why had she called her? 

Solano approached in his slow belabored shuffle. “Sharp 

for you on line four.” 

Hope picked up a telephone receiver from an unoccupied 

desk. 

“I’m sorry to disturb you on Sunday,” she said.  

“That’s no problem. What can I do for you?” 
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His voice sounded young and confident–the way Hope 

wanted to be. 

She explained that she was looking for a profile of the 

undecided voter. 

“What makes them tick?” she quoted Lockhart. 

“We could do some focus groups. Collect some of these 

folks in different parts of the state and get them to give us 

their feedback.” 

“What would something like that cost?” 

“$16,000 maybe $17,000 per depending on how many 

we do. It’s tough in California because you’re talking about 

north south, coastal, valley, not to mention all the ethnic 

breakdowns.” 

“I’ll have to get authorization,” Hope said. “Do you think 

you could put together a quick proposal on that?” 

“I’ll work one up and send it to you at the San Francisco 

headquarters. What’s your email?” 

She gave the pollster her personal email, feeling 

amateurish–a poser. 

Paralyzed by self-doubt and fear, she sat at the strange 

desk pained in body and mind–physically and mentally 

shattered. Her chest burned. The medicine could not relax 

the inflammation of her nerves. 

He had found her. 

She couldn’t be alone. He could be in any shadow, 

waiting to grab her and take her back to his torture chamber. 

Would she be able to resist him? 
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The polling data lay open before her. She tried to focus 

on the numbers, turn her thoughts away from herself, keeping 

her gaze down to avoid looking at the chaos in the office–to 

appear as if she was working. 

She needed time to sort out her own affairs. She should 

at least go through the emails on her phone, check her bank 

account, pay some bills. 

She should run away, hide somewhere until she was 

better. 

What had happened to all her belongings? She hadn’t 

paid rent in months, had nowhere to live. Her business 

clothes and computer, the props of her professional life, 

were in Washington. 

Was she still working for the Judiciary Committee? She 

should resign or take a leave of absence immediately if she 

was. She couldn’t be a Senate employee working on a political 

campaign. 

If her employment at the Committee hadn’t already been 

terminated, working on Alisha Lockhart’s campaign would 

get her fired. 

Focus. Concentrate. The more she lectured herself, the 

worse she felt until she would have fled the office and found 

a way back to the hospital if not for the threat of Fieldings 

lurking outside. 

When it was time for lunch, thankfully Gladys offered to 

bring her back a sandwich. 

At six o’clock the office was nearly empty. Could she stay 

here like some mad hermit? 
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She dialed Prudence’s number in La Jolla. Paul 

answered. 

“She’s home, I’ll get her. First, I want to tell you that I am 

very worried about you checking out like that.” 

“You may be right. It might not have been a good idea.” 

“What’s the matter?” 

“Just trouble concentrating, a couple of things that I saw, 

that happened to me. I guess the medicine is working. But 

it’s hard to get anything done, I feel like I’m fighting through 

something all the time.” 

“Go back. Check yourself in again.” 

“I think I might have to do that.” 

“Don’t let anybody run your life. Your health is too 

important. Here’s your sister.” 

“I’m glad you’re home safe.” Hope vainly tried to shift 

the focus to Prudence. 

“I felt terrible leaving you like that. Are you going to do 

what Paul said?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“Please, it’s too big a risk. You’re not ready yet.” 

If she told her about Fieldings, Prudence would insist 

that she call the police–most likely call the police herself. 

“I’ll be all right. I just wanted to check on you. I’ll call 

you tomorrow.” 

She hung up feeling the compression in her chest that 

preceded uncontrollable crying. 
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The Mexican-American woman who had first greeted her 

was watching her. 

Hope looked up and gave her a weak smile. 

Gladys came up to her desk. “We’re going to leave now. 

If you don’t have a key, you should leave with us.” 

And then what?  

“What is it that you wanted to tell me, this morning?” 

Hope asked, delaying, terrified to walk out onto the street. 

Gladys looked around and then spoke quickly. “I am 

here to work ‘cause I believe in the Senator. I think she is 

the leader of all women. I mean it what I say, all women in 

America. We must return her to the United States Senate. 

And you know what else? I don’t think like some of these 

peoples that this election is going to be too easy. You know 

what I mean, with no problem returning the Senator to her 

esteemed office?” 

Gladys lowered her voice. “These people that are not 

here now, doing it for the money. I am the only one who 

comes here the first day and ask what I can do, not what I can 

get. The others are all gone. I have friends, people who want 

to vote for the Senator but do not think that she understand 

them. She is from the great family, rich. They wonder how 

can a woman like that know what it is to have to work without 

a man to help with the children? I try to tell them that she 

understands, but they want to see, want to hear it from her.” 

That was it, the undecided. 

Hope had seen in the polling data only a weak preference 

for Lockhart among working women between the ages of 18 
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and 32. They should be strongly for her, but Hokstader had 

managed to blunt that preference by taking strong positions 

in favor of equal rights and pro choice. The one thing he 

could never talk about was being a woman. There had to be 

10,000 votes that could be picked up if they reached women 

on a level that only a woman could understand. 

“I think I’ll stay here,” Hope said. “Do a little more 

work.” 

The Mexican-American woman looked at her with 

obvious doubt. “Are you sure?” 

Did she sense Hope’s peril? “Sure. Why?” 

Gladys leaned over the desk and whispered, “Because 

he’ll be back.” 

“Who?” Hope’s voice trembled slightly. 

“El Loco. That’s the other thing I wanted to tell you 

about. He does the Senator no could. More people would 

work for her here if he wasn’t here–the screamer–the crazy 

man.” 

As if she’d summoned him, Weintraub turned the corner 

from the steps up from the first floor. 

Gladys stood taller and puffed out her chest, glaring at 

him as if to dare him to attack her. 

He ignored her as if she wasn’t there, his focus was Hope. 

“Glad I caught you, how about dinner?” 

Gladys harrumphed, turned on her heels and hurried 

from the office. 

“Thanks, Gladys,” Hope called after her. 
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She waved her hand without turning back and shook 

her head. 
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CHAPTER  

TWENTY-ONE 
 
he was glad to accept the invitation to dinner, to have 

an escort away from the headquarters.  

Outside, Hope searched the quiet street to see where 

Fieldings was hiding. 

He would be furious at her for being with another man– 

especially one who had chased him away from her. 

When he caught her she would be punished. 

Weintraub drove her in a sports car to a grill with dark 

wood paneling, a long bar, and a menu of meats and fish. 

He was more than pleased to do most of the talking, 

spending no more time on her than her telling him of her 

education background and work at the Senate. 

While he spoke of himself, she tried act as if she was 

listening, but kept looking around the darkened restaurant 

for Fieldings. 

Weintraub’s description of the campaign and his story 

caused Hope to wonder why Lockhart had hired him. At 

least he was frank. 

He had come to politics a non-voter, a public relations 

whiz from Los Angeles. 

S 
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Rarely did public issues stir him. 

He described himself as “an actor who cannot enjoy a 

movie.” 

He had found “ripe pickings” in a field where novices 

spend millions to sell themselves in six months. 

He offered a full service that was with minor variations 

the same methods he used to market new business products. 

Only he did not have to worry about soap and computers 

saying something crazy. 

“I tell ya this, cause I don’t want you to waste your time 

trying to whip me into shape. This campaign already owes me 

more than I ever expect to collect. So, if I walk, it’s no shame 

to me. I broke a rule of mine going to work for a candidate 

who was starting way ahead. They always slip, and a panicked 

candidate is one of the world’s greatest pains in the asses.” 

Hope sipped a gin and tonic–the first liquor that she had 

since she was hospitalized. 

She ignored the warning that alcohol was a depressant 

that would accelerate and heighten her bipolar tendencies. 

She needed to relax. 

Weintraub was already on his second vodka with a twist 

and had ordered a bottle of wine with his steak. 

“What’s your great idea?” he asked. 

Hope was surprised that his monologue had ended. 

“What are we doing to focus on young working women?” 

she asked and referenced the polling numbers. 

Weintraub listened with an expression of respect that she 
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had not seen before, was quickly back to doing all the talking. 

“I agree with you,” he said. “I’ve been trying to figure that one 

out myself. The problem is that you always have to walk a 

thin, and it’s a narrow edge of putting your candidate in a 

position where she looks ridiculous. Sure, I’d love to show 

her running out of the house, kissing the babies and hubby 

good-bye as she goes to work. Problem is we’re talking about 

a woman who’s identified with glamour, wealth, power. If we 

make her out to be your prototypical working woman, we 

risk turning her into a joke. People take her seriously now. 

Believe it or not, that’s about the hardest thing to accomplish 

with a woman.” 

“I’ve noticed.” 

“Yeah, I’ve noticed you’re a woman.” 

Hope smiled at the sexual innuendo.  

“The Senator is ready to do something bold.” 

“Want to know another thin line? It’s between doing 

something bold and something stupid. We’ve got this thing 

running downhill at a hundred miles an hour now. All the 

events are planned. The ads are shot. The time slots are 

bought. If you want to do anything for Madam Senator, 

please, please, tell her to just stay on message, don’t panic. 

Read the lines and we’ll beat this bastard across the finish 

line and two weeks later nobody but a few professors and 

authors will give a rat’s ass how we did it.” 

“But...” Hope froze. 

Standing behind Weintraub looking like the mad Russian 

monk Rasputin–his wide eyes staring at her as if to hypnotize– 
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was the professor. 

Weintraub followed her open-mouth stare and turned. 

At his motion, Fieldings spun and hurried towards the 

door. 

“Is that the cocksucker that attacked you today? What is 

he a stalker?” 

Hope shook her head and tried to stop trembling. 

“I was involved with him a few months ago. He’s really 

sick.” Hope drank down the last of her gin and tonic. 

“Yeah? Well he better stay the fuck out of my way.” 

Weintraub opened his suit jacket to expose the butt of a gun 

in a holster underneath his arm. “Before I got into P.R. I was 

Special Forces. It’s another service I provide to candidates. 

I bet it’s gotten me more work than my ability to read polls. 

Every one of these fuckers think they’re going to get 

assassinated.” 

Hope could not imagine the interview between 

Lockhart and Weintraub when he told her that he was 

armed. 

Weintraub was drunk by the time Hope had finished the 

one glass of wine that she took with her lamb chops, enough 

to leave her feeling light-headed. 

He tried to hold her hand across the table. “None of 

that.” Hope pulled away. 

“Anybody ever tell you that you are downright fucking 

beautiful?” 

Hope ignored the comment, though she took it as a 
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compliment. 

“And smart,” he added. “I’ve been looking for a woman 

like you my whole life.” 

“Well you haven’t found her.” 

“Oh come on, don’t talk to me that way. I’m a sensitive 

man. My feminine side is really strong. I understand women.” 

“Oh, I can tell.” 

She felt the inklings of having a good time like the 

memory of an earlier life. 

“Where are you staying anyway? Want to save the 

campaign some money and bunk with me?” 

There was a devil’s bargain–go with Weintraub and be 

“protected” or wait to be grabbed by Fieldings. 

She would be better off sneaking out through the kitchen 

and catching a cab to the airport and hiding out for a while. 

Weintraub looked at her across the table as if pondering 

a difficult dilemma. “I’m in trouble. Hope, I’m in love.” 

She smiled. “The only type of trouble you’re in is that 

you’ve left yourself wide open for a sexual harassment suit.”  

“I don’t care. Take whatever I have, only just tell me I 

have a chance with you.” 

The crazy banter made her smile, a relief compared to 

what was lurking outside. 

“I may look and talk like the world’s biggest asshole but 

deep down inside I’m really just a horny guy looking for 

some good sex.” 
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“Gee, how could I have been so wrong about you?” He 

had her giggling now. 

There was something powerful and all-encompassing 

about him that made her feel that nothing could harm her 

when she was with him. 

His cellphone on the table buzzed. He opened it up. 

“Yeah, she’s here.” 

“It’s your mother,” he whispered and handed her the 

phone. 

The comment about her mother was so outrageous that 

Hope could not help letting loose a quick sharp laugh. 

“Sounds like you’re having fun,” the Senator said. “I 

forgot to ask you. How about being my shadow for the next 

three weeks. I believe the term is body man. You can stay 

with me.” 

Whew, Hope inwardly sighed. That solved a big 

problem.She had not wanted to stay in a hotel with Fieldings 

lurking about. Prudence was still in the city waiting to see if 

she needed her, hovering over her like the good sister she 

was, but staying with Lockhart was better, much better. 

“Why thank you. I’d be honored.”  

“Meet me at Cissy’s in an hour.” 

Hope flipped the phone shut. “I have a chaperon now. 

The Senator wants me to be her body man.”  

“What does she have that I don’t?” 

“Tits and a cunt.” 

The ribald comment so pleased Weintraub that he 
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pounded the table as he laughed. 

Hope knew her audience but still felt pleased at his 

response to her vulgarity. 

“Oh god, I do love you. You are the woman of my 

dreams,” he said through his continued laughter. 

“Now get me out of here.” 

* * * 

If Fieldings was outside, and she knew he was, Hope did 

not see him. 

Weintraub parked in front of the townhouse where 

Hope had arrived early that morning. It was nearly midnight. 

He moved to kiss her. 

She leaned away from him as far as she could in the car. 

“No, Maury. I don’t shit where I eat.” 

That set off another fit of laughter. 

“Just give me a kiss, one little peck on the cheek. That’s 

all I want. You don’t know how happy that would make me.”  

“The last man who said that to me was a Senator.” 

“Who?” 

“I don’t kiss and tell. Good night, Maury.” She closed 

the door. 

He shouted out the window disturbing the quiet of the 

residential street of a Sunday night. “Miss you already.” 
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CHAPTER  

TWENTY-TWO 

 

he next day, Hope left Lockhart at a luncheon and took 

a cab to a shopping center where she spent everything that 

she had in her account in an hour. 

She met Lockhart at the airport with a new computer, 

briefcase, suitcase, and garment bag loaded with a 

wardrobe, toiletries and enough cosmetics to withstand 

three weeks in the hot media lights of a close California 

election. 

* * * 

Weintraub was right. There was little time to add or 

change the campaign messages. Hope’s issues of affordable 

higher education and childcare support were scripted into 

hastily constructed advertisements, but she never saw the 

15-second spots in the political ads she’d occasionally catch 

on her hotel television.  

Lockhart worked Hope’s ideas into her stump speech 

but really it was too late to do anything but stick to 

Weintraub’s plan. 

By the end of the week, the polls were reporting that the 

California Senate race was too close to call. 

T 
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America loves a close race. 

The press coverage doubled and then tripled. Reporters 

arrived from all over the world. 

The jet and buses they rented to carry the staff and 

reporters from one stop to the next would swoop down like 

a storm on a city–a spectacle of camera crews, partisan 

crowds, and celebrities. 

Weintraub had been right, only instead of 100 miles an 

hour, the campaign seemed to be going at the speed of light. 

If Hope was going to break, she knew it would be when 

she slowed down. Now she was moving too fast to do anything 

more than put one foot in front of the other. She knew it was 

false high and she would pay with a fall but for time being she 

felt alive, exhilarated to a degree she’d never felt before. It 

was like being on some kind of wonderful drug. She laughed, 

listened, and followed the cascade of stimulation around her 

like she would at the best, most exciting part of a movie–on 

the edge of her seat, but this best part went on for days and 

weeks of little sleep, and rushes to the next event. 

Hope’s job was to follow Lockhart around, taking down 

the details of what people wanted from her, using her 

discretion on what should or could be the response from 

the staff or the Senator. 

Every event had a greater significance than just visiting. 

The location, the crowds, the time, were backdrops contrived 

by Weintraub to present issues for the media market Lockhart 

was trying to reach. 

Hope had an opportunity to mention to Lockhart before 
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a visit to a day care center in Oakland to say something that 

would make the customers of the center relate to her, but 

Lockhart stuck to her larger issue of the need for more and 

better day care for the children of working mothers. 

Hope came to be so tuned to the Senator’s needs that she 

knew when to call a rest, when to keep some local politician 

away from her. The fruit of her devotion was being party to 

the triumph of entering a packed high school gym to the roar 

of hundreds of voices signifying their trust in the one who 

they were asking to represent them on the great decisions 

made in the senate: taxation, war, education. 

She and Weintraub were the inner circle that protected 

the Senator and kept her pointed in the right direction. 

They worked well together. 

Hope came to enjoy the flirting, crude compliments and 

bragging. 

Sitting beside each other, their heads were nearly 

touching on the headrests in the back of the plane flying 

from John Wayne Airport in Orange County to San Diego. 

Early afternoon and Weintraub’s beard was already 

black stubble on his cheeks and chin. 

“She’s going to be talking defense here,” Weintraub’s 

laptop was open to the draft of the speech Lockhart was to 

give. 

He placed his hand on her upper thigh.  

“One more inch and I’m telling the Senator.”  

“I’ve got plenty more than one more inch.”  
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“I bet.” 

“I do. I used to be a mortal man, but one day I went to 

McDonalds and I said supersize it and wham. I guess I was 

lucky customer number one-in-a-million.” 

Nobody could make her laugh like he did. “Want to 

see?” 

“Yeah, show me.” 

He started to unzip himself. 

“No,” she shrieked, certain that he was crazy enough to 

expose himself in a cabin crowded with press. 

She pushed him away and her hand fell on the firm 

unmistakable shape of the gun beneath his coat. 

“I’m moving,” she said and escaped to a seat reserved 

for her beside the Senator. 

Lockhart was on the phone, searching for contributions 

to keep pace with the $2 million the campaign was spending 

a day. 

If she won, she’d be able to pay back the debt the 

campaign was running up. Because the race was so close 

they now had to budget to pay for a potential recount. 

If she lost, a big part of her personal fortune would be 

lost because nobody was likely to contribute to repay the 

money, she’d loaned the campaign. Only friends and relatives 

would be willing to help. 

More than elective office was riding on the outcome in 

six days. Lockhart could well be out $15 million dollars that 

she had personally guaranteed. Sure, she was rich, but it was 
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old money and old money hates to spend capital. 

That night, Lockhart and Hokstader held the last of two 

televised debates in San Diego, Hokstader’s hometown. 

Contrary to Weintraub’s advice, Lockhart spent the 

afternoon and evening campaigning and arrived for the 

debate with barely enough time for makeup. 

Hokstader looked tan and healthy, gave simple to 

understand, forceful answers to the questions, and appeared 

to have the studio audience packed despite the fifty-fifty split 

between the campaigns in tickets. 

Though she did not want to admit it, Hope saw that 

Lockhart acted tired and cross. 

The Senator snapped at an insulting argument 

Hokstader made and answered with a long, complicated 

response, running over her allotted time and having to be 

interrupted by the moderator. 

As if sensing a weakness Hokstader tried to exploit the 

advantage by provoking her with another insulting reference 

to her lack of ability to handle a crisis. 

She smiled at him and said, “I want to apologize to my 

opponent for getting angry with him on past occasions. We 

have to remind ourselves that he can’t be expected to know 

anything about what it is like to be a United States Senator 

or to serve in any public office. Ed, the voters will have no 

trouble judging how I respond to pressure based on my six 

years of service in the Senate, eight years in the House of 

Representatives, and six as mayor of San Francisco. Is there 

anyone out there who has purchased a house from Mr. 
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Hokstader who can tell us how he responds under pressure? 

Perhaps, then we can make a comparison.” 

“What the fuck. She’s lost her mind.” Weintraub cursed 

in the waiting room where they were watching the debate 

on a television. 

Hope frowned. His lack of political experience was one 

of his strongest assets according to those who were 

undecided. Throw the bums out was always a persuasive 

political argument. 

“Oy,” Weintraub said under his breath. 

The remark had come over as snobbish, as if only 

someone who had been in politics could understand how 

to be a senator, not a good approach when professional 

politicians were suspect and considered more corrupt the 

longer they had been in office. 

In the back of the limo on the ride back to the hotel, 

nobody wanted to suggest that a disaster had just befallen 

the campaign. 

Lockhart broke the silence. 

“I’m sorry, Maury, I should have listened to you. I was 

really exhausted out there. It was so hot.” 

“Now Senator, I’ve told you not to worry. You mustn’t 

worry. You are the greatest candidate I’ve ever worked for.” 

He paused, smiled and looked down at his folded hands. 

“I’ve got to confess that I may be remiss in not acting more 

worried, but I’ve been on enough of these things to know a 

winner when I see one. There is no way that guy is going to 

beat you. I say, Maury, here’s a great statesperson, who has 
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so many things to worry about, things that mean so much to 

the country, to the world. Tell her, I say to myself, not to 

worry about this election. The people love you, Senator. I 

trust the people of California.” 

“You are so full of shit.” Lockhart frowned. 

“Yeah, but that’s the kind of crap you should be telling 

yourself. Project it, sell it, believe it.” 

“I’m exhausted,” the Senator groaned. “Is there really 

five more days of this?” 

The tracking polls the next day gave the first confirmation 

that they had lost the debate. 

The evening news carried a poll showing them seven 

points behind Hokstader. The undecideds were breaking 

against them. 

They released a poll by Sharp, the campaign’s pollster, 

that showed them five points ahead. 

Hope was afraid Lockhart would collapse. 

Her voice was hoarse. She had to limit conversation to 

save her strength for appearances. Hope kept hot tea and 

honey handy to give Lockhart. 

On the Saturday before the Tuesday election, they started 

before dawn on a grueling trip of seven stops that would take 

them 2,000 miles through the state before the end of the day. 

The power of the jet taking off in the early morning 

darkness, was attached to her emotions. 

Hope remembered a similar feeling when she had her 

breakdown and had fled back to California to the clutches 
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of Fieldings. 

Those days seemed impossible compared to the standard 

of her present high. How could she have ever been like that? 

Win or lose, this was the way she wanted to feel; dedicated, 

going someplace, being a part of something great. 

She said a prayer that the Senator would win so that they 

could go back to Washington. 

The Senator was the greatest person Hope had ever 

known. There was no sacrifice she would not make for her. 

Hope came to believe the campaign bathos and platitudes 

about the critical effect a vote for Lockhart would have on 

the destiny of the world. Her exaltation made her believe 

Lockhart was blessed by God–raised to a station where she 

could feed the hungry, heal the sick, end war, a divine plan 

of service. 

She used the perspective to realize how mundane and 

futile were her past concerns. Her guilt and fears had nearly 

destroyed her. 

If for no other reason, she would always be grateful to 

Lockhart and the campaign for being the rope that pulled her 

from the mire of her attachment to Fieldings. 

There had been hours when she did not think of him. 

She had to keep up her faith in herself. She had to know 

that she could maintain her confidence without depending 

on him or anyone else. 

God knows what kind of condition he was in now. She 

was afraid to think of him in the world waiting for her, ready 

to leap upon her like a hiding bully. What would he try next? 
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She understood him. He would be desperate for her. 

But she dared not go “down” to try and rescue him. She 

still loved him but she knew the dangerous psychological 

snags that were waiting beneath those swirling murky 

currents of self-despair and dependence. 

She was too recently cured to risk the dive. And he was 

not worth it. She closed her eyes and prayed that he was 

receiving help. 
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CHAPTER  

TWENTY-THREE 

 

wo days before the election on the way to a breakfast 

rally in Davis, the Senator fainted in the van. 

Weintraub wanted to hide her condition from the press, 

but Hope insisted that she be taken to Cal Davis Medical 

Center. 

That afternoon, Weintraub and Hope were waiting in 

the lounge. 

The press had been briefed. 

Hokstader had expressed his “concern for her well- 

being” with a barely disguised gloat. 

The doctors had said that she was suffering from 

exhaustion and were not yet saying when or if Lockhart 

might ever be able to return to the campaign. 

For the first time in three weeks, there was no place to 

go, only to wait. 

Hope walked over to Weintraub though there was a 

warning in her mind that she might be inciting something 

by giving him encouragement. 

“Ain’t this depressing,” he said. 

T 
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“You did a wonderful job. I’ve learned a lot from you.” 

“Ah, it was in the bag...great candidate, good timing, a 

snap, just bad luck.” 

“We haven’t lost yet.” 

He grinned. “That’s the spirit.” 

“Ever think about running for something yourself?” 

“Are you fucking nuts? Every successful candidate I’ve 

ever worked for, the job came to them. They didn’t go 

looking for it. Believe me, old Maury has a nice boat and a 

couple of cars from the chickens I’ve plucked who thought 

they could buy it, or somehow convince the public that they 

were the only one who could do the job. Promise me you’ll 

shoot me if I ever talk about running for anything.” 

Hope laughed. 

“We’re done aren’t we, kid? Just another campaign 

romance.” 

He took her hand and she didn’t pull away. With that 

much encouragement he pulled her closer until their chest 

were touching. 

“I’ve got this superstition that if a beautiful lady comes 

to me, I get one wish. Oblige me and I’ll wish Lockhart to 

get better.” 

“You’re wishing for that already.” 

“Not as much as I’m wishing that you’d take one little 

nap with me. Just while we’re waiting, no reason we have to 

be admitted for exhaustion too.” 

Hope laughed. “I thought you were so great, now you’re 
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telling me you’re exhausted.” 

“You could raise the dead, baby. Let’s go back to the 

hotel and take a nap. Just a nap that’s all.” 

“Anything to sleep.” 

* * * 

To her surprise, Weintraub was true to his word. There 

was only a king-size bed in his hotel room. He stripped to 

his underwear, mumbled something about recharging, bid 

her good night and fell asleep. She thought about leaving, 

but followed his example took off her dress and panty hose 

and laid down beside him. Her exhaustion quickly overcame 

her desire for him and she fell asleep beside him. 

Hope awoke with him snoring in her ear, his arm 

wrapped around her waist. The bedside clock read 8:12. No 

daylight shown through the crack in the heavy curtains 

across the window. 

She called the hospital. 

Weintraub sat up on the edge of the bed. 

Hope told him that the Senator was doing better. They 

were forcing fluids intravenously. 

Weintraub ordered room service, checked in with the 

campaign staff, decided that when and if Lockhart was 

released they would resume the schedule at whatever point 

she returned to the campaign. 

They ate and went back to sleep until three in the 

morning when they started to have sex even while they were 

still asleep. 

She awoke to his kisses and caresses. He stripped her 
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and made love to her in a hungry yet slow and appreciative 

way. Not that she’d had much experience and it was not 

saying much that he was better than Fieldings, but she had 

no trouble trusting his touch and giving into the pleasure. 

She was using him. That made it all right. It had to be 

all right. It had to be what she wanted to do, or else why had 

she gone with him? The rationalizations were like puffs of 

clouds in the blue sky of her sensation of floating and slowly 

descending to rest naked in his arms. 

Afterwards, he was very complimentary. “I haven’t been 

able to go like that since...ever.” Weintraub smiled with an 

expression of complete satiation. 

The shame of her nakedness caused Hope to pull the 

covers over herself. Had she been humiliated? 

What morality would she be able to accept? She looked 

at the smiling man and tried to choose between two 

exonerations: I did it–dignity. It was done to me–victim. She 

moved to his embrace. 

“You were great, lady. I really love you.” 

His kiss was so tender, and her need to have a reason 

so great, that she saw love as a superior motive for what had 

happened. 

She felt weak and wanted him to kiss her. 

“I’m starving,” he said. “I want a big breakfast.” 

She meekly dressed and followed him into the night 

even though she would rather have stayed in bed. 

They found a truck stop restaurant. With his usual 
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bravado, he ordered ham and eggs with a big stack of 

pancakes. 

“Tell me about yourself,” he said, his hand over hers as 

they sat beside each other in a booth. 

He would have Googled her so there was no use in 

hiding the murder or her breakdown. If their relationship 

went anywhere, there would be other times for frank 

discussions. 

“I’ve had some troubles. But I’m doing OK now.” 

“I’d say.” He gave her hand a squeeze. 

She saw love (infatuation) in his expression. 

He leaned closer to her and whispered. “You are so 

sexy! Let’s go back to the hotel.” 

“No. I want to get to the hospital.” There was something 

empowering about his desire for her and her refusal. 

* * * 

They found Lockhart up and ready to leave. 

Hope thought she still looked drained, but no more 

tired than she’d appeared the last week. 

“We’ve only lost a day,” Weintraub said. “We got to try 

and turn it into a courage thing now–show what she’s made 

of.” 

That night, they appeared at a rally in the Hollywood 

Bowl. 

Over five thousand supporters were drawn not only by 

the popular candidate but the potpourri of stars and acts 

who performed at the Get Out the Vote Rally. 
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Hope stood with Matt Cleary, backstage beside a table 

laden with catered food. 

“You’ve done a wonderful job. Great work.” 

Hope was all the more grateful for his praise because he 

knew what she’d overcome to work on the campaign. 

“Thanks for bring me in. Wouldn’t have missed it.” She 

heard herself sounding like Weintraub. 

“You going back to DC?” he asked. “Either way you 

shouldn’t have trouble finding a job.” 

“I’ll definitely go back if Lockhart wins. If she doesn’t...I 

don’t know.” 

“Yeah, it’s better if she wins.” 

Even their internal polls showed Hokstader’s lead 

increasing after the hospitalization. There was too little time 

to recover. 

There was a roar as a famous actress introduced 

Lockhart. 

They walked to the edge of the stage and watched the 

Senator illuminated in the bright stage lights looking 

peaceful as if any other expression would have required too 

much energy, giving what was probably her last speech as a 

candidate. 

Afterwards the Senator came backstage where even 

famous entertainers crowded around her. 

Though the stars complained about their own inability 

to walk down the street without being accosted by their fans, 

they were as susceptible to the candidate’s lure as any young 
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girl with an autograph book. 

“Give ‘em hell!” a rock idol shouted encouragement as 

if to a fighter entering the ring and reached out excitedly to 

shake Lockhart’s swollen and bruised hand. 

Lockhart looked as if she was going to collapse again. 

Two highway patrolmen walked ahead of them. Hope and 

Weintraub stayed on either side of Lockhart and half-carried 

her through the crowd of well-wishers to a waiting 

limousine. 

They were within sight of the Town Car when Hope 

heard popping sounds like firecrackers. 

The Senator slumped against her. 

For an instant Hope thought that she had fainted again, 

then saw Fieldings and the gun turning towards her–past 

her. 

The pistol jumped and spit a puff of fire. 

Like lightening the sight came to her before the sound. 

Lockhart was a dead weight pulling away from her. 

Weintraub was twisting, his face contorted as if caught 

in a freeze frame of a scream. He was clawing at his chest. 

Hope could not tell if to cover the small blood spot on 

his white shirt or trying to pull his gun. 

The highway patrol officers were rushing towards 

Fieldings. 

“Hope,” the professor screamed. 

His gun was now pointed at his own head. 

“No!” Her scream finally emerged from her shock. 
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Hands were reaching for Fieldings an instant before a 

section of his forehead lifted and disappeared in a red mist 

of blood and gore. 
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CHAPTER  

TWENTY-FOUR 
 
ad Fieldings not shot her as a final act of cruelty? To 

leave her to explain, to see her story tied to him and 

the assassination of Alicia Lockhart traced to a sadistic 

lover’s insanity? 

Two days after the shooting, Lockhart asked for her. 

Hope was allowed into the intensive care unit at Cedars-

Sinai, walking past the Senator’s stricken husband, who 

looked at Hope with a mixture of sorrow and blame for 

being crazy– causing this to happen to his beloved. 

Lockhart lay with tubes and monitors running from her 

body. She opened her eyes as if wanting to be back asleep. 

“Why?” she gasped. 

Because he was jealous of any other master. “He was 

crazy,” Hope said. “I’m sorry I didn’t warn you. I should 

have known.” 

For an instant there was the old hard stare in the 

Senator’s eyes. 

Hope started to cry though she had told herself that she 

would not. 

Lockhart appeared to nod her head very slightly. Hope 

H 
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could not tell if in forgiveness. 

Weintraub was in the same intensive care ward as 

Lockhart. Fieldings’ “cop killer” bullet, which explodes on 

impact into sharp metal shards, had struck Maury’s gun 

before entering his body. 

Through the open curtains of the glass enclosure where 

Weintraub lay, Hope saw his wife sitting beside his bed. 

Hope had met her the night of the shooting. She looked 

older than Weintraub, pretty, despite an expression of shock 

and despair. Hope hurried down the corridor before the 

wife could see her, feeling not only like an accessory to 

assassination but a home-wrecking whore as well. 

Hard to think positive thoughts about yourself when 

lives are torn up around you as if you are a human cop killer 

bullet. 

* * * 

She was back at the hospital the following week to visit 

Weintraub. He’d called her twice before she took his call and 

agreed to come to see him. 

He was now able to get out of bed and sit at a table in a 

private hospital room. At least his wife wasn’t there. 

Hope sat at the small round table with him on the edge 

of her seat as if ready to quickly rise. 

He talked about the campaign, post-analysis, even 

showed her some exit polling from Sharp which showed the 

breakdown between those who voted for the Senator out of 

sympathy and those who would have voted for her if the 

press had not been reporting that she was in critical condition 
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(34% sympathy, 46% critical, 20% no effect). 

“I owe you an apology. I should have warned you about 

him,” Hope said. 

“Guess I should have told you a few things too.” He said 

with a mischievous twinkle in his eyes. 

“Yeah.” She frowned. She could have asked if he was 

married. It hadn’t mattered to her until she’d slept with him. 

Weintraub grimaced as he shifted into another position 

in the chair. “I knew the bastard was around. The security 

people had him on their short list. You know he was not 

alone. There were five of them that we were taking as serious 

threats. But he was clever. Did you know he was following 

us around the state? We almost had him in Bakersfield, but 

he was a slippery bastard. We think he came to Anaheim 

dressed as a woman.” 

At the mention of Fieldings’ disguises, Hope for the first 

time understood the significance of how Fieldings had looked 

when he had pulled the trigger–dressed in his bow tie, white 

shirt, as if in his final act of madness he had come full circle 

to the tightly bound physical appearance by which he had 

held himself together. 

“What are you going to do? You can always work for me. 

There’s lots of money in this,” Weintraub said. 

“I don’t know, pass the bar, do appeals work, something 

quiet by myself.” 

“Don’t do that, you’re too...” 

“And I’m going to do something on my own. I’ve had 

enough strong influences to last me the rest of my life.” 
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He appeared to misinterpret the anger in her voice. 

“Sorry I didn’t tell you about the wife and kids.”  

“She didn’t shoot me.” 

He roared with laughter and clutched his side as if too 

hold something together. “I like you so much. You’re the 

greatest. I don’t care what they say about you.” 

He succeeded in causing her to grin, something she had 

not done in a while. 

“She’s capable of it though. You’d better be careful,” 

Weintraub said and laughed some more. “Maybe I’ll come 

join you in your monastery. We can pray for world peace 

together.” 

Hope stood. “Glad to see you better. I’ve got to go.” He 

reached for her and kissed the back of her hand. 

“Love you,” he said. 

Yeah, sure, she thought, but mumbled, “Love you, too.” 

* * * 

After the Senator’s funeral, Hope drove the old Volvo 

down the peninsula to collect her things. 

The maniac Fieldings had actually left her the house and 

named her the beneficiary of a life insurance which did not 

pay because of a suicide clause. 

The bedroom torture chamber was still blocked off with 

crime scene tape. She looked in, saw her father’s picture, 

and could not go in. Maybe later, she thought. Strangely, the 

house had a calming effect on her. She remembered the 

things she’d loved about him. Had it been love? Could she 

ever trust herself to know what love was? 
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She packed the boxes of her belongs, knowing that he 

been through them, feeling his presence on her 

possessions. She decided to leave her papers, clothes, 

pictures, and mementos in the house, not wanting anything 

to remind her of him until she was stronger. Maybe someday 

with a lot of practice and therapy, the movement of the gun–

sweeping from the Senator, to her and then back to 

Weintraub–would stop playing over and over in her mind. 

She was starting over. Starting what, she didn’t know. 

What could she do? At twenty-four, she was an infamous 

freak–a widely known mentally ill senate aide who’d driven 

a respected Stanford law professor insane. One step in front 

of the other, she repeated both her mother’s and therapy 

lessons, and left the house with nothing of her old life. 
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CHAPTER  

TWENTY-FIVE 

 

bove Santa Barbara, she cut across the mountains to save 

time. Only an occasional car or truck lit the darkness 

of the two-lane road that ran beside Lake Cachuma. 

She remembered other trips after exams to see her sister 

when she had been this exhausted. Then, she had thought 

the feeling a worthy one, a product of effort. 

Now, tired of life, too young to feel this disenchanted, 

there had to be something out there to make her care again. 

She arrived at her sister’s home near midnight. She did 

not want to wake anyone. 

The front door was unlocked. 

She walked slowly through the darkened living room. 

The moon illuminated skylights in the cathedral ceiling. The 

family dog, Bonsai, a mongrel spaniel, excitedly shook her 

tail and followed her out the sliding glass doors. 

Swimming pool lights reflected in roiling patterns on 

the walls of the guest room. 

She dreamed of Fieldings and awoke to Prudence 

standing over her. 

“I heard you cry out,” Prudence said. The sun was bright 

A 
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through the window. 

Hope waved her away. “Let me sleep,” she begged and 

slept through the day and night, arising at dawn. She made 

coffee and sat out by the pool. 

Ocean fog chilled the air. 

She pulled a thick sweater that she had found in the hall 

closet tighter around her. 

Sarah, her five-year-old niece, saw her from the kitchen, 

and screamed, “Auntie Hopey’s up!” 

Prudence, Paul, and three-year-old Jill came out in their 

pajamas to greet her. 

After Paul had gone to the office and the maid had 

arrived, Prudence sat with Hope by the pool. 

The fog was starting to burn off revealing glistening 

patches of ocean. 

The way Prudence looked at her, Hope knew that she 

was in for some advice. 

“Paul said something interesting the other night,” 

Prudence said. “He said that we try so hard to do what’s best 

for ourselves, but there is always that one thing that we do 

that we know we should not, but it’s so irresistible, and 

we’re lucky if it doesn’t ruin the rest.” 

Hope gave her sister’s pop psychology no 

encouragement. “I just need time, that’s all.” Hope said and 

pressed her lips together in a pensive expression. 

“You’re welcome to stay here as long as you like. I was 

kind of hoping that you would move here.” 
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“We’ll see. I’m not ready to make any decisions.” 

“I’ve a trip planned at the beginning of December to see 

mother,” Prudence said. 

“Yeah, let’s do that. I’ll go with you. 

* * * 

They flew back to New Haven away from the glory days 

of the year’s weather in southern California to the end of 

New England fall when colorful leaves lay in decay on wet 

ground. 

Like squares that must be touched on a board game of 

sorrow, Hope had to see her grandparents and mother, to 

reach the bonus points and rapid advancement of–if not 

happiness–at least a night’s sleep uninterrupted by nerve- 

thumping anxiety. At least they did not have to visit both sets 

of grandparents. After their son had been murdered the 

Bennetts had moved to South Carolina. 

“The worst part about seeing them is to think that 

they’ve seen all that stuff in the magazines and television. 

It’s like I’ve been caught, exposed,” Hope said. 

“They’ll just be happy to see you. You’re still everyone’s 

baby here.” 

They arrived by freeway, drove through the old town to 

the village green, and stepped from the rented car, each 

carrying two small potted plants to place on the graves. 

“It seems so small,” Prudence said. “What do people do 

here? It looks so old and run down compared to California. 

I’m freezing. I wouldn’t live here for a million dollars.” 

Hope looked at the old brick and trees. They had 
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relatives buried in the church graveyard going back to 1702. 

“Can you imagine if we’d stayed here?” Prudence asked. 

“I bet if we had stayed here, we’d wonder how anybody 

could ever live in California,” Hope said. 

“There are some Academy boys,” Prudence said. 

“Mother had me thinking they would rape me if I ever let 

one of them catch me alone.” 

“As if the boys on the Hill were any worse.” Hope 

referred to their father’s church in New Haven. 

“Mother would send us up here to protect us,” 

Prudence said.  

“Some choice Academy or Hill boys.” 

Hope joined in the reminiscence. “I thought that they 

would tunnel under the grass one night and come upstairs 

and take me back to their dorms.” 

“They were pretty bad. I was told by Martha Vandress 

that they had a telescope and could see into our bedrooms.” 

“I would sit in our room on the window seat and watch 

them,” Hope said. 

“I snuck out to meet them,” Prudence said.  

“You did not.” 

“I did too. I even brought one into the house, and 

Grandmommy caught him with his hand under my bra. I 

wonder whatever happened to him after he was expelled. It 

probably messed up his life.” 

“I remember that! Poor boy, Mother told me that you 

were ruined. I was only ten. I couldn’t imagine what he had 
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done to you. I kept watching you to see if you would fall 

apart like a rotten apple. God, Prude how did you turn out 

so normal and well adjusted?” 

“I married young and well.”  

“Were you a virgin?” 

Prudence hesitated as if their mother’s prudish attitude 

still ruled in Malvern. 

“Well?” 

“I’m only five years older than you. To answer your 

question, no. Mother was right. I was ruined by the time I 

was seventeen.” 

“I wish I had done it. Maybe I wouldn’t have had so 

much trouble.” 

“You were in college by the time you were seventeen.” 

“How did it happen? Was it here?” 

“With a boy from the school. Do you remember Danny 

Troland? He ran cross country. I would meet him up by the 

lake. I think it was probably a hazardous waste dump. We 

did it in the woods, the day before he graduated. We were 

going to run away to California together, or live in 

Greenwich Village and be hippies.” 

Hope followed a step behind Prudence into the 

graveyard on the opposite side of the church from the 

rectory. Few of the gravestones looked new. Their father’s 

grave was with the Bennetts. The Whistlers had their own 

plot. 

“Which one do you want to be buried in?” Prudence 
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asked. 

“I don’t care, it’s up to you. Which one do you want to 

be buried in?” 

“I’m donating my body to UCLA Medical School, both 

Paul and I are.” 

“Doesn’t look like there’s much room for us here, 

anyway.” 

Some of the graves were neatly tended and had fresh 

flowers by them with shiny tombstones among the worn 

stumps of graves. 

First, they placed the flowers Hope carried on the 

Whistler plot. Then went to the brown marble stone of their 

father’s grave. Prudence set down her flowers and closed 

her eyes as if to pray. 

Hope stood beside her and whispered to her father’s 

spirit. “Give me courage, Papa. I really need it now.” 

Memories of hugs, a kiss from him when she had left for 

college came to her. Her eyes teared. Only two more squares 

to touch before she could try to find a place where she could 

just be herself and hopefully find some peace. 

When they were children, she and Prudence used to 

play a game where they would try to guess what the other 

was thinking. 

Sometimes Hope would lie about what she had been 

thinking just so Prudence would think that she had guessed 

right, and they could applaud and hug each other. 

Prudence rose and placed her hand on her back. “I 
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know what you’re thinking, Hope,” she said. “Please, like 

yourself. He would be so proud of you.” 

* * * 

The Bishop James Whistler radiated a composure that 

had always made the girls be on their best behavior when 

they were around him. 

Grandmommy Whistler treated them as if they were 

the only grandchildren that had ever lived. Non-judgmental 

love, waiting for them to call, their absence only a painful 

interruption until their return. She never lost her happy 

demeanor even when talking about her daughter, making 

only positive references to how well Margaret was doing, the 

crafts she’d made, or letters she’d sent. 

Pictures of her daughter and the girls covered the walls 

and shelves. Prudence was told as always, “Oh, you look just 

like your mother.” 

Again, Hope wondered did that mean she looked just 

like her father? 

Their grandfather asked Hope and Prudence to join 

him in his study, saying he had something for them. With 

the practiced concern of one whose profession is to minister 

to the needs of others, he said, “I thought you girls should 

have this sermon of your father’s.”  

He solemnly handed the folded 8.5x11 pages to Hope. 

Hope looked down and shifted in her chair. Despite 

sensing her grandfather and sister’s expectation that she 

open and read the sermon, Hope held it her hands, sensing 

something dangerous in the folded paper, an incisor that 
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could lay her open. She didn’t want to break down in front 

of her grandfather. 

Increasing the pressure on her, he said, “I remember the 

day your father gave this sermon. It was directly after I was 

elected bishop. In fact, this sermon so impressed the 

congregation in Malvern that he was invited to follow me as 

their priest. He declined preferring to stay at his parish in 

New Haven.” 

That version struck Hope as false. Their mother certainly 

would have preferred that he return to Malvern. Hope 

wondered about the politics of that decision. 

“We were all very impressed,” their grandfather 

continued. “Yes, it was his best work, real insight. I don’t 

think I ever saw him so inspired. He wrote it the night you 

were born, Hope.” 

She was unable to meet his penetrating gaze. Perhaps he 

thought her father’s late words would be healing for a family 

so grotesquely torn apart. How he did he really feel about 

their father? Did he blame the victim of his daughter’s crime 

in some way? 

“That is why I believe he named you Hope. It was an 

inspirational message then, and now...” 

More pressure. 

“...just how strong it was is evidenced now that it 

continues to affect us. Your father was an inspirational man 

of God.” 

Inspiration can inspire fear in the weak. Hope looked up. 

“He was a brave man,” she said forcefully and quickly put the 
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folded paper in the pocket of her jacket. 

* * * 

That night, with their grandparents in their bedroom at 

their normal early hour, Hope and Prudence sat on the twin 

antique sleigh beds. Hope looked out the frosted window 

then back at her sister. “Prude, how do you think they really 

feel about Papa?” 

“Well Granddaddy thinks he was inspirational.” 

Hope smiled slightly at Prudence’s reference to their 

grandfather’s repeated use of the description. 

Prudence furrowed her brows. “I think that if we knew 

what he really thought of him, we would be saddened. I 

don’t want to know.” 

Yes, above all let’s not be saddened, Hope thought. She 

understood her sister’s fear, the question was too close to 

the ultimate question–why did their mother murder their 

father? They could never know how the Whistlers felt about 

the man who had been murdered by their only child. 

“Remember how Papa would barely say a word, when 

we came to visit?” Hope asked. 

“Yes, like he was some kind of criminal,” Prudence said. 

“But why? What do you think it was?” 

“Let me have the sermon,” Prudence said. 

Hope removed it from her jacket and watched as 

Prudence carried it to the small student desk, watching her 

as she might if her sister was picking up a snake. 

Two minutes slowly passed. Prudence, the big sister, 
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turned to report. “It’s beautiful–definitely why you were 

named Hope.” 

More pressure to read it. She did not need more sorrow 

now. She didn’t trust Prudence to know how frail she was. 

Prudence stood leaving the cosmic missive on the desk. 

Hope thought that she should at least have the courage 

to hold this distant remnant of her father and sat where 

sister had at the desk. 

Cold air blew across Hope’s face as if from an opening 

crypt. She couldn’t turn away from the visitation. She saw 

him speaking from the pulpit of the small church in New 

Haven, she sitting beside her mother and Prudence in their 

pew, behind those who were most important to the 

congregation. There, everything had been right, ordered, 

explained, and ordained. She could hear a special reverence 

and passion in his voice as he delivered the sermon by which 

he had named her. 

She read her father’s message to her from across time 

and space. 

* * * 
Sermon, June 9, 1978. 

Women’s Hospital of New Haven 
 

THE FOUNDATION OF HOPE IS COURAGE 

 

See the small child so full of confidence when a 

protecting adult is near. See the terror when that child is 

left alone. 
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We adults like to think that we outgrow that sort of 

fear. 

We like to think that we have the courage to face our 

adversity in a manly way. 

Now the man who has his job, a loving family, a 

comfortable home, knows better than to stray too far from 

that hearth lest he become lost. 

Yes, I know you are out there. 

I know you because you are the strength of this 

congregation and other assemblies that are the anchors of 

this fair land and the society, we call home. 

Your fidelity, your instinct for what is correct, and 

your will to conserve the heritage of your fathers are the 

bricks of which our civilization is built. 

How often have I or my brethren stood before you with 

warnings that ultimately, we are all alone, and to remind 

you that on our day of judgment only our deeds will speak 

for our salvation. 

But I have a sense that you know this. 

I am supremely confident that should any of you good 

men and women be tested by misfortune or the confusion 

of the just, you would instinctively place your faith and 

trust in the Lord and His light would guide you to your 

salvation. Yet despite all that we may do to lead our lives 

in a way that we can easily keep our bearings, we do 

sometimes suffer from what I call the confusion of the just. 

The confusion of the just–the disorientation that we all 

feel when things appear to be so wrong and unjust that we 
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lose faith. 

At such a time we lose our bearings. 

We find ourselves lost and adrift, unable to take the 

mark of a familiar landfall. 

It may be that some great cataclysm has sundered our 

lives. 

Or it may be that we are suddenly confronted with a 

dire choice for which we are wholly unprepared to make–

the confusion of the just. 

Now those of us who go out on the ocean know that 

unless we have the skill and tools of navigation, we had 

better not venture below the horizon so that we may find 

the familiar landmark and our way home. 

Sometimes, however, through no fault of our own, we 

are suddenly blown out to sea. 

At such a time we may lose our courage. 

Today, I would like us to meditate on how we can find 

that courage should that mast of our being ever be lost to 

us–and find that mark which like the north star is always 

there ready to guide us. 

To better sympathize with this predicament let us 

continue to think in terms of the sea. 

Imagine we are all a crew on an old sailing ship 

propelled by the wind, guided by the judgment of our 

captain and the skill of our navigator. 

Think of the terror we would feel if by misfortune we 

are left alone without the aid of one who can navigate. 
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We know all there is to know about how to operate our 

vessel. 

We can set the sails. 

We can maneuver in every sea. 

But we don’t know which way to sail. Are we pointed 

to shore and rescue or sailing farther into the vast reaches 

of danger? 

Our terror blinds us like looking into the sun rising on 

the morning we are left alone on the wide sea of our doubt. 

The man deserted by his faith cowers unable to decide what 

must be done, which way or how to return to the safety of 

shore and home. 

The questions we first ask ourselves is not what should 

we do, for that we know, but how shall we do it? 

How shall we find our way? 

One of us says that the proper direction is to the east. 

Another cries that land must surely be to the south. 

Like the human mind in turmoil, there is no authority 

to override the many conflicting voices. 

We argue, we fight. And we pray. 

But ultimately, we must decide on a course and hope 

that our decision is a correct one. 

Hope. 

Did you notice that word? 

Did you think what a dubious and unsatisfactory 

alternative is mere hope? 

The last hope–the choice we make when we can think 
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of no better choice but to hope? 

I ask you to think of the power, the virtue of hope. The 

hope of our salvation, our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Hope, the sense that we live in a benevolent world 

watched over by a loving God. 

Hope is what the Lord feels for His children. 

Hope is what all fathers feel when they gaze upon their 

newborn. 

Hope is what I feel when I know that what I have done 

is wrong, but my God will still grant me salvation. 

Hope means I love you. 

Hope–the belief that what we cannot see or predict is 

near or not near. 

I understand that no man can help but err, that I still 

respect you, and I know you are going to do better. 

Hope is... 

Hope is a weak, crying mess. 

Prudence held her as the wracking sobs broke through 

the dam Hope had fought to keep intact since the 

assassination. 

“Hopey, it’s all right, baby. There, there, it’s all right. 

You’re safe now.” 

Hope Bennett translated from this Rosetta stone of her 

life, sent out like Moses on the Nile in a rush basket woven 

with the frail reeds of hope to float over the pain and 

incomprehensible violence of life 

But Papa, you did not tell me how to swim when the 
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reeds soak and come apart leaving me to sink into the 

bottomless sorrow of despair. 

* * * 

In the dark, Hope looked out the window, and pulled 

the down comforter tighter around her chin against the 

cold. 

“Prude, you know something you’re not telling me 

about Mama and Papa?” 

Her sister did not answer quickly, but Hope could tell 

that she was awake, her eyes open, hands behind her head 

illuminated in the moonlight. 

“I think it goes back to when you were born,” Prudence 

said. 

Hope rolled over in the bed towards her sister.  

“Thanks Prude, that’s all I need to know. What do you 

mean by that?” 

“Nothing, I want to talk about now.” 

“Tell me.” Hope used a tone of voice she’d learned in 

the Senate when she did not want to argue. 

“I’m sorry.” 

“Sorry, sorry, sorry. Sometimes I think our family is like 

Gulliver tied down by ropes of guilt.” 

“Maybe later, Hopey.” 

“I won’t wait. I want to know now.” 

Prudence sighed and stared at the ceiling. “I’m sure it 

doesn’t mean anything, it’s just when I was little, before you 

were born, we came to live with Granddaddy without Papa. 
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Then, we moved back with Papa and you were born.” 

That was it? That was all the clues she was going to get. 

Maybe they just had a fight that had nothing to do with her. 

Maybe she’d brought the family back together. Hope tried 

to imagine the significance of her birth. She remembered a 

scene when she was very young and playing on the floor in 

the living room happily with her toys and looking up to see 

her mother watching her from the couch, weeping 

uncontrollably, sweeping her up and hugging her painfully, 

crying, “Oh thank God! Thank the Lord. You are a little 

miracle! Please forgive me, please forgive me!” 

If she had not been born, then her mother would not 

have shot her father. Her mother had tried to leave and came 

back because of her. 

The wind rustled the branches with a sound unfamiliar 

to Californians unused to bare limbs. A sleet had started to 

fall with a heavy slapping against the side of the house. 

“Let it go, there’s no way we can know what happened,” 

Prudence said. 

“I can’t help it,” Hope said, “If I only knew what I was 

accused of maybe I could defend myself better.” 

Prudence let out a sigh of exasperation. “I know that 

you push yourself and maybe that is why you have done so 

much, but sometimes, at some point, you have to do what 

Papa said in the sermon, stay close to shore. Find a safe 

haven and hold onto it.” 

“I guess.” 

“You’ll find it Hope, and someday you’ll wish you had 
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some of this freedom back. It’s so easy to get tied down. 

You’ll have a couple of kids, be a supermom with a big job. 

I know you, and you won’t have time to think straight. Do 

what you want. Don’t let anybody tell you what to do, enjoy 

it while you can. Leave the past in the past.” 

* * * 

Early in the next morning, they followed a ritual of 

going as a family–daughters and parents–to visit Margaret. 

The windows at Norwich were barred and they had to 

pass through all the checks of a prison, submitting to 

searches of their bodies and the presents of books. Hope 

could not stop from imagining that a hospital for the 

criminally insane was where Fieldings would have spent his 

life if he’d not killed himself. He would have hated it, but 

then who wouldn’t? 

The door opened slowly into a small visiting room. 

An orderly guarded them just outside, leaving only the 

barest of privacy. 

“Hello, children,” Margaret said in a flat voice. “Mama, 

Papa.” 

She greeted her daughters with a handshake, accepted 

their kisses on an upturned cheek. 

She was thin with an expression of shock in her wide 

eyes as if she had seen too much of life. She wore no 

makeup, and Hope thought if Prudence looked like her, it 

was a stripped-down essential Prudence that bore the 

resemblance. 

There was something too big for the size of the visit, an 
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illusion of maternity, questions, and years to be squeezed 

into the hour-and-a-half, so they barely tried. 

The conversation was nearly as superficial as you might 

strike with a person in the seat next to you on an airplane, 

as if they had to search for common ground. 

When she had been their mother, Hope recalled little 

that they had discussed outside of questions about their 

hygiene, chores, and homework, until puberty and then the 

boy wars had started. The rest had all been about her–

mostly about her fears and obsessions of being spied upon 

and judged by unseen, higher authorities both in heaven 

and on earth. Hope had been seven and a silent witness to 

her mother’s lectures to Prudence about the evils of boys 

and what they would do to a girl or think of a girl who would 

let them do it. 

Hope smiled slightly to think that the one sure thing to 

fire up the conversation with her mother would be to tell 

her about being seduced by a married man. 

“He said he just wanted to take a nap and...” 

Hope wondered if her mother had seen the television 

coverage of the assassination and the ensuing scandal 

reports but supposed that her mother was as reluctant as 

she was to raise anything that might embarrass the bishop 

and his wife. 

So, the visit slowly slipped by until it was with the relief 

of all except possibly their grandmother, they stood to leave. 

Hope waited to be the last one to kiss her mother good-

bye. 
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When it was her turn, she pressed her head against the 

side of her mother’s face, smelled the scent of soap in her 

hair, and whispered, “I’ve learned something about us. 

There are some things we never should question, answers 

we are not meant to know, and after all, hope is the best that 

we can do.” 

Her mother pulled her had back and studied her with a 

familiar critical eye, suspicious that something more was 

implied by the words than Hope had said. 

Then her mother smiled, looking proud, and seemed to 

understand that Hope had said all she could. 
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CHAPTER  

TWENTY-SEVEN 

EPILOGUE 

 

our years after the assassination, Hope found a college 

professor in Redlands and ran a successful insurgent 

senate campaign against Hokstader. When her candidate 

won, Hope returned to the Senate as his chief of staff. 

Occasionally, she would indulge an exotic hobby, 

careful not to be recognized, fulfilling a taste she cursed, 

despised and craved. 

Sometimes for a few hours or an occasional weekend– 

like nomads on the desert who know to meet at a certain 

oasis when the moon is in a special quarter–she would join 

others with her taste. 

They would dance to the devil, cry to their god, shake 

the chains that bound them to their pain, and know that they 

were no worse than the best they could be. 

  

F 
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PREQUEL  

CHAPTER 

ONE 

 

ad Hope known the full circumstances of her birth, 

she may have been more sympathetic to her mother, 

would have found the beginning of the path that led to the 

murder of her father. 

There are some things a child is not expected to 

understand like why her father had stayed with a wife who 

wouldn’t sleep in the same bedroom, who would recoil at 

even his most innocent touch. Why had her mother lived 

with a man she so deeply mistrusted? Was it for the children? 

For her? 

* * * 

Winthrop Bennett had wanted to marry Margaret 

Whistler from the moment he’d marveled at her effortless 

perfection and grace in the church Sunday school class 

where her father was the pastor. Less clear was when 

Winthrop had formed the ambition to succeed her father, 

the Reverend James Whistler, onto the gilded oak wood 

carved pulpit that thrust like the prow of a ship of sanctity 

H 
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into the nave of St. Mark’s Episcopal Church. 

Pale with thin, straight blond hair–more scholar than 

athlete–tradition spoke to Winthrop in a choir master’s 

voice– “Sing your part. Keep in time and tune.” Even the 

name Winthrop harkened to very founding of New England 

and the Mayflower. Only Malvern Academy–where he’s 

excelled in all his courses–challenged the church as the 

basis of his intellect. Yale Divinity School perfected his 

understanding of himself, the world, and God by leading 

him onto beautifully constructed bridges of thought 

between temporal doubt and divine certainty. 

Piety came to him easily and in abundance as did the 

approval of all who raised, educated and inspired him. Like 

the full harmony that reverberated within the stone walls of 

St. Marks, his church, his family and town surrounded him 

and combined to fill his soul with a sense of perfection. 

Life in 1969 only got better. After their marriage, 

Margaret had adjusted to the nearness of a man–their 

private code for his ardent but wholly unpracticed 

seduction. What a wondrous, magical transformation that 

had been as she opened her body to him; the blooming of a 

beautiful closed-bud. 

After she became pregnant, she’d pulled her hand from 

his and when he’d stood over her bed waiting for her to lift 

the covers to take him into the wonderful warmth of her 

body, she’d turned him away saying she’d really prefer to 

sleep alone. 

He waited in vain for the laughing, happy companion to 

return, longed for her quick breaths in his ear as he tightly 
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held her in the twin bed they no longer shared. He didn’t 

know the signs to look for or the words to ask if there was 

something he’d done wrong or could change. Like a desert 

rose she closed against the heat that radiated from him 

leaving him to follow her every movement searching for a 

sign of forgiveness. 

Morning sickness led to an overwhelming depression 

founded on an obsessive fear what she bore would kill her. 

By the end of the third month, Margaret was spending 

increasing time in the other scrolled mahogany sleigh bed 

that had been a wedding gift from his mother-in-law. 

In the matching bed next to her, Winthrop was 

awakened by her groans. “May I get you anything, dear?” 

“No, no, thank you. Oh, why is this so hard for me?” she 

whimpered. 

Six months into the ordeal, she called him from his 

duties at the mission church in New Haven. “I must have this 

out of me,” she wailed I cannot stand another minute.” 

A doctor prescribed a mild sedative to help her sleep at 

night. From then on Margaret was almost always asleep. It 

occurred to Winthrop she might be overusing the pills but 

the same reticence which kept him from questioning her 

reasons for turning away from him, silenced any doubt of 

what she was doing to deliver a healthy child. She would 

return as she was after the birth, he prayed. 

For three months he tended the chrysalis Margaret, 

standing by when she made her unsteady trips to the 

bathroom in case she needed him. She never did. 
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He tried to comfort her. “It’s only another week now, 

not too far to go. I am proud of you, you know. I can’t 

imagine how you’ve done it.” 

“I wish I was stronger for you, Winty. Now go. I’ll just 

sleep.” 

Her due date–when all this would be over–came and 

passed. 

Winthrop mentioned to Doctor Kepler that Margaret 

had been taking pills six times a day. 

Kepler sounded stunned on the telephone. “But she 

was only to use them at night, only when she absolutely 

could not sleep. You must take the medication from her.” 

Winthrop removed the pills from her bedside and found 

three bottles of Nembutal from doctors he did not know in 

the bathroom medicine cabinet. 

The next day Margaret was a screaming, complaining 

aggravation of resensitized nerves. Three fruitless trips to 

the hospital, two weeks after her due date, her agony 

reached a point where something had to be done. 

Again drugged, the ordeal dragged on for another 46 

hours when the bellicose pregnancy concluded in a 

Caesarean delivery of a small and lethargic baby with barely 

the strength to make spastic movements. 

Winthrop saw no reason to argue with Margaret’s 

postpartum words, “Never again.” 

* * * 

“It is an amazing thing about birth,” Dr. Kepler said to 

him outside the hospital room. He was a charming man, 
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their age, who behaved older with the assurance of routine 

and experience. “Can you imagine going through that and 

ever having another child? You put that little baby in a 

mother’s arms and the slate is just wiped clean. We men 

have no idea.” 

Winthrop had an idea. “I don’t believe my wife will ever 

want to have another child. Is the baby healthy? I mean 

because Margaret took so much medicine.” 

“The baby will be fine. You watch. In a couple of years, 

she’ll be running around the yard and you’ll never know 

there was ever a period of slow growth.” 

They named her Prudence. Margaret’s health if not her 

figure returned slowly. She did not ask for more drugs and 

he did not find evidence of her former addictive habits. 

She was an attentive mother if not wife. He told himself 

to be patient. He prayed she would return to the intimacy 

they’d shared before the pregnancy. 

* * * 

Five months after the baby was born, Margaret had still 

not found comfort in the nearness of a man. 

As they read in the small living room after Prudence had 

been put to bed for the night, he raised the subject by saying 

the doctor wanted to speak to them about something. 

She sighed and set down her Redbook in her lap as if 

waiting for him to be more precise. 

He struggled to mentally untwine his proper thoughts 

of a concerned husband from his lustful longing for the 

woman who had reached down to take him into her and had 
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mewled with pleasure as he sank into bliss. “Margaret, I 

know you had a bad time with the birth, and I support you 

in not wanting to have more children, but life goes on, and 

we should really try to find some way to continue.” 

“Continue?” 

He rose from his chair and took her hand. “The doctor 

says there are ways you can again adjust to the nearness of 

a man without becoming pregnant.” 

Her resistance was conveyed with lowered eyes and a 

tone of a parishioner who has come to explain why there is 

nothing she can do. “If you force me, I shall comply with 

your wishes.” 

“I shall not force you to do anything, my dearest. Let us 

just listen to what Doctor Kepler has to say, shall we?” 

* * * 

Two days later, they sat before Doctor Kepler. Behind 

him hung an anatomical chart pulled down from a roll set 

above a credenza on which the reproductive organs were 

unnaturally colored and exposed in a manner not to incite 

any connotation of sexual purpose. He showed them 

various birth control devices and explained their function 

and reliability–a box of Trojans, a wire IUD, an assembly of 

pills around a circular calendar. With each method Kepler 

detailed what percentage of failure might lead to 

conception. He concluded with sterilization, a vasectomy 

for Winthrop or a tubal ligation for Margaret. 

Winthrop noticed Margaret nod grimly at even “two out 

of a hundred.” 
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“Take the prophylactics,” the doctor offered, looking at 

the small box of rubbers he’d set on the desk. 

Winthrop sucked in his lower lip and nodded but left 

the Trojans where they lay. 

“Doctor, is there some way we can be absolutely certain 

of not having another child?” 

“There is a hysterectomy, where we remove the uterus. 

But that is a radical procedure we normally only perform if 

a woman’s health is threatened or she is having symptoms 

where that is a palliative procedure.” 

“And sterilization of the male?” Winthrop hesitantly 

offered. 

The doctor raised an eyebrow slightly. “Yes, a vasectomy 

is quite effective.” 

Margaret finally spoke. “I read of a Brazilian soccer 

player with a vasectomy who fathered a child.” 

“Well, yes,” the doctor said. “Nothing is absolutely 

foolproof.” 

“What if we both had procedures?” Winthrop asked. 

Margaret’s eyes shot to him as if to demand how dare 

he speak for her. 

“I mean if I was sterilized?” Winthrop clarified his offer. 

“Yes, that would prevent any pregnancy. Is there some 

other issue you would like to discuss, something beyond 

pregnancy? the doctor asked. 

Despite Margaret’s frown, Winthrop pressed ahead 

sensing this might be his last chance to find a way to return 
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her to his willing sexual partner. 

“Do you remember in the hospital mentioning how 

women, I think you used the term, ‘wipe the slate clean?” 

Kepler nodded. 

Winthrop knew he was risking much with Margaret, but 

persevered. “Is it possible for that not to happen, and for a 

woman to be so afraid, to have such vivid memories that ah, 

certain, ah, inhibitions make her exceedingly 

uncomfortable.”  

“Perhaps, Margaret and I should speak alone for a 

while.” Winthrop gladly abandoned the confrontation. 

Margaret did not return his reassuring look as he left for the 

waiting room where he sat with a pregnant woman and a 

child playing with toys in a corner. Winthrop kept his 

expression friendly, hiding why he was there, praying Kepler 

would find the words to return Margaret to how she’d been 

before the pregnancy. 

Ten minutes later, the receptionist called him back into 

the doctor’s office. Margaret was hunched over slightly, her 

eyes red and tearful. 

“I’ll contact another kind of doctor who might be better 

trained to handle this type of problem,” he offered as he 

folded his hands on his desk in defeat. 

Margaret stood and said “Thank you, doctor” before 

turning towards the door. 

“Thank you,” Winthrop said, shook the doctor’s hand, 

started to follow his wife, turned back and picked the box of 

prophylactics off the desk with a repeated thanks, slipped 
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them into the pocket of his suit jacket, and hurried after 

Margaret. 

* * * 

The “other doctor” was a psychologist, his profession 

proclaimed proudly with large framed diplomas and 

membership decrees in professional organizations. His 

office was furnished like a study with abstract sculpture on 

a side table and painting with swirls and sharp angles. 

Dr. Loyst asked why they had come to see him. 

Winthrop shifted his weight in his chair, glanced at 

Margaret before launching into a backstory of his love for 

her, their long relationship, devotion to each other, 

pleasure they took in their daughter. Finally, recognizing 

Margaret was growing increasingly uncomfortable, he came 

to the point they “... seemed to be having trouble resuming 

relations.” 

The psychologist’s eyes noticeably focused and he 

leaned forward in manner which revealed a gossip’s interest 

in this their most personal secret. Winthrop did not have to 

say much after that. Loyst spoke with gusto about sex. 

Margaret looked at her hands and Winthrop felt as if 

he’d taken her to something pornographic. 

He should have left but desperately listened to talk of 

date nights and sexual positions hoping something might 

move Margaret from her rigid intransigence. When Loyst 

suggested Margaret change her role, put on a negligee and 

attempt to “seduce” Winthrop, she stood. With a twist of her 

lips and flushed cheeks, she demanded. “Will you come with 

me?” 
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The psychologist stood too and rounded his desk and 

said, “We can talk about this...” 

Winthrop hurried beside Margaret as if to protect her, 

knowing now that no Biblical, medical or moral authority 

could make her want him the way he wanted her. 
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PREQUEL  

CHAPTER 

TWO 

 

our years Winthrop kept the box of prophylactics he’d taken 

from Dr. Kepler’s office hidden in his toiletries. 

One night, without knowing why it was exactly that 

night, he lay awake long after Margaret had gone to sleep. 

The sound of her breathing was an erotic lure. He longed to 

have his ear close to her mouth as before. 

As if in a dream, he rolled one of the rubber sheaths 

over his full and demanding erection, only vaguely aware 

that it seemed dry and brittle. His mind was a jumble of 

words and arguments. “This is going to be a new start,” he 

prattled as he came to her bed, pulled off the covers, pushed 

up her nightgown and swiftly removed her panties. 

She awoke, screamed, and tried to push him away just 

as he was on the verge of entering her.  

“Margaret, Margaret,” he cupped his hand over her 

mouth to stop her hysteria. “You’ll wake Prudence.” 

So urgent was his desire that he was done in a few rapid 

thrusts. He sank on her, the long-desired bliss giving way to 

bad thoughts of what would be the result of his lapse of 

F 
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control and propriety. 

He was aware of her beneath him, stiff as if awaiting a 

blow. He shrank out of her and stood beside the bed. The 

air was cool on his naked penis. He looked down and 

wondered what had happened to the Trojan protector. 

Margaret rushed to the bathroom, packed and took 

Prudence from the house without a response to his hastily 

expressed explanations. After she was gone, he found the 

pale balloon, its head full of his seed, floating downward in 

the toilet and figured that transported there, the 

prophylactic had performed its function. 

In the morning, she had not returned to accept his 

apology and reassurances. His day’s work completed at the 

church, he returned home with anticipation that she would 

be, out of her love for him, ready to forgive him. Perhaps 

now, after this passionate demonstration she would 

understand the power of his desire. It being Tuesday, he 

expected to find meatloaf, mashed potatoes, corn, white 

bread and butter set out on the Formica kitchen table. 

She and Prudence had not returned. He accepted an 

invitation– “if it was not too late to change his mind,” from 

an elderly parishioner down the street. Returning home at 

nine o’clock slightly intoxicated from the glass of port he’d 

accepted, he found the house dark and was forced to admit 

that he would have to go to Margaret to bring her home. 

He called the rectory in which his father-in-law was 

housed. 

Reverend Whistler, his childhood priest and role model, 
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answered. “Yes, they are here.” 

“May I speak to her, please?” Winthrop asked with a 

mature Yale, British-influenced clip to his words. 

“I doubt very much that she would accept your call 

Winthrop.” 

“Yes?” 

“She has spoken to me of what transpired between you, 

and I must admit that I do not comprehend fully what I have 

heard.” 

“Comprehend, yes. Well, ah, certainly an unfortunate 

misunderstanding. Perhaps, if you permit me...” 

He knew that he had blundered but before he could 

correct himself, Reverend Whistler said, “It is not for me to 

permit or deny.” 

“Yes, of course, I did not mean that.” 

Without knowing more about what Margaret had told 

him, Winthrop could not think of how to ask for his 

understanding, much less forgiveness. “You say that you did 

not comprehend what she told you, perhaps...” 

“Margaret tells me that you have abused her.” Whistler’s 

tone was so cold and convinced of his guilt that Winthrop 

felt accused of perversion. 

“Abused you say?” He managed to sound incredulous. 

“Yes, most cruel and despicable abuse.” 

“Well, yes, I mean if such a thing were true...” 

“You ask me to doubt my daughter?” Whistler 

demanded with the swiftness of a cross examining attorney. 
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“No, no, of course not. I mean really I haven’t, I’m 

incapable of, you know, abusing her. I love Margaret very 

much, as you must know. This is a terrible 

misunderstanding. Perhaps, I should come over and...” 

“That is between you and Margaret,” his father-in-law 

interrupted. “If you would like to talk to me about it, I shall 

be in my office tomorrow at 10 o’clock, my usual visiting 

hours.” 

Though couched in the words of an invitation, 

Winthrop felt summoned. 

* * * 

He sat uncomfortably in Whistler’s outer office beside 

parishioners with the usual variety of problems and 

surrounded by the heavy dark wooden furniture he hoped 

would be part of his domain someday.  

Whistler’s secretary, a stout woman he had known since 

childhood who clearly looked at him with the obvious 

question of what was he doing here, said he could go in. He 

nodded as pleasantly as possible under the circumstances 

and took his place before his inquisitional father-in-law. 

The Reverend James Whistler had a large head padded 

with red flesh and styled white hair. He treated Winthrop as 

if he was a wayward parishioner, maintaining a detachment 

from the fact that they were talking about his daughter. 

Perhaps, Winthrop thought, this is a technique I should 

remember, for it makes me better able to freely discuss my 

problem. But then he could not imagine how he would 

behave if Prudence’s future husband came to him with a 

plea for understanding for his sexual needs. 
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“I want you to know that anything you tell me here will 

be held in confidence. I will do my best to listen as a 

minister, not a father...” the Reverend smiled slightly. 

Winthrop wondered if at such a strange moment he was 

making a pun at the juxtaposition of minister and father. 

“I am not here to judge you, rather to offer succor, the 

source and limits of which we are both aware.” 

Winthrop adopted his father-in-law’s detached 

perspective to the point of phrasing in the second person, 

“You wake and feel a pressure. It is an act sanctioned by holy 

bonds. In your dream-like state do you consider propriety 

or are you overwhelmed by your love for the woman who is 

your wife? Yes, your mate has not consented for a long–a 

very long time, and yes conversation, perhaps counseling 

should have been undertaken long ago, but you don’t think 

about that. The passion is real, the need to love, to feel love 

lifts and delivers you to where but for at how shall I say, 

unfortunate and unnatural fear there would be welcome, 

participation... without question or doubt that you should 

have every right to be there.” 

The narrowing of Reverend Whistler’s eyes and the 

reddening of his jowls alerted the dismayed Winthrop that 

he had been hoodwinked into revealing the exact nature of 

his problem. He realized too late that Margaret would never 

have spoken to her father of the details of her alleged 

“abuse.” 

Winthrop endured a long pause, as if waiting for a 

judicial pronouncement. 
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Whistler exhaled strongly as if expelling a noxious gas 

from his lungs. “I offered you relief, thinking to provide 

counsel from that greatest store of wisdom that we both 

serve. However, I find myself at a conflict of loyalties which 

I cannot resolve in any other manner than to remain true to 

my child. I apologize if I have deceived you, for I truly 

thought that I could be non-judgmental. I find that I 

cannot.” 

“But you must understand, that I didn’t...take her. That 

would be impossible in a marriage.” 

His father-in-law frowned and Winthrop felt the spider’s 

web spinning around him. Further panic would lead to 

discussing his rape of Whistler’s daughter. 

“That would be a point of law to be debated by those 

with training other than ours. I speak now as Margaret’s 

father. I ask that you do not bother her. I shall pray that she 

will forgive you, for we have another generation to consider. 

Prudence should have the blessing of a home with both 

parents. Perhaps, if she asks, I shall attempt to counsel 

Margaret but for now, I must tell you emphatically, sir, that 

she has no wish to see or speak to you.” 

To be called, sir, by Reverend Whistler was a paralyzing 

sting. Winthrop felt numb. 

Whistler stood from behind his large wooden desk and 

moved towards the door.  

Winthrop obediently followed. 

The Reverend’s fat, thick hands were grasped tightly 

behind his back. His cheeks were flushed. “Have you ever 
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thought about requesting placement in a foreign mission? 

Sometimes a change of scene will break up old patterns, 

helping a lost soul to find his way back to a righteous path. 

Lost soul–he was accused of immorality, even 

perversion. 

“I had not, but I’ll pray on it.” He hastily ended the 

interview before he said something untoward. 

Outside St. Mark’s, Malvern was going through the 

change that occurs at the end of summer when the students 

arrive at the Academy. The shared frontage on the village 

green was crowded with station wagons, packing boxes and 

cases. Greetings and farewells wavered over the town square 

with overheard bits of excitement and sorrow. Was he no 

longer worthy of Malvern? Is that what Reverend Whistler 

had meant by his suggestion? Did he mean that Margaret and 

Prudence should go abroad with him or wait in one of the 

old whaler’s houses with the walkways on the roof, the 

widow’s walk, to await for his return, if he ever did return? 

Margaret would never want to move far from her parents. 

No, the instruction clothed in advice was for him to move 

abroad, alone, somewhere distant and dangerous, to 

ecclesiastically fall on his sword. 

What if a rumor spread that he had violated Margaret? 

Who would come to his defense? Was he to be ostracized 

from all he knew, evicted into a terrifying uncertainty for 

having relations with his legal wife? 

He paid a habitual visit to his parent’s store. Mr. 

Rossono, the old fat Italian, working among the cracked ice 

and fish greeted him with gusto as a returning prodigy. How 
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much longer could Winthrop expect to be honored if he 

stayed? An announcement that he was leaving for Africa or 

Asia would cover so much. 

Given his poisoned state of mind, he might have even 

told his parents of this plan. He was saved from this 

pronouncement when Rossono told him his parents were at 

the bank. He nodded and hurried back to his car. 

Words, words, where were the words? The words he 

used so well to explain the lessons of the Scriptures to 

strangers who sat in his office and confessed true sins. 

Where was he to go? To whom could he confess and be 

absolved of his sin? But what sin?  

Give not thy strength unto women. 

He had been a faithful husband, perhaps guilty of lust, 

but lust of wife; nowhere was that discussed or condemned. 

But she that maketh ashamed is as rottenness in his 

bones. 

He had committed no sin. This was Margaret, her 

disobedience to the laws of God and nature, her betrayal of 

him. He must not flee. She would be lucky if he ever forgave 

her. He would be patient, let her realize the wrong and find 

her path back to him. Perhaps then he would take her back. 

The little house where he and Margaret had spent so many 

peaceful, self-assured moments became his Gethsemane. His 

moral dilemma was heightened by a sense that it did not 

matter how wrong she was. If Reverend Whistler found 

his actions unworthy, subject to legal consideration, then 

others might discuss his deeds in a similar context. Who 
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would come to know? How would they hear of his alleged 

crime? How would he defend himself against varied and 

unidentified accusations? He could barely imagine the 

words that would describe what had happened in a private, 

protected conversation much less a public defense. 

The coming to her when she was asleep, the failure to 

ask or wait for her to waken, the placing of his hands over her 

mouth. Yes, these actions if told in vindication could be made 

to appear a rape. She must not betray him. She must return 

home immediately, before she spoke to anyone else of this. 

They would move. For the sake of both their families, they 

should resolve their differences distant from the judgments, 

not disgrace their families with gossip. The temptation to 

argue, to plead was irresistible. Where was his strength? 

He reached for the telephone only to draw back. To call 

her would be to disobey her father. If the Reverend thought 

Winthrop intended to defy him, he might bring the matter 

before the archbishop, seek Winthrop’s dismissal on a charge 

of immorality. 

Winthrop’s hand trembled as he telephoned the rectory. 

The Reverend answered. 

Winthrop did not speak, feeling criminal, perverted. 

“Hello?” Whistler demanded twice before hanging up. 

Winthrop was irrational, certain that Reverend Whistler 

had identified him. Silence had not hidden his weakness. 

* * * 

Two months passed. Winthrop fought a day-to-day, 

sometimes minute-to-minute struggle not to call or attempt to 

see his wife or child. They had not contacted him. Inevitably, 
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the gossip spread in his parish, in Malvern. He carried himself 

with a tight, ironic smile. Pity, reproach, condemnation and 

questions were reflected from the shell of his determination 

to never again be the one who revealed what had happened. 

To those who asked including his own mother and father, he 

replied, “We are having problems that I do not wish to 

discuss.” 

One Saturday as he was preparing a homily to give the 

next day on the strength and blessing of family, he was 

buffeted by waves of anger that swamped him in self-pity. 

What right did she have to do this to him? 

He drove the old Ford to Malvern. As if guided by 

providence he saw Margaret and Prudence walking across 

the lawn before the Academy. He was surprised at the deep 

feeling of sorrow and longing that opened inside his stomach 

at the sight of his six-year-old daughter. He smiled with joy. 

Her sandy curly hair caught in a strong gust that seemed to 

blow Prudence towards him as she ran across the lawn. 

“Oh, Daddy.” 

He nearly wept to hear the passion of his daughter’s 

utterance of relief as she tightly hugged him. He stayed on 

his knees so that Prudence could continue to hold him. A 

glance at Margaret’s hostile stare told him there had been no 

pardon. Before he could offer the apologia he had mentally 

rehearsed to the point of obsession, she said, “You are to 

blame for what I must do.” 

She pulled Prudence from him and crossed the lawn. 

Prudence looked back at him from beneath Margaret’s arm. 

He did not chase her, arose to one knee and called softly, 
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“I’m sorry.” 

* * * 

He was surprised and hopeful the next night when he 

heard Margaret’s voice on the telephone in the living room.  

“Winthrop, there is some place I must go. I want you to 

pay for this.” 

“Margaret, I want you home.” All the longing for her he 

had felt for her in the past months caused home to tremble 

on his breath. 

“I have made all the arrangements,” she said. “Pick me 

up Wednesday morning at nine-thirty in front of the RKO. 

Good-bye.” She hung up. 

The rendezvous in three days incited him to perfect his 

arguments on why they should reconcile. The speech played 

in his thoughts constantly and when he was alone, he 

rehearsed it orally. He practiced and fretted over the right 

balance between contrition and the detailing of the moral 

behavior of a dutiful wife which he reinforced with Biblical, 

classical and folk adages. 

She was waiting beneath the gaudy overhang of the 

movie theater entrance. The day was gray, rain threatening. 

She moved slowly and unsteadily to the car. He hurried to 

assist her with a polite touch on the elbow. 

She carried a small bag. 

He tried to appear chipper, even humorous, as if it was 

a date.  

She grimly handed him a New Haven address in her 

handwriting on a torn scrap of St. Mark’s stationary. 
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“Shouldn’t we get Prudence?”  

She closed her eyes and he thought her ill. “Are you all 

right?” he asked. 

“Go, just go,” she flicked her hands forward. 

As he drove, he began the performance of his life. 

“Margaret, I want to say two things. The first is to 

apologize and acknowledge that I have indeed wronged you 

in a way that is most unfortunate. However, it is also subject to 

facile...”  

He had debated the use of facile or easy, settling on the 

former because he did not want to infer that anything about 

this had been easy. 

“...misinterpretation and I feel compelled to offer a 

defense. Not to those who would misunderstand, but to you 

who, whether you realize it or not, share so much, have so 

much at stake in this controversy that has shattered our 

hearth.” 

He glanced at her to ascertain the impact of his words. 

The Margaret that he had courted had a poetic nature. This 

drowsy, unkempt version called for more literal expression. 

She stared out the windshield with half-lowered eyes. The 

recognition of the state worked into his consciousness. She 

was taking the pills again. 

He might as well have been back in his living room, 

practicing, imagining her responses, but he persevered. 

It went beautifully, as impassioned and well-reasoned 

and delivered as if his best sermon. At times he spoke softly, 

raising his voice oratorically to emphasize a profound point. 
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He calmed himself and like a jazz virtuoso began to vamp, 

improvising variation on themes, growing giddy with the 

intoxication of his creativity. 

He loved and honored her as no man would. Never 

again would he do anything to her or with her without her 

full participation and consent. 

She appeared unaffected, continuing to passively view 

the rain-streaked windshield. 

When he reached what he had planned to be the most 

poignant part, where he apologized for the sin that every 

man carries, a waiting beast within his loins, he reached out 

and seized her cold, damp reactionless hand. 

Now he argued for their souls. “I admit my own blame, 

I swear to you that it will never happen again. But who are 

we to argue against the will of God that we be man and wife? 

Let us make the best of our time together on this temporal 

plane to further the glory of His name.” 

A mocking self-perspective saw him pleading like a radio 

preacher asking for money. “I would gladly trade my life to 

absolve my sin, but do not let me die unrepentant in your 

eyes. Just say that you forgive me.”  

For the first time he wept. Still, she did not react. What 

more could he say? The drug controlled her. He was 

shouting through a thick chemical wall. 

“What do you think about what I said?” he spoke loudly 

as if she was deaf. 

“I wasn’t listening,” she replied in barely a whisper. 

He was surprised by his fury, excused it as the product 
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of scorn for that which he had prepared with such effort. 

Then at concern for her fitness to be the mother of his child. 

“How long have you been in this state?” he demanded. 

“Who is taking care of Prudence?” 

She was silent. 

The fury boiled within his chest and he seized her upper 

arm, pushing her, then pulling her back, screaming, “Listen 

to me! I’m right! Can’t you see that I’m right in this.” 

They had stopped at a light. She leaned against the 

passenger door and looked at him with narrow eyes, lax lips, 

pale complexion. “You’re a beast,” she said as if the words 

had been caught in her chest since the night he had come 

to her bed. 

He stared at her in shock. How would God, the merciful 

judge of us all, see them? He, a man who had devoted his life 

to sacred truths, arguing for the soul of a drug addict who 

was the mother of his child.  

Of course, he was the one who was right, but he must 

be humble. He looked back at the road. “Forgive me, 

Margaret. I only ask for your forgiveness.” The all-reaching 

bliss that had made him love the church filled him. He was 

absolved. If she persevered in her path away from him, he 

would feel no blame. 

She pulled herself to a more erect position. A trickle of 

drool rolled from the corner of her mouth. She clumsily 

wiped her face with the back of her hand. “Do...this easy for 

me? No more words. Made my mind.” 

Let God judge their silences, his contemplation, 
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hers the dropsy of a pathetic drug addict swelling against 

consciousness. He examined his inner being, calmed and 

focused as if to produce the more perfect resonance. He 

would not show another indication of remorse or guilt to 

her–to anyone. 

They arrived at the address that she had given him, an 

old house in a part of New Haven similar to his mission. What 

kind of lawyer would have his office here? She must have the 

wrong address. 

Margaret opened the door and almost fell from the car. 

He reached to help her, but she pulled away and stood 

in the rain swaying as if looking for a familiar sight. 

He hurried around the car. She had moved through a 

broken metal gate up the path of an unkempt yard. 

Margaret rang the doorbell. A large woman with milk 

chocolate-colored flesh hanging beneath her arms opened 

the door. Dark suspicious eyes glanced at Winthrop’s white 

clerical collar. 

“I called about the doctor?” Margaret spoke like a drunk 

trying to keep from vomiting. 

“Are you Peggy?” the woman asked. 

Margaret nodded and stumbled. The woman and 

Winthrop moved to help her. 

“That’s all right, honey. We got you now,” the woman 

said. 

In a small office that looked as if it had been created by 

the addition of a thin white painted wall in a once larger 
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room, the woman introduced herself as Hildy. “I am the 

doctor’s assistant. Do you have the money?” 

“I’m afraid we have the wrong address,” Winthrop said. 

Hildy looked from him to Margaret and back to him. 

Margaret removed a white envelope from her purse and 

handed it to the woman. 

Hildy counted out fifteen twenty-dollar bills. 

“What kind of doctor is this?” Winthrop demanded. 

Hildy’s expression was now clearly one of suspicion. 

“Don’t pay any attention to him,” Margaret slurred, 

“He’s...he’s the father. Let’s get this over with.” 

The possibility of what Margaret intended to do caused 

him to rise in his chair as if he could for the first time see 

over a previously unimagined level of calamity. But it was 

impossible. He had taken precautions. How could Margaret 

have ever found such a doctor? She had transformed into one 

of the factory girls from his congregation. The Council of 

Bishops had held discussions about this...not like the 

Catholics...why was he thinking about church policy at a 

time like this? 

This was her punishment for him. She wanted him to see 

this, to pull him down with grasping monstrous arms into 

hell. 

Hildy said, “You can wait here, father, if you would prefer 

not to be seen.” 

Speak. He must speak. Where were the words? This was 

no longer about the two of them. Greater, more meaningful 
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planes of relevance, dimensions were in play. Where was his 

moral authority, any authority to control her? 

Past the flimsy partition was a living room. A long step 

brought him to Margaret’s side. He pulled her to him and 

whispered, “What do you know about this? Women die.” 

Hildy waited near, eavesdropping, as if ready to judge 

them unworthy of the doctor’s services. 

Margaret drew herself up and with a surprisingly strong 

voice given her barbituric delirium said, “Damn you, 

Winthrop. This is your sin I am expunging, not mine.” 

Shamefully, his reaction was embarrassment that Hildy 

had heard the accusation. 

Before he could respond, Margaret had moved ahead of 

Hildy, away from him. 

He imagined physical strength that would pull Margaret, 

courage to shout his accusation, to denounce the criminal 

act. Words like aiding and abetting ...inequity...liability flowed 

through his mind as through a broken net, no longer fit to 

catch meaning. 

He hurried after her whispering rapidly, “Let me bear 

this sin in God’s eye, Margaret. He will forgive us the thought 

and plan, but never the deed.” 

Her doll button eyes glazed by the drug, she slurred, “I 

can’t go through that again. If you truly love me you should 

know that much.” 

At the moment he sensed a point of contact from which 

they could discover a shared vision, the plutonian Hildy led 

her through wooden doors. “That’s all right, honey, Doctor 
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knows what he’s doing.” 

Like Eurydice descending into Hades, his wife did not 

look back. The doors slid shut by the monster. 

He was left in a still functional living room, with a couch 

and a faded lithograph of a garden. A whiff of alcohol mingled 

with the common aroma of the decay of fabric and dirt of an 

old house. He waited for inspiration, prayed quickly before 

thinking that he was wasting time. 

He should call her father, but an evil thought stopped 

him. She had brought him here to compound the act. How 

would he ever explain how they had ever come to be here? 

He would never be able to disassociate himself from this. 

He must act now or finally and forever lose whatever 

pretense he might have at a virtuous resolution of the conflict. 

Weakness, the shattering of self-image, dropped him 

into a dining room chair, the dead weight of a steer with a 

bolt shot into its head. He listened as if for a coming attack at 

the slight creaks and occasional unidentifiable sounds of the 

old house. At this supreme moment of moral crisis, he did 

not pray, or seek God’s help. He shrank hoping to be 

invisible to the All-seeing eye. 

But was not this when God found you with the guidance 

of moral clarity? Another thought entered his brain, a childish 

fear of abandonment. God would not come to him, unless he 

demonstrated virtue, defended the right, delivered himself 

completely to the guidance. 

The vast evil that he faced made him feel small and 

inept.  
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Courage, where was his courage? Where was his hope? 

Betrayed. He had betrayed faith. The lives of the saints, 

the courage of faith, even the humblest in the face of the 

most overawing evil had found the righteous path if only to 

die. Saints in whose company Winthrop had since childhood 

thought himself capable of joining looked down on him with 

scorn. But in the stories of the martyrs there was no mention 

of the witness, of the nameless face that looked and turned 

away as if nothing disturbed the normalcy of atrocity. 

“Suffer me that I may speak; and after that I have 

spoken...” he whispered. 

Job’s answer was an echo in Winthrop’s mind, mock on, 

mock on, mock on, mock on... 

Winthrop tried but could not rise. After all, what did this 

have to with him anymore? There was only so much one man 

could do. He would divorce her. He imagined himself in 

Africa. Ten years from now, perhaps he would return with 

slides of his open wall, the thatched roof church that he had 

built, dark light reflecting faces, white smiles from wooden 

benches or used school desks shipped from an inspired 

Midwest congregation, recordings of an odd accented chorus 

of old hymns...hallay, hallay... 

Winthrop jerked, pushed to awareness, by another 

presence entering the dark cave. Hildy passed through in 

response to the faint chiming of a bell. 

Winthrop returned her smile with a stare....by wicked 

hands... 

With the precision of a Nazi train delivering another load 
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of Jews to Dachau, a young woman was brought into the living 

room and seated in an old stuffed chair facing Winthrop. She 

appeared to be college age, pretty and emphatic in her fear 

and sorrow.  

After Hildy had left her “for just a few minutes. I’s to 

help the doctor.”  

Yes, to help the doctor murder his child, cast his wife 

into purgatory. 

The coed stared at the faded patterns of a Turkish artisan 

as if to find a way out of the perdition of the evil cave. 

Why was she alone? Stupid, of course she did not have 

a husband. That is why she was here. No husband would 

allow this to happen. 

Winthrop reached up and removed his white collar. 

At that moment, a loud sob penetrated the sliding 

wooden door, then a pitiful wail of the damned. 

Would this fantastic day of sight and comprehension of 

unforeseen horrors ever cease its mad lecture?  

Winthrop rose towards the sound, turned to the front 

door to flee, then collapsed back into the chair. 

The house momentarily returned to its private sounds. 

Acid burned inside Winthrop. 

He heard Margaret cry followed by the muffled sound of 

a man’s voice. Surprising action came as an accident. Perhaps 

it was the evidence of another man causing her pain: doctor, 

abortionist, murderer of his child, violator of his wife’s 

womb. From victim to defender Winthrop threw open the 
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sliding wooden doors, breaking their barring enchantment. 

Where the dining room table should have been was a 

perverted chair with Margaret’s feet strapped by leather bands 

to stirrups that held her naked thighs apart. A Negro was bent 

over her holding a clear plastic tube attached to a device that 

looked like a glass encased concertina. Her vagina, place of 

mystery that he had rarely seen was spread as a red wound 

by a hideous tool. 

Winthrop flailed at the equipment, knocking over a thin 

stand holding a bottle. He tore at the bindings, yanked the 

foul metal phallus from within his wife. 

The doctor tried to restrain him, as did the stronger 

Hildy. 

“Sir,” the doctor said, “You will hurt her. See, there you’ve 

cut her. I can’t be responsible for that.” 

“You ain’t getting none of your money back,” Hildy said. 

“We’ve changed our minds. I cannot condone this.” 

Winthrop pulled somnolent Margaret to his chest. “Please, 

please, just permit us to leave.” 

Neither interfered with his clumsy escape. 

Margaret was a limp weight. Her barely open eyes did 

not appear to see him. He dragged her from beneath her 

arms, the pale green gown in which she was clothed pulled 

away from her naked back. He tried to cover her while not 

losing his grip and movement out of the evil confines of the 

abortionist’s operating room. 

The shocked coed stood as if witnessing a corpse and 

fled out the front door ahead of him. 
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“Hey! Hey, wait,” Hildy called. 

Bent back, he dragged Margaret on the rain-soaked 

cement to their car. 

He rolled her over and lay her across the seat from the 

passenger side, ran around to the driver’s side and pushed 

her up to a limp sitting position, returned and closed the 

passenger door. 

Margaret rolled her head and gurgled, closed her eyes 

and snored in a regular sonorous rhythm. 

The green revealing gown in which she had been clothed 

was wet with blood, not red as from a cut, but darker, bluer 

almost black, thick and clotted. 

His prayers that she not die were interrupted by his 

dilemma of where to take her. How would he get her into 

their house without the neighbors seeing the priest dragging 

his nearly nude and bleeding wife? 

He must take her to the hospital. But that was a confession 

that he could not make. He would take her home, clean and 

dress her, pray for the Lord’s mercy that she not die.  

But their house was on a block in the city where many 

did not work. Even in the rain, too many bored eyes would 

be watching the street. Without a driveway to get close to the 

house, he might have to drag her down the block. No, that 

was unacceptable. 

His church was set on a quarter acre within a landscape 

of two-story apartment buildings and small stores. He drove 

across the wet lawn, turned sharply around the thick trunk of 

a maple and parked the car so the passenger side was abreast 
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of a metal fire door leading into the vestry. 

He hurried to the front, unlocked the chapel, pushed the 

bar to slowly open the rear metal door, glanced at the row of 

empty clothes lines and gardens let go for the winter, judged 

that he would be shielded from all but a few backyards, 

yanked open the car door and dragged his wife into the 

church. 

They were alone, locked in. Nobody would be coming 

to the church. It would be better to move the car, so as not 

to cause a curious visit, but he might have to take her away 

by the same route. Where could be put her? In what could 

he clothe her? He had to attend to her wound. 

She lay on the floor. The gown pulled up over her right 

shoulder. Her soft full white breasts spread towards her arms 

with the motion of arrested waves. 

He bathed her with a gray dish towel and a pot of hot 

water from the small kitchen next to the vestry. The blood 

came up from the pale skin of her inner thighs. He wrung 

the towel and the water turned a rose hue. Then, he bathed 

her vagina to reveal a complex construction of folds and 

contours he’d never seen so clearly. 

For a moment he stared at that which had been the 

instigator of his delirium the night that he had come to her 

bed. The organ had the appearance of something constructed 

by the Maker more for exit than entrance. He thought it ugly 

and vile and shuddered as if he had swallowed an antidote. 

He dressed Margaret in an ankle-length white choir robe 

and dragged her another forty feet into the chapel up the 
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one step of the carpeted sacristy beneath the reredos mural 

of the Ascension. He cleared the silver chalices and bowls, 

laid her atop the communion table, another choir robe for 

a pillow.  

Outside the rain lashed against the church. Dim light 

illuminated the stained glass. Wilted hot house lilies 

drooped at the corners of the red-carpeted stage from which 

he preached.  

He lit tall white cylindrical votive candles so that 

Margaret had the appearance of a corpse set out for 

mourning. 

From the first pew, he watched.  

Her straight brown hair fell over her shoulders. Her 

hands were folded on her chest. She maintained her death 

pose without movement. 

What if she was dead? What if he had murdered her by 

bringing her here rather than the hospital? All he craved was 

to find a connecting path out of this twisted maze back to the 

known course his life had been before he had sinned. Yes, it 

had been a sin, for sin in all its forms is but an imitation of 

the fall from grace, cast from the comfortable and the known 

into question and doubt. He knew now that he had sinned. 

In that way they were joined in mind and spirit. If God 

gave him his sanctified life back, he would never, ever, be 

tempted by flesh again. 

Her hand dropped from her chest and as if a weight 

pulled her body from the narrow table. Before he could reach 

her, she appeared to have caught her fall enough so that she 
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fell into his arms. 

He helped her sit up on the floor and lean against the 

table. Her pupils were enlarged as she stared at him, the 

candle-lit pews and back to him.  

“I...I’m,” she tried to speak, then felt and looked at the 

choir robe in which she was clothed. 

“I’ll get you some tea.” He felt embarrassed, fearful of 

her reaction to what he had done. 

He lit a burner and ran tap water into a copper kettle. She 

remained propped against the altar table when he returned 

while the water boiled. 

“Is it over?” she asked. 

“No, I stopped them,” his whisper expanded in the 

hollow of the chapel. 

She made a sound that was a mixture of a deep sigh and 

a groan. “What am I going to do?” 

He took one step towards her then stepped back and 

made no response. 

She looked at him with a curious expression. “It was a 

mistake bringing you.” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“You despise me.” 

He should despise her, but he did not. She was the path 

back to grace, only together could they return. This fantastic 

day had taught him the futility of words.  

Again competing silences, but now without superiority 

he felt the exhaustion of the vanquished. The faint whistle of 
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the boiling water mixed with the sound of the rain. “I’ll get 

your tea,” he said. 

* * * 

Three weeks later they ate dinner as a family in the 

rectory of St. Marks. Winthrop felt uncertain if he had been 

accepted back into the fold. He and Margaret sat beside 

each other, Margaret’s mother and Prudence opposite them, 

Reverend Whistler at the head of the table. The lamb had 

been carved by Reverend Whistler. Winthrop’s mother-in-law 

served side dishes from two china bowls. Margaret stirred 

beside him. 

“I went to the doctor, Friday,” she said in a faint voice. 

“What did you say, Peg?” Reverend Whistler asked loudly 

as if to encourage Margaret. 

“We’re going to have another child,” Margaret said and 

cleared her throat. 

“That’s wonderful!” Winthrop’s mother-in-law came 

around the table to hug Margaret. 

Prudence looked at him and he felt he had to say 

something to her. “You’re going to have a little brother or 

sister.” He glanced at Reverend Whistler. 

Mrs. Whistler said, “James, what’s the matter with you? 

Didn’t you hear?” 

Reverend Whistler grinned. The red tops of his cheeks 

climbed to his crinkled eyes. “That’s good news. I’ll say, that’s 

mighty fine news 

No congratulations were offered to Winthrop. 
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After the meal, they walked out into the first truly frigid 

night of the year. Margaret and Prudence had gone down the 

walk to the car. Reverend Whistler stepped outside and put 

his arm around Winthrop’s shoulder. “Make the best of it, 

my boy.” 

Winthrop smiled but saw only threat in his father-in-law’s 

expression. 

* * * 

Margaret was wheeled into the delivery room two weeks 

before she was due for the scheduled Caesarean. As far as 

Winthrop could tell, she had found a proper dosage of 

whatever drugs she was taking so that she had functioned 

during the day caring for Prudence and did not overtly behave 

as if she had a problem. 

Winthrop did not try to correct her, avoided physical 

contact except for the few times that she had offered him 

her cheek when he came home from work. If he walked very 

quietly, made no sudden movements, he felt as if he had 

found a very narrow path of grace. 

On the rolling hospital gurney, Margaret clutched her 

father’s Bible to her chest and closed her eyes when Winthrop 

gave her slender arm a squeeze of encouragement. 

Winthrop waited in the room reserved for the immediate 

family. He sat at a small desk to write a sermon on the hospital 

stationary. He wrote the date and the title, The Foundation 

of Courage is Hope.  

The words came easily as if we all are given one bit of 

wisdom to impart, and this was his. 
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The draft of the sermon was complete when Doctor 

Kepler came to bring him to see his new baby girl, squalling, 

healthier in appearance than her sister had been. 

“What are you going to name her?” a nurse with a 

clipboard asked in the recovery room. 

Winthrop looked at his pale, barely conscious wife in 

whose arm the red-faced swathed baby lay crying. “I think I 

should like to call her Hope.” 
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